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The purpose of this document is to trace the origin of the 

modem alto flute from its beginning through Theobald Boehm's 

design; compare the designs and acoustical qualities of modern alto 

and c-flutes; identify the various types of extended techniques found 

in contemporary alto and c-flute repertoire with attention as to how 

the realizion of these techniques may differ for alto and c-flute; and 

survey representative works for alto flute that incorporate extended 

techniques. 

Chapter I. follows the development of larger flutes from 

examples found in Renaissance-period sources up to the early 

ninteenth century. Chapters II and III. discuss Boehm's design 

innovations, identify specific parts of alto flute design that 

distinguish it from the c-flute, in in aspects such as air column 

diameter and volume, tone hole location and diameter, and head joint 

design. 

Chapters IV. through VII. investigate the origins of extended 

techniques on alto and c-flute and include explanantion of various 

monophonic, microtonal and multiphonic techniques, and identify 

differences between alto and c-flute responses in these areas. 
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Chapter VIII. examines representative solo and chamber works 

for alto flute that incorporate extended techniques, with descriptions 

of the techniques and a grading system that rates these works on 

their level of extended technique difficulty. 

Three appendices are included: Appendix A is a quarter-tone 

fingering chart for the alto flute; Appendix B is a listing of alto flute 

multiphonic fingerings: Appendix C is a listing of descriptive notes 

for the multiphonics in Appendix B. 
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I. EARLY LARGER FLUTES 

The modem orchestral alto flute, developed by Theobald 

Boehm in the 1860's is only one of the most recent examples of 

efforts to develop a practical, extended family of flutes, a process 

begun during the Renaissance. Among the earliest representations of 

a "chest" or "consort" of flutes in graduated sizes is to be found in 

Martin Agricola's Musica Instrumentalis deudschJ Published in the 

first part of the sixteenth century, it illustrates four, one-jointed, 

transversely-played Schweitzer Pfeiffen, or "Swiss Pipes." These are 

identified from smallest to largest as discantus, altus, tenor, and 

bassus.-

Michael Praetorius's encyclopaedia Syntagma Musicum (1619-

20)3 was the first source to make a distinction between transverse 

flutes and the military fife. The alto/tenor flute was pitched in D (as 

1 William E. Hettrick, ed. and trans.. The 'Musica instrumentalis deudsch' 
of Martin Agricola: A Treatise on Musical Instruments. 1529 and 1545 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994 ) 13. 

2 If the relative lengths of these flutes in this illustration are 
proportional, then the discantus would be approximately 76% the length of the 
bassus, which is nearly identical to the proportional relationship of the 
modem c-flute to the modem alto flute (the c-flute is 76.3% of the length of 
the modem alto flute). Thus it is likely that the bassus had the same pitch 
relationship with the discantus as the modem c-flute has with the modem alto 
flute: pitched a perfect fourth lower. 

3 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma musicum: De orpanographia. Parts I and 
n, ed. and trans., David Z. Crookes (Oxfordshire: Clarendon Press, 1986) plate ix. 
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were most, if not all pre-Boehm concert flutes), and the bass flute 

shown was the first illustration of a flute divided into two sections, 

presumably as an aid to tuning.^ Based on the illustration of these 

flutes found in the Syntagma Musicum. the alto/tenor flute is 68.8% 

the length of the bass flute, giving the bass flute a range down to G 

below middle C, a fifth below the alto/tenor flute in D. Likewise, 

Marin Mersenne's roughly contemporary Harmonic Universelle 

(1636) shows two transverse flutes, identified as Flutes Allemands, 

also pitched in D and G.5 

Almost all flutes from the Renaissance and early Baroque 

periods were wooden instruments with cylindrical bores, were 

played transversely, and had six, keyless tone holes whose locations 

were determined more for ease of fingering than pitch accuracy. By 

the end of the seventeenth century, due in part to the work of 

instrument makers such as Jacques Hotteterre of Paris, the flute 

evolved into an instrument with a conical bore that was capable of 

producing the subtle shadings and varieties of tone color required by 

Baroque-period music. An added key, which became almost 

standard at this time, enabled the player to produce the previously 

^Nancy Toff, The Flute Book: A Complete Guide for Students and 
Performers (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1985), 43. 

^Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle. vol. 3, 1636; facsimile reprint. 
(Paris: Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1965) 241-244. 



unattainable low D#1 or Ebl (pitches that were not necessarily 

equivalent at this time). 

Of the lower-pitched flutes from this period, flutist Johann 

Joachim Quantz made reference in his Versuch einer Anweisung die 

Flote zu spielen (1752) to a "German flute" (keyless, and made in the 

1690's) that was pitched a fourth lower than ordinary flutes.^ He 

also identified several contemporary non-standard-sized flutes: low 

Quartfldten, flutes d'amour, and "little" Quartfldten, which were 

pitched a fourth below, a minor third below and a fourth above the 

standard flute, respectively. The flute d'amour, a close relative of 

the alto flute, was popular in orchestras of the first half of the 

eighteenth century and Quantz considered it to be the best of the 

lower flutes, although he maintained that "none approaches the 

regular transverse flute in trueness and beauty of tone."'^ Quantz 

also noted the less-than-successful efforts of flute makers at that 

time to extend the range of the standard transverse flutes down to 

CI (and a few years later, below CI) by means of added key work. 

Quantz felt that this was done at the expense of both intonation and 

^Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute fVersuch einer 
Anweisung die Flote zu spielen). trans. Edward R. Reilly (New York: Schirmer 
Books, 1966) 30. 

^Quantz, On Playing the Flute 34. 



tone quality (likely due to the acoustical restrictions imposed by 

extending the length of the flute's conical bore and by the relative 

unreliability of pre-Boehm system keywork;).^ 

^Toff, The Flute Book 71. 
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n. THEOBALD BOEHM'S ALTO FLUTE 

No significant progress in solving the problems associated with 

lower-pitched flutes was made until the radical departures in flute 

design made by the Bavarian inventor and flutist Theobald Boehm 

during the 1830's and '40's. Boehm began to design and construct 

flutes whose tone holes were sized and located according to their 

acoustical correctness rather than for ease of fingering. Boehm 

experimented with several design changes intended to ease or 

correct problems in flutes of his day, but soon realized that the flute 

could never be satisfactorily improved without making a 

fundamental departure in design from the small-tone-holed, 

conically-bored instruments then in use. 

In 1846, Boehm began a series of acoustical experiments with 

flute tubes and determined with great precision the qualities 

necessary to produce an acoustically correct instrument with a 

flexible, pure, and dynamic tone quality. Among his findings were: 

1. that the strength, as well as the full, clear quality of 
the fundamental tone, is proportional to the volume of 
the air set in vibration; 

2. that a more or less important contraction in the bore of 
the upper part of the flute tube, and a shortening or 
lengthening of this contraction, have an important 
influence upon the production of the tones and upon the 
tuning of the octaves; 
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3. that this contraction must be made in a certain 
geometrical proportion, which is closely approached by 
the curve of the parabola; and 

4. that the formation of the nodes and segments of the 
sound waves takes place most easily and perfectly in a 
cylindrical flute tube, the length of which is thirty times 
its diameter, and in which the contraction begins in the 
upper fourth part of the length of the tube, continuing to 

the cork where the diameter is reduced one tenth part.9 

Boehm's new flute design therefore began with a cylindrical, 

rather than a conical bore, which provided an acoustically correct 

and stable air column. Boehm next devised an acoustical "schema" 

that indicated the proper spacing and size of the tone holes necessary 

to produce a well-regulated scale and a homogeneous timbre. By use 

of his schema, Boehm could also calculate the correct tone hole size 

and placement for flutes of various sizes with the same precise 

results. 

Because Boehm's schema required tone hole spacings and 

diameters that could no longer be operated with fingers covering 

open holes, it required the development of a new fingering system 

that used covered keys in combination with levers and extensions to 

^Theobald Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Plaving: In Acoustical. Technical. 
and Artistic Aspects, trans. Dayton C. Miller (New York: Dover Publications, 
Inc., 1964) 16. 
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control the tone holes in their new acoustically correct positions. The 

schema and the new key system allowed Boehm eventually to design 

an acoustically-correct, lower-pitched flute as well. 

Dayton C. Miller, translator of Boehm's work The Flute and 

Flute-Playing: In Acoustical. Technical, and Artistic Aspects, noted 

that one of Boehm's greatest contributions was his "Bass Flute" (the 

modem alto flute in G), which he made musically practical for the 

first time. 10 Boehm had long felt the need for a lower-pitched flute 

capable of a deeper and stronger tone than was produced by either 

the Baroque flute d'amour or by extensions in the tube length of the 

c-flute. In 1854-55, Boehm produced the first flute in G that 

adhered to his new schema. 

Boehm's hope was that his flute in G would acquire the same 

level of acceptance in the flute family as that of the basset-horn and 

English horn in the clarinet and oboe families. According to Dayton T. 

Miller, it is clear that Boehm's intention was not to produce an 

instrument whose timbre was identical to the c-flute although lower 

in pitch. Rather, he intended to produce an "entirely new 

instrument" that was as distinct in quality from the c-flute as the 

^'^Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Plaving xxviii. 



soprano voice is from a contralto J 1 The proportionally larger bore 

diameter of Boehm's flute in G did indeed reduce the strength of the 

higher harmonic component of its tone, contributing to the 

instrument's unique timbre. 1-

Boehm's design for the flute in G made it an "altogether 

practicable" instrument, possessing a beautiful lower-octave timbre 

that he considered suitable for vocal accompaniment, l ̂  Other 

performers apparently agreed with Boehm's estimation of his new 

instrument's capabilities, including the Australian flutist John 

Amadio, who regularly accompanied the opera star Nellie Melba with 

an alto flute in recital. 

There is little doubt that Boehm was quite pleased with his 

flute in G. In 1871 he wrote that: 

My ideal of tone, large, sonorous, and powerful, 
admitting of every gradation from pianissimo to 
fortissimo, is still the tone of my silver flute in G. 
The effect I have repeatedly produced, when 
playing it, although now I am an old man of 
seventy-eight and one-half years, is such that I only 
regret that I did not make this flute forty years ago. 

Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Plaving 120. 

I2Toff, Thg Fltitg gppK 72. 

Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Playing 120. 

'^Toff, The Flute Book 73. 
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With a silver head-joint and a gold embouchure, the 
tone is very brilliant, and no room is too large for it; 
while with a wood embouchure on the silver head-
joint, the tone gains in richness without losing in 
power. Once when I played in church on this flute, 
accompanying a soprano, it was mistaken for a 
French horn. ̂ ^ 

Boehm was so enamored of the flute in G that he performed 

and practiced upon it almost exclusively from the time of its 

invention until his death in 1881. Boehm also arranged a substantial 

quantity of music for the flute in G, including solos, duets, trios, and 

operatic arias with piano accompaniment. Many of these 

manuscripts can be found in the Dayton C. Miller Collection of flutes 

and flute music in the Library of Congress. 

The dimensions of alto flute Boehm submitted to the Paris 

Exposition of 1867 conformed to a schema similar to the one he 

devised for his c-flute, although altered to some extent in order to 

enhance the instrument's response in the low range. Explaining his 

reason for this design alteration, Boehm stated: 

In the calculation of the proportions of the air column, I 
gave preference to the deeper tones; the speech is easy 
and certain, and lends itself to a surprisingly strong 

l^Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Plaving 123. 

l^Toff, The Flute Book 73. 
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crescendo; hence the bass flute is suitable for playing in 

the largest room or in the salon. ̂  ^ 

Boehm's alto flute was built to the tuning standard of A1 = 435 

and incorporated a schleifklappe, a type of octave key operated by 

the left thumb. Boehm felt that the schleifklappe helped to produce 

an easier response and better tone quality for the pitches D#2/Eb2, 

D#3/Eb3 and A3, pitches that he considered unacceptably flat when 

played softly. The schleifklappe has since been dropped from 

modern alto flutes, but otherwise, the key layout and fingering 

system that Boehm devised has endured with only minor variation to 

the present day. 

Boehm's alto flute had an internal tube diameter of 26 mm.; 

tone hole diameters for the main series of tone holes of 19.3 mm.; a 

key rise of 6 mm.; an embouchure hole measuring 11.0 by 13.0 mm.; 

and a distance from the face of the cork to the center of the 

embouchure hole of 20.5 mm. Boehm's specifications for the bore 

dimensions of the alto flute underwent some alteration during the 

I920's, when many American manufacturers of alto flutes reduced 

l^Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Playing 124. 

l^Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Plaving 128. 



the bore from 2 6  mm. to "something l e s s . " ^ 9  These reductions in 

bore diameter made it possible for the alto flute to more reliably 

play a full three-octave range like the modern c-flute. 

Despite these minor departures from Boehm's original design, 

the modem alto flute retains its acoustical "correctness" and its 

distinct timbre. Both are factors that exert great influence on the 

instrument's capabilities in performing the extended-technique 

repertoire of the mid-twentieth century. 

I^Robert J. Baasch, "The Large Flutes," Woodwind Anthology: A 
Compendium of Woodwind Articles from "The Instrumentalist." vol. 1 
(Northfield IL: The Instrumentalist Publishing Co., 1992) 7. 



in. MODERN ALTO FLUTE DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Since many of the extended techniques for flute, including 

harmonics, multiphonics, and microtonal scales are influenced by the 

acoustical design of the instrument, determining any differences in 

the critical dimensions of modem alto and c-flutes is essential. In an 

effort to obtain accurate specifications on representative alto and c-

flutes, more than one dozen American and European flute 

manufacturers were contacted to request specific technical 

information. Uniformly, all manufacturers who responded stated 

that they were unable to provide specific design data, although one 

product manager suggested that the necessary information could be 

obtained by other means: 

. . .  I  r e g r e t ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h a t  I  a m  n o t  a t  l i b e r t y  t o  s e n d  
copies of any material that might be considered 
proprietary or competition-sensitive in nature, such as 
blueprints, measurements, tooling specifications, etc. . . Of 
course, once our product is out in the marketplace, there 
is nothing to prevent the interested scholar from 
obtaining a sample and "reverse-engineering" with a 
high-quality vernier caliper. . . .20 

As a result, the only option available for obtaining accurate 

instrument specifications was the "reverse-engineering," suggested 

20Dan Shideler, Product Manager of United Musical Instruments U.S.A., 
Inc. (maker of Armstrong and Artley flutes), letter to the author, 7 August 
1996. 



above. To that end, two alto flutes and two c-flutes of modern design 

and manufacture were selected for obtaining both instrument 

specifications and for use in evaluating any differences between the 

alto and c-flute in various extended techniques later in the study.21 

The two c-flutes selected both had "C" foot joints and were of the 

plateau, or "closed-hole" variety, since the alto flutes selected also 

lack the foot joint extension referred to on c-flutes as a "B" foot joint 

(as nearly all alto flutes do). Plateau style c-flutes were also selected 

because the size and spacing of the tone holes on closed-hole c-flutes 

better corresponds to the closed-hole design of all but a very few 

alto flutes. The four specimen flutes were disassembled and critical 

measurements were made using a caliper-type micrometer.2 2 

As an aid to identifying any critical dimensional differences 

between the alto and c-flutes, the data obtained for the two alto 

flutes were "converted" to the measurements for the dimensions of 

the c-flutes in the following manner. It was determined that if the 

overall tube lengths (measured as the distance from the head joint 

stopper to the end of the foot joint on properly tuned instruments) of 

-^Alto flutes: Getneinhardt, silver-plated, serial no. A217; Armstrong, 
silver head joint, nickel-silver body, serial no. 26-47325. C-flutes: Artley, C 
foot, silver-plated, closed hole, serial no. 147301; Bundy, C foot, silver-plated, 
closed hole, serial no. 227378. 

^^General National Dial Caliper, Model N-142. 
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the alto flutes were multiplied by a factor of 0.76328, it would 

reduce their tube lengths to within 0.1% of the tube lengths of the c-

flutes.23 Using this factor to "shrink" the distances between the alto 

flute tone holes showed a similar close correspondence, with the 

reduced alto flute measurements placing the tone hole centers very 

close to their locations on the c-flute. Having confirmed that using 

this factor accurately reduces the critical pitch-determining 

dimensions of air column length and tone hole placement, one can 

then use this same factor to "shrink" other alto flute measurements 

to c-flute dimensions to more easily identify any design differences. 

A. Length, Diameter, and Air Column Volume 

Despite the close correlation in length and tone hole location 

between the c-flutes and the "converted" alto flutes, many 

differences were found between the two. One important difference 

was in the shape and relative dimensions of the air column. 

Measurements of the air column were accomplished by first carefully 

tuning each of the flutes to A = 440, since the amount of head joint 

23 This factor, derived from actual measurements of the flute tubes, is 
confirmed by multiplying the frequency of CI (261 Hz.) by the same factor. 
This results in a product of 198, which is extremely close (within a 1% 
deviation) to the actual frequency of G below CI (196 Hz.). 
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extension is a critical variable. As stated above, the air column was 

measured as the distance from the cork stopper in the head joint to 

the end of the foot joint. Measurements of the diameter of the air 

column were derived from the internal dimensions of the bottom end 

of the head joint tenon (past the head joint taper where it joins flush 

with the internal wall of the flute body) and from the end of the foot 

joint on each flute (virtually the same measurement). 

Reducing these results to a ratio of diameter-to-air-column-

length reveals a slight difference in the configurations of the two 

flute types. The averaged c-flutes had a diameter-to-air-column-

length ratio of 1:32.4, while the alto flutes had an average diameter-

to-length ratio of 1:33.5. This shows that the alto flutes have an air 

column length that is proportionally 3.5% longer than the c-flutes 

(see Figure 1, below). 
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Figure 1: Ratio of Tube Length to Tube Diameter. 

The chart below (Figure 2) shows the averaged air column 

volumes for the alto and c-flutes expressed in cubic millimeters. 

24 

This chart shows a slight reduction of volume for the "converted" alto 

flutes, which proportionally contain about 97% of the air volume of 

the c-flutes. 
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Figure 2. : Comparison of Flute Tube Volume. 

B. Tone Hole Location and Diameter 

As noted earlier, there is a close correspondence between the 

averaged alto and c-flute tone hole positions. As measured from the 

top end of the air column (at the cork stopper) and with the 

exception of the D# trill tone hole, all the tone hole positions for the 

averaged and converted alto flute deviate from the tone hole 

positions of the averaged c-flutes by less than 1.4%.24 The D# trill 

tone hole ts closer to the top end of the averaged and reduced alto 

flute's air column, and the remaining tone holes are either placed the 

24neviation of reduced alto flute tone hole placement from c-flute: D# 
trill: -2.13%; D trill: +0.46%; C: +0.11%; B: +1.17%; Bb: +0.87%; A: +0.83%; G#: 
+0.51%; G: +0.98%; offset G#: +0.46%; F#: +1.13%; F: +1.14%; E: +1.07%; D: +1.34%; 
Eb: +0.85%; low C#: + 1.04%; low C: + 1.26%. 
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same or slightly further away from the top of the au column than on 

the c-flute. 

Figure 3 (below) shows the relative averaged s1zes of the alto 

and c-flute tone holes. The results for the averaged and converted 

alto flutes show that their tone holes are relatively smaller compared 

to the c-flute. The degree of difference is fairly consistent, except for 

the first-finger left-hand C and the offset G# (which were nearly 

identical in diameter to the c-flute) and for the tone holes in the foot 

joint (where the c-flute tone holes are made comparatively larger). 
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Figure 3.: Alto and C-Flute Tone Hole Diameters. 
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Figure 4 (below) shows the averaged and converted sizes for 

each of the alto flute tone holes compared to the average size of the 

c-flute tone holes, expressed as a percentage of c-flute tone hole 

dimensions. 
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Figure 4.: Alto Flute Tone Hole Size as Percentage of C-Flute. 

C. Relationship of Tone Hole and Air Column Diameters 

Figure 5 (below) shows the relationship between averages of 

the converted air column diameters and the size of the largest tone 

holes on the specimen alto flutes compared with the c-flutes. The 

results show that the c-flute's largest tone hole diameters are 79.7% 

of their air column diameters, whereas the alto flutes largest tone 
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hole diameters were 74.0% of their average tube diameter. Thus the 

alto flutes show a 5.7% smaller tone hole diameter to air column 

diameter ratio than the c-flutes. 
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Figure 5. : Tone Hole Size and Air Column Diameter. 

D. Embouchure Hole Dimensions 

A comparison of the relative sizes of converted alto and c-flute 

embouchure holes shows a considerable difference in proportion. 

The averaged embouchure hole dimensions for the c-flutes were 13.2 

mm. wide by 10.65 mm. across, while the averaged and converted 

dimensions for the alto flutes were 10.0 mm. wide by 8.2 mm. across. 

Although the alto flute's embouchure hole is in reality slightly larger 

than the c-flute's, it is proportionally smaller (80.3% of c-flute 



embouchure hole width and 76.7% of c-flute embouchure hole 

across). 

E. Head Joint Characteristics 

In the process of developing his new flute, Boehm noted: 

"that a more or less important contraction in the bore of 
the upper part of the flute tube, and a shortening or 
lengthening of this contraction, have an important 
influence upon the production of the tones and upon the 
tuning of the octaves."25 

Boehm was aware that a tapered head joint was necessary for proper 

tuning and that the shape and degree of head joint taper had an 

effect on the tone quality generated.26 Boehm described the 

curvature he incorporated into his flute head joints as "parabolic," 

where the degree of reduction in diameter becomes more and more 

pronounced as the reduction progresses. Dayton C. Miller notes that 

very few flute head joints actually have a parabolic reduction in 

diameter.27 Today's flute manufacturers have designed head joint 

tapers arrived at through experimentation aimed at achieving the 

^^Boehtn, The Flute and Flute-Playing 16. 

26Nancy Toff, The Development of the Modem Flute (New York: 
Taplinger Publishing Co., 1979) 183. 

27Boehm, The Flute and Flute-Plaving 17. 
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tone color and response desired, not by adherence to a formula. 

Figure 6 (below) shows the actual (unreduced) head joint taper 

measurements for the four flutes used in this study. These 

measurements show the internal head joint diameter at divisions of a 

tenth between the cork stopper and the start of the head joint tenon, 

where tapering ceases. The two c-flutes show very good conformity 

in tube diameter, degree of taper, and in the points where their 

degree of tapering changes. The head joint diameter measurements 

for the two alto flutes show less conformity in diameter than the two 

c-flute head joints, but show good conformity their degrees of taper 

and points of tapering change. 
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Figure 6.: Taper Dimensions of Specimen Flutes. 



These measurements reveal basic taper design differences 

between alto and c-flutes. Both c-flute head joints show a gradual 

tapering from the tenon to the eighth tenth, a steeper taper to the 

first tenth, and a reduced taper from there to the stopper. Both of 

the alto flutes show a markedly different taper profile: a 

comparatively steep taper from the tenon to the fifth tenth, a more 

gradual taper from the fifth tenth to the second tenth, and then a 

comparatively much steeper taper again from the second tenth to the 

stopper. This consistency in taper profiles between the two alto 

flutes and the two c-flutes shows that alto and c-flutes are designed 

with different response characteristics as their goals. 

Figure 7 (below) shows measurements for the four specimen 

head joints adjusted so that they are all of equal size at the start of 

the tenon in order to compare the taper profile of each more readily. 

Here it is easy to see that the alto flutes have tapers that are quite 

distinct from the c-flutes. It is also interesting to note that the 

center-points of the embouchure holes for the alto flutes are located 

between the stopper and the first tenth (an area of relatively steep 

tapering) while the center-points of the embouchure holes for the c-

flutes are located between the first and second tenth (an area of 

more moderate tapering). 
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Figure 8 (below) shows the averaged taper of the alto flute 
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head joints expressed as a percent of the averaged c-flute head joint 

taper. This graph shows the marked divergence m alto flute head 

joint taper towards the stopper and in the area centered around the 

fifth tenth point of the alto flute's head joint length. 
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To summanze the comparative data on the specimen alto and 

c-flutes, a close correlation was found between tube length and tone 
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hole location with few significant differences between converted alto 

flute and c-flute data. However, significant differences were found 

in several areas: alto flutes have proportionally longer air-column-

to-tube-diameter ratios; proportionally smaller tone holes; 

proportionally smaller tone hole diameters as compared to tube 

diameter; proportionally smaller embouchure holes; and significant 

differences in both the contour and degree of head joint tapering. 

These design differences all have some degree of effect upon the alto 

flute's general acoustics and help explain the differences in the alto 

flute's performance and response in several areas of extended 

technique, as discussed below. 
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IV. ORIGINS OF ALTO AND C-FLUTE EXTENDED TECHNIQUES 

Many of the late Romantic-period composers sought to continue 

to expand the range of instrumental "color" available to them, 

introducing several instruments related to standard orchestral 

instruments and several that were new to the orchestra. In this 

atmosphere, the alto flute's unique timbre began to attract attention. 

It is believed that Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov was the first to include 

the alto flute in an orchestral score, in Mlada (1890) and again in 

Ivan the Terrible. Other early scoring for the alto flute can be found 

in Maurice Ravel's Daphnis et Chloe (1909-12), Igor Stravinsky's, Le 

Sacre du Printemps (1913), and Gustav Hoist's The Planets (1916). 

The search by composers for new timbres continued into the 

twentieth century. Although new instrumental tone colors like the 

alto flute were used to broaden the orchestral color "palette" during 

the last decades of the Romantic period, early twentieth century 

composers began to treat tone color as a central compositional 

element, lessening the importance of more traditional elements such 

as melody, harmony and meter. Experimentations with unusual 

ways of creating sounds, such as Henry Cowell's early twentieth-

century experimentations with plucked string and percussive piano 

techniques, marked the beginning of contemporary instrumental 
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explorations in the United States. John Cage continued these 

explorations with "prepared piano" techniques, placing foreign 

objects in the piano in order to modify its timbre. Experimentations 

with non-traditional timbral resources were extended to other 

instruments, including the flute and alto flute, and were consistent 

with the emerging view that all of the sounds a performer can 

produce with his instrument were legitimate compositional 

material.28 

Another approach to tone color, employed by Arnold 

Schoenberg and Anton Webem, was that of klangfarbenmelodie 

(melody of tone colors). A new, broader view of what kinds of 

sonorities were becoming musically acceptable is evident in 

Schoenberg's statement (as quoted by Bruno Bartolozzi in New 

Sounds for Woodwind) that: 

. . . sound makes itself evident through timbre, of which 
pitch is one dimension. Timbre is therefore the complete 
whole, whereas pitch is only a part of this whole, or 
rather, pitch is only timbre measured in a single 
direction. Now if it is possible to use timbres which are 
distinguished one from another by pitch so as to create 
structures which we call melodies . . . then it must also be 
possible, using the timbres of the other dimension. . . .29 

^^Reginald Smith Brindle, The New Music: The Avant-Garde Since 1945. 
2nd ed. (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1987) 351. 

^^Bnino Bartolozzi, New Sounds for Woodwind. 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1982) 68. 
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Schoenberg's Five Pieces for Orchestra (1908) and Webem's 

Five Pieces for Orchestra. Op. 10 (1913) were based largely on a 

pointillistic style of rapidly changing, disjunct color shifts. This 

approach, however, was limited by its inherent structural weakness 

and lack of cohesion that resulted from too much timbral contrast. A 

more lasting compositional trend has been towards working with a 

more limited number of timbres (with their variations and 

mutations) in order to achieve greater musical unity. 

More important to later compositional developments than the 

early pointillist approach was the use of the timbral contrasts 

resulting from the timbral possibilities of single instruments. This 

trend eventually brought about the great increase in the use of solo 

instruments and mixed ensembles, and a greater interest in a wider 

range of solo instruments. In the years immediately after World 

War Two, the influence of the klangfarben style was augmented by 

the influences of the newly emerging electronic music, musique 

concrete and various non-western musics. These and other 

influences impelled composers of the post-war "avant-garde" to 

begin to search for any previously undiscovered sound resources 

possible with traditional classical instruments. 
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The search for new sounds was especially productive in the 

case of several of the woodwind instruments, the flute family in 

particular. As a result of works like Edgard Varese's seminal 

composition for solo flute Density 21.5. and continuing with works 

from avant-gardists such as Ernst Krenek, Luciano Berio, Charles 

Wuorinen, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and George Crumb, flute technique 

underwent a revolution in the types of sounds and effects they were 

called upon to produce. Contemporary composers continue to 

experiment with these new techniques, and the result is a substantial 

body of new solo and chamber works that have helped to elevate 

interest in both the alto and c-flute. 

Extended techniques for the alto and c-flute may be grouped 

into three broad categories: 1.) production of various monophonic 

timbral alterations (including noise, percussive effects and extreme 

range extensions); 2.) production of intervals smaller than those of 

the tempered chromatic scale (microtones, and related techniques of 

portamento and glissando, etc.), and; 3.) the production of multiple 

simultaneous pitches by a single instrument (multiphonics). 
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A. Timbral Generalities 

In his monograph on extended woodwind techniques, 

twentieth-century composer Bruno Bartolozzi stated his beliefs 

regarding extended techniques on woodwinds and other instruments. 

Two traditions, he said, governed the development of instrumental 

techniques: 1.) the structural evolution of instruments as the result 

of empirical methods; and 2.) the musical requirements of the 

times.30 His implication is that although some flutists may have been 

aware of extended technical possibilities (as a few apparently were), 

the musical esthetics of previous times required timbral uniformity. 

Music required the production of a traditionally "beautiful" and 

homogeneous tone quality, and instruments had evolved through 

history to fulfill that requirement alone. 

As intended by its inventor, the alto flute's "normal" timbre is 

distinct from the c-flute and the other members of the modern flute 

family, since each member develops its individual character from the 

interplay of several characteristics that vary according to the 

instrument's size and design. The normal alto flute timbre is distinct 

from that of the c-flute because of its proportionally greater air 

30Bartolozzi, New Sounds 3. 
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volume and distinctly-tapered head joint. The alto flute's timbre can 

be described as broader and wanner than the c-flute in its low 

register, softer and hazier in its middle register, and somewhat 

coarse and diffuse in its upper register, thus lacking the tone 

projection of the c-flute. 

The larger bore of the alto flute reduces the presence of higher 

harmonics, contributing to the instrument's distinctive timbre as well 

as causing a certain amount of "fuzziness" in portions of its range. 

This fuzzy quality is most certainly the reason that Boehm devised 

his schleifklappe , which vented and clarified some of the more hazy 

pitches. As the schleifklappe was eventually dropped from the 

standard alto flute design, the need to somehow overcome this 

problem led to the common practice of using the D# trill key as a 

"vent" to clarify pitches from E2 through F#2,3l and pitches from E3 

through F#3.32 Even though the alto flute's normal timbre in certain 

extreme parts of its range is less homogeneous than the c-flute's, 

many composers have capitalized on its unusual quality, exploiting 

its thinner high-register timbre as well as its stronger low register. 

3 ̂ William J. Jones, "Some New Fingerings for the Alto Flute," Woodwind 
Anthology: A Compendium of Woodwind Articles from "The Instrumentalist." 
vol. 1 (Northfield IL: The Instrumentalist Publishing Co., 1992) 188. 

32William J. Jones, "The Alto Flute," Woodwind Anthology: A 
Compendium of Woodwind Articles from "The Instrumentalist." vol. 1 
(Northfield IL: The Instrumentalist Publishing Co., 1992) 238. 
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B. Altissimo Range 

Extension of the normal range was one of the earliest and most 

important developments in twentieth century flute techniques, 

providing new tone color possibilities and an opportunity to further 

exploit the flute's great abilities in executing wide interval skips. 

The highest pitch considered to be part of the standard c-flute range 

is D4. This pitch is the highest encountered in standard orchestral 

literature, and is also the highest pitch that can be reliably controlled 

by most performers. 

In the contemporary literature the flute's range has been 

extended up to F#4, but as Robert Dick notes in Tone Development 

Through Extended Techniques, every half-step above D4 increases 

radically the difficulty of production.33 The timbre of the c-flute's 

extreme high range is shrill and piercing, and for this reason it is 

often employed by composers as a timbral variant. Examples of 

extreme range for the alto flute can be found in Luis de Pablo's 

Condicionado. Op. 13, Patrick Kavanaugh's Debussy Variations No. 8. 

and in Michel Decoust's Le Cvgne. which scores a very challenging (if 

not impossible) F4 for the alto flute. 

Robert Dick, Tone Development Through Extended Techniques, rev. ed. 
(New York: Multiple Breath Music Co., 1986) 23. 
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Traditionally, the alto flute's primary interest to composers and 

orchestrators has been its distinct low-register, and indeed, the alto 

flute as designed by Boehm was given its particular ratio of tube-

length-to-diameter and head joint taper to enhance this part of the 

instrument's range. This favoring of the low register was to some 

extent done at the expense of the timbre and ease-of-response in the 

alto flute's top register, where its tone quality is much more diffuse 

and lacks the brilliance of the c-flute. 

Due to its design, the alto flute's capabilities in the altissimo 

range (a written C4 and higher) are more restricted. Flutist and 

teacher Ernie Brock published an article describing several 

approaches useful in developing the altissimo range on the c-flute 

and included a fingering chart.34 Brock's chart gives fingerings (in 

some cases, multiple fingerings) for the pitches from C#/Db4 

chromatically up to F#/Gb4. 

Before attempting these fingerings on the alto flute, much 

experimentation was done to check the viability of these fingerings 

on the two specimen c-flutes referenced earlier. With these 

instruments, it was relatively easy to obtain fairly reliably-tuned 

pitches from C#4 through E4, but both F4 and F#/Gb4 were 

extremely difficult to produce, impossible to sustain for any length of 

^^Ernie Brock, "Altissimo Fingering Chart," Flute Talk March 1991: 17. 
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time, and of questionable intonation. 

Applying these same fingerings (with several variations) to the 

two specimen alto flutes yielded more limited results than obtained 

from the c-flutes. For the pitches C4 and C#/Db4, there were several 

fingerings that produced easily-obtained pitches of reasonably good 

intonation. For the pitch D4, Brock gave only one fingering 

possibility, and fortunately, it is fairly easy to produce with good 

intonation on the alto flute. The most reliable altissimo fingerings for 

the alto flute can be found in the fingering chart (Figure 9) below. 

C-: 

0^:O9O'^fifi0S 

d4: op 

D^: O^p •'-OQ^pOS 

Figure 9.: Altissimo Fingerings for Alto Flute. 
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Despite much "trial-and-error" with these fingerings and 

several other variations, as well as experimentation with the 

embouchure, air pressure, and angle of the air stream, it was found 

that D#/Eb4 is a possible, but unreliable upper range limit for the 

alto flute. The two fingerings given above for D#4 both yield a 

discernible pitch but the tone quality is extremely diffuse, with 

lower harmonics dominating and almost obscuring the intended 

pitch. The second (lowermost) fingering given for D#/Eb4 (with the 

depressed G# key) seems to "speak" somewhat more readily than the 

other, but attacking either fingering requires an extreme force of 

wind (akin to operating a blow-gun!), therefore sustaining them is 

next to impossible. Rolling out the flute to expose more of the 

embouchure hole helped with both fingerings to some extent. 

No successful fingering possibilities for the pitches E4, F4, and 

F#/Gb4 were found for the alto flute, but in altissimo register playing 

(as is the case with many extended techniques) the results obtained 

are to some extent dependent on performer and instrument 

variables. Therefore, it is possible that another player on another 

alto flute may be able to extend the upward range somewhat further. 
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C. Extended Low Range 

Extension of the high range of the flute is more conmionly 

encountered, but extension of the low range is also possible by 

means of several techniques. One method of extending the lower 

range of the flute is a type of scordatura effect, where the flute's 

lowest pitch is lowered about a half step by pulling out the head joint 

approximately one inch.^^ On alto flute, the overall length of the 

instrument requires pulling out the head joint even further. As its 

tenon length is comparable with the c-flute, achieving a full half step 

lowering of the pitch on the alto flute requires pulling out the head 

joint almost to the point of it falling off, making this procedure only 

marginally practical. 

Other techniques whose effects are limited to only the lowest 

pitch of the flute include stopping the open end of the flute with a 

cork (lowering the lowest pitch of the flute by one octave), and 

inserting a paper tube into the flute's open end (the pitch and the 

quality of the results obtained depend on the length and "fit" of the 

paper tube). 

The latter technique seems to have a practical limit of lowering 

the lowest pitch about one half step for both alto and c-flute. The 

John Heiss, "New Flute Sounds," Woodwind Anthology: A Compendium 
of Woodwind Articles from "The Instrumentalist." vol. 1 (Northfield IL: The 
Instrumentalist Publishing Co., 1992) 168. 



commonly available "Post-it" type of notepad paper works well for 

this purpose. It can be rolled up with the adhesive strip to the 

outside to provide some adhesion to the inner wall of the flute's end. 

A protruding length of paper tubing of about 35 mm. for c-flute and 

67 mm. for alto flute is necessary to achieve a full half step lowering 

of the pitch. The alto flute responds to this technique with a 

stronger, more natural tone quality, probably because its larger bore 

is less obstructed by the inserted paper tubing. The cork stopper 

technique yields a "subtone" timbral quality that is only sustainable 

at softer dynamic levels. 

Another technique that extends the lower range is known as 

"buzzing" the flute, and is accomplished by playing directly into the 

flute's embouchure hole using a brass instrument type of 

embouchure. Although the resulting sound has been likened to a 

"Bronx cheer," this technique lowers the pitches of the low register 

by intervals up to a major seventh in size. 

In The Avant-Garde Flute. Thomas Howell states that the 

pitches obtained by the buzzing technique depend on the relative 

openness or closedness of the fingering. For example, fingering and 

buzzing a CI yields a pitch a major seventh lower while the C2 

fingering yields a minor seventh. The other low register fingerings 



yield pitches somewhere in between these two intervals, so that a 

chromatic scale of low register fingering buzz tones yields an eleven-

pitched octave.36 In general, the alto flute is better able to 

accomplish this technique because of its slightly larger embouchure 

hole (the larger opening makes it easier to form an effective 

embouchure) and larger bore (better resonance and projection). 

On the fingerings for pitches G1 and lower, it is also possible to 

"overblow" buzz tones into harmonics a twelfth above. Above Gl, 

producing overtones in this fashion becomes problematical on the c-

flute, but the response is somewhat easier on the alto flute. By 

employing a looser, more relaxed embouchure, even lower pitches 

are available. These "pedal" tones (approximately two octaves below 

the instrument's normal low register) are pitches for which the 

fingered pitch is a member of the pedal tone's harmonic series. 

Another variation of the buzzing technique is to remove the head 

joint and buzz directly into the flute body. This method produces 

inconsistent pitches that are somewhat higher than the given low 

register fingering.3 7 

^^Thomas Howell, The Avant-Garde Flute: A Handbook for Composers and 
Flutists (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974) 29. 

^^Morya E. Willis, Notation and Performance of Avant-Garde Literature 
for the Solo Flute, diss.. University of Florida, 1982 (Ann Arbor, MI: University 
Microfilms International, 1982) 92. 
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Although the buzzing technique yields the most useful 

possibilities of any of the techniques that extend the lower register, 

it does have two drawbacks. One is the somewhat detrimental effect 

of buzzing the flute and then attempting to return to a normal flute 

embouchure. After buzzing the flute, most performers at least 

temporarily experience some difficulty in producing a clear, focused 

sound, but with practice this drawback can at least be partially 

overcome. Possibly the more serious problem in the long term is the 

potential damage to the flute's pads from exposure to excessive 

saliva and its enzymes. These concerns are shared by a number of 

contemporary flutists, including Robert Dick, who considers buzzing 

the flute to be the only harmful extended technique.^ 8 

Key slapping is another technique that can be used to extend 

the range downward. Extended low range key slaps are 

accomplished by covering the embouchure plate with the mouth, 

blocking the embouchure hole with the tongue, and then forcefully 

slapping down the keys on any low register fingering up to Bbl. An 

example of this technique for alto flute can be found in George 

Crumb's Night of the Four Moons, where the alto flute player is 

instructed to cover the air hole with the mouth while clicking the 

3 8Robert Dick, "Playing the Other Flute," Woodwind Anthology: A 
Compendium of Woodwind Articles from "The Instrumentalist." vol. 1 
(Northfield IL: The Instrumentalist Publishing Co., 1992) 325. 
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keys of certain pitches to produce tones an octave lower than 

notated. 

Covered key-slaps result in a lower pitch whether or not air is 

blown into the instrument and both types are called for in 

contemporary flute literature. The sounding pitch of a covered key-

slap is lowered about a major seventh on the c-flute, but the 

resulting pitches produced on alto flute are generally higher, closer 

to a minor seventh below the fingered pitch. 

A variation of the covered key-slap is accomplished by placing 

the mouth over the embouchure plate, passing air into the 

instrument, and then suddenly ramming the tongue into the 

embouchure hole (using a motion of the tongue similar to 

pronouncing the word "hot"), blocking it completely. This "tongue 

ram" technique produces louder and more definitely-pitched results 

than the covered key-slap. Again, the alto flute responds with 

slightly higher pitches than the c-flute, closer to a minor seventh 

lower than the fingered pitches rather than the major sevenths 

produced on the c-flute. 

D. Percussive Techniques 

Percussive techniques on the flute can be classified into two 
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categories. One consists of effects produced by tongue or breath 

stream, and the other includes those produced by the action of the 

fingers. In the first category are tongue stops, a fairly common 

percussive technique produced by covering the embouchure hole 

with the lips and stopping the exhaled air forcefully with the tongue 

(see discussion of "tongue ram" technique, above). Composers 

sometimes notate this effect as pizzicato.^'^ A related technique is 

the tongue click, produced by clicking the tongue while the mouth 

covers the flute's embouchure hole. 

Of the percussive effects produced by the fingers, by far the 

most common is the key click or key slap, which probably evolved 

from the practice of slapping keys closed at the instant of attack to 

give low pitches an acoustical boost in their response. Key clicks are 

used either as a means of articulating normally-produced pitches, or 

as a separate effect and without producing a normal tone, though in 

reality performers often blow a small amount of air into the flute to 

boost the projection of this relatively soft effect. On both alto and c-

flute, the strength of response tends to diminish as the fingerings 

used become "shorter" (higher on the instrument). A practical upper 

limit for good key click response is around A1 or Bbl. It is generally 

39Gardner Read, Contemporary Instrumental Techniques (New York: 
Schirmer Books, 1976) 61. 



acknowledged that the first use of key clicks occurred in Edgard 

Varese's unaccompanied flute piece, Density 21.5 (1936).40 

Extended passages of key clicks can create the effect of a trill 

or tremolo. An example of key click "trilling" is found in Elliott 

Schwartz's Soliloquies, a chamber work for piccolo, flute, alto flute 

(one player), clarinet, violin and piano, in which the composer 

combines a crescendo of key clicks with a diminuendo of the blown 

pitch. The alto and c-flute's response with these techniques reveals 

only slight variations in effectiveness. The alto flute tends to project 

the sound of key clicks more efficiently because of its larger air 

column and tone holes. 

E. Articulation 

Another important area of monophonic timbral manipulation is 

articulation. Composers of the past were much less explicit in 

indicating what articulations were to be used and how they were to 

be executed, leaving such decisions largely to the performer, but 

many composers today specifically indicate the types of attack 

desired. Contemporary works often include indications for attacks 

beginning with with various syllables (such as t, T, d, h, p, or k), each 

•^ORead, Contemporary 61. 
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producing a slightly different effect.^ ̂  

Since the technique of flutter-tonguing was first introduced in 

Richard Strauss' "Windmill" variation in Don Quixote (1897), it cannot 

be considered a new technique, but it is one that is much-exploited 

in contemporary music.^2 Standard flutter-tonguing (which produces 

an effect much like a tremolo on a string instrument) can be 

produced in two ways, resulting in two slightly different sounding 

articulations. Of the two ordinary methods for flutter-tonguing, the 

one accomplished by using a tongue roll similar to a Spanish "r" is the 

most commonly used, and is generally very effective in the middle 

and upper ranges of the flute. The second method uses a gargling-

like action akin to pronouncing the French "r" sound, a method 

especially useful in the low register, where the Spanish "r" method is 

weaker, and for use by persons genetically indisposed to producing 

flutter-tongue by the first method.4 3 

Some fairly common and effective contemporary variations on 

flutter-tonguing include gradually shifting from normal articulation 

"^1 Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 25. 

'^^Willis, Notation and Performance 76. 

^^Joan Templar Smith,"Flutter-Tonguing," Woodwind Anthology: A 
Compendium of Woodwind Articles from "The Instrumentalist." vol. 1 
(Northfield IL: The Instrumentalist Publishing Co., 1992) 86. 
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to flutter-tongue, beginning the flutter-tongue suddenly on a 

sustained note, changing abruptly from double or triple-tonguing to 

flutter-tonguing, and combining flutter-tonguing with glissandi."^"^ 

The use of non-traditional articulation syllables is equally 

effective of alto and c-flute, but in comparing the responses of alto 

and c-flutes using both methods of flutter-tonguing, it was found 

that although both methods work on both instruments, the alto flute 

exhibited somewhat poorer response at both extremes of its range. 

When flutter-tonguing while descending through the low register, it 

was found that the strength of response diminished much more 

rapidly on the alto flute. The alto flute's third register flutter-tongue 

response was also weaker than the c-flute's. As one ascends the 

third register on alto flute, more of the lower harmonics become 

apparent in the tone, to the degree that the intended pitches are 

somewhat obscured. 

F. Harmonics 

Harmonics are the single overtones of standard or altered 

fingerings, and were one of the earliest and most basic timbral 

alterations to come into common use, as they were (and are) often 

employed as substitutes for standard pitches either for fingering 

'^^Read, Contemporary 135. 



convenience, improved intonation, or better dynamic control. The 

use of harmonics as an intentional timbral variation by performers 

preceded the beginning of the twentieth century, and by the end of 

the first decade harmonics began to appear in works such as Igor 

Stravinsky's Le Sacre du Printemps (which contains harmonics for 

both flute and alto flute). Contemporary composers have explored 

and greatly exploited the flute's harmonic capabilities. 

Harmonics on the flute fall into two categories, depending on 

how they are generated acoustically. Simple harmonics are produced 

by overblowing standard fingerings to produce any of the higher 

partials that are the components of that pitch. Complex harmonics 

are derived from fingerings that support a common harmonic of two 

or more fundamentals.'^^ Complex harmonics tend to exhibit a 

brighter timbre and sharper pitch, and are often employed in 

instances where the called-for dynamic level causes the normal 

fingering to be too flat. 

Whistle-tones (also called "whisper" or flagolet tones) are a 

type of harmonic production that originated as an embouchure 

flexibility exercise devised by the former Philadelphia Orchestra 

flutist William Kincaid, and later employed in contemporary music. 

Whistle tones are the soft, high, and clear individual upper 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 16. 
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harmoiiics of a fingered pitch ranging from the fifth through the 

tenth partials (and sometimes higher) of the overtone series.^^ 

Whistle-tones are produced by directing the air over the 

embouchure hole with much lighter than normal lip and air pressure. 

They are the sound that results from the air stream breaking over 

the edge of the embouchure hole wall without exciting the flute's air 

column into vibration. Because their production does not vibrate the 

air column, whistle-tones tend to be sharp. 

A comparison of the whistle-tone responses of the alto and c-

flute showed clear differences. Whistle-tones generated on the c-

flute were generally higher in the harmonic series and more brilliant, 

whereas the alto flute's whistle-tones were comparatively "dull." 

An examination of natural harmonics on standard fingerings 

showed parallel results. On any low register fingering, the c-flute 

was consistently able to produce one higher pitch in the harmonic 

series than the alto flute. For example, on the pitch CI, the c-flute 

was able to sound its fifth partial, while the alto flute could only 

attain the fourth; on the fingering for Gl, the fourth partial was 

possible on the c-flute, whereas the alto flute could only reach the 

third. Furthermore, alto flute harmonics were relatively less brilliant 

and more "resistant" in their response. 

'^^Willis, Notation and Performance 51. 
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G. Vibrato 

The use of vibrato in flute playing is an example of a technique 

previously considered an "effect" (previously left to the performer's 

discretion) that has developed into a range of techniques that are 

now fully integrated into contemporary flute composition. 

Throughout the Baroque and Classical eras and well into the 

Romantic, it was customary to play the flute using little or no vibrato. 

By the time of Paul Taffanel and the French "school" of flute playing 

at the end of the nineteenth century, vibrato had become almost 

universally applied in performance, and although it gave the flute a 

more more lyric and expressive quality, vibrato was still considered 

only an embellishment. 

By the mid-twentieth century, vibrato had evolved into a 

compositional element whose use and qualities were controlled by 

the composer nearly as often as by the performer. Parameters such 

as the rate of the vibrato's oscillation, the amount of pitch distortion 

or volume variation, and vibrato acceleration and deceleration came 

to be explicitly indicated with word descriptions, numeric scales, or 

graphic representations. 

^^john Krell, Kincaidiana: A flute Plaver's Notebook (Culver City, CA: 
Trio Associates, 1973) 14. 



Contemporary composers frequently exploit the timbral 

possibilities of shifting between different types of vibrato. The 

possibilities in this area include non-vibrato gradually changing to 

either normal or exaggerated vibrato, or sporadic shifts from one 

type of vibrato to another, as seen in the alto flute repertoire in 

works such as Chou Wen-chung's Cursive. Elaine Barkin's Plein Chant, 

and George Heussenstamm's Poikilos. 

Vibrato on the flute is ordinarily produced using a combination 

of the diaphragm and muscles of the throat to slightly modulate the 

frequency of the pitches, but another type of vibrato, a smorzato 

effect, is often encountered in contemporary compositions.^^ 

Smorzato vibrato affects the pitch's amplitude rather than its 

frequency, and is produced by interjecting forceful blasts of air into a 

sustained tone. Further manipulations of smorzato vibrato are 

possible through movements of the lips or jaw. 

"Key vibrato" is another technique encountered in a number of 

contemporary works.^9 Since it is produced by rapid alternations 

between fingerings and not by manipulation of the air stream it 

cannot be considered a "true" vibrato, even though the results often 

48Read, Contemporary 138. 

^^Sheridon W. Stokes and Richard A. Condon, Special Effects for Flute 
(Santa Monica, CA: Trio Associates, 1976) 2. 



sound similar (see under Varied Timbres, below). 

No significant differences in the vibrato capabilities between 

alto and c-flutes were discovered. The only variances encountered 

were due to differences in the "resistance" levels in various registers 

of the two instruments, not in the vibrato itself (vibrato is more 

"resistant" in the third register of the alto flute than on c-flute). 

H. Varied Timbres 

Woodwinds are unique among instruments in that they use a 

"mixed" system of tone production in which fundamentals provide 

low-register pitches and harmonics supply the pitches of the higher 

registers.50 Since the placement of tone holes on woodwind 

instruments is a compromise between the conflicting requirements of 

devising both in-tune low and higher registers (conflicts between the 

tempered scale low register and "just" intonation/harmonics in the 

higher registers), each possesses intonational and response problems 

that challenge both instrument makers and performers alike. 

Fortunately for contemporary composers, these unresolved (and 

probably unresolvable) acoustical conflicts make possible many 

unusual timbral effects. 

Unlike other instruments, flutes and other woodwinds are able 

^^Bartolozzi, New Sounds 12. 



to produce fundamental pitches that generate harmonics of varying, 

rather than uniform strength, and can produce fundamental pitches 

that are determined by the construction of the instrument (i.e. tone 

hole placement and size) in addition to fundamental pitches that are 

obtained by use of non-standard fingerings and their related 

harmonics. As a result a whole range of varied timbres, including 

"hollow tones," "weak" and "strong" tones, and timbral "trills" are 

possible.These acoustically-related effects, along with several 

others less acoustically-based, have provided contemporary 

composers with a range of new alto and c-flute sound possibilities. 

In his method book on extended techniques, contemporary 

flutist and composer Robert Dick classifies altered timbres produced 

by non-standard fingerings into four main types: "diffuse tones" 

(hollow or weak tones), "bright tones" (strong tones), timbral trills, 

and "bamboo scales" (a colorful term for pitches produced with the 

flute rolled extremely outward).52 This last category may be more 

accurately included in the discussion of microtones (rolling the flute 

outwards raises the pitch significantly), but the other three 

categories accurately encompass the major types of altered timbres 

5 Ifiartolozzi, New Sounds 13. 

52Dick, Tone Development 28. 
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from non-standard fingerings that are possible. 

Strong tones, weak tones and hollow tones all involve the use 

of altered fingerings, which distort the usual fundamental/harmonic 

relationships of the flute by venting tone holes that would not 

normally be opened. Acoustically, this results in the formation of 

"multiple tube-lengths" within the flute, allowing the harmonics of 

more than one fundamental to sound s imul taneous ly .^  3  

One effect of this multiple tube-length phenomenon is that 

when a harmonic of one "tube length" sounds in close proximity to a 

harmonic of another, a strong reinforcing effect occurs, resulting in 

"strong" pitches with altered timbres. Thomas Howell includes 

fifteen of these strong pitch fingerings (ranging from C#2 to B3) in 

his treatise on avant-garde flute playing. Many of these fingerings 

are already familiar to flutists as substitute fingerings that allow for 

playing at louder dynamic levels without overblowing or causing the 

intonation to sharpen.When played at higher dynamic levels, 

strong fingerings produce a more focused "fundamental" pitch with 

less harmonic "haze" in the timbre. When played at reduced 

dynamic levels, strong fingerings lose some of their clarity, with 

53willis, Notation and Performance 56. 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 20. 



many becoming unusably flat in pitch. 

Hollow, or weak tones are the acoustical opposite of strong 

tones, and are generated by alternate fingerings where the 

configuration of open and closed tone-holes tends to break up rather 

than reinforce the vibrating air column. Hollow tones feature a 

reduced number of harmonics, resulting in timbres that are more 

diffuse than normal. There are many more examples of weak and 

hollow tones than strong tones to be found in extended techniques 

method books and in the repertoire itself, possibly because many of 

these fingerings produce timbres that evoke primitive or non-

western instruments, an element that has been attractive to many 

modem composers. For example, Tom Takemitsu's work for alto 

flute and guitar. Toward The Sea , uses hollow tones to create the 

effect of a Japanese shakuhatchi flute. 

Several sources on extended techniques offer coverage of 

available hollow/weak tones. Authors Sheridan Stokes and Richard 

Condon give only eight examples, but each of these are easily 

produced and of a distinct timbre.^^ Thomas Howell provides more 

thorough coverage, including an almost-complete chromatic scale of 

Stokes and Condon, Special Effects for Flute 7-8. 
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weak tones and "funky fingerings" extending from F#1 to D3.56 

Howell states that weak fingerings are not available below Ebl, and 

the examples he gives include only those very close in pitch to 

twelve-tone equal temperament. Robert Dick provides the most 

complete coverage, showing an uninterrupted chromatic scale of 

"diffuse tones" ranging from Ebl up to C4.57 Dick's coverage may be 

the most useful to the alto flutist (even though many of his 

fingerings rely on "half-hole" combinations not possible on the 

standard "closed-hole" alto flute) because he includes indications of 

pitch tendencies and any unusual angles of attack that may be 

necessary, and gives a more thorough coverage of the third register. 

The author found that the responses of weak tone fingerings are 

roughly the same for alto and c-flute, although the alto flute's more 

diffuse timbre seems to make more of these fingerings successful as 

their timbral differences are more pronounced. 

Composers often use weak/hollow and strong tones in direct 

succession with standard fingerings, and a common variation is the 

single-pitch trill or "timbral tremolo," which is achieved by rapidly 

alternating between standard fingerings and those producing altered 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 19. 

^^Dick, Tone Development 28-30. 



timbres. This effect is also referred to variously as an enharmonic 

trill, a "color trill", a unison tremolo, key vibrato, or bariolage (from 

the string instrument technique of alternating between an open 

string and a fingered note on the same pitch).^^ 

With the thousands of fingering combinations possible on flute 

and alto flute, none of the aforementioned sources on strong and 

weak timbres can be considered complete or definitive. Composers 

and flutists can still find room for further discovery, with the degree 

of timbre and pitch distortion considered desirable or acceptable the 

only limitation. 

"Colored noise" is a term given to a range of altered-timber 

effects that rely to a lesser extent on the flute's acoustics than do 

hollow and strong tones. Although this category covers a range of 

seemingly unrelated techniques, the common element is that none 

involve causing the air column within the instrument to vibrate in 

the normal mode. 

The three most common ways of producing colored noise are: 

1.) with the lips in normal playing position, directing the air stream 

over the embouchure plate in a way that causes no tone to speak as 

fingerings are employed; 2.) covering the entire embouchure plate 

with the embouchure and blowing, resulting in no definite pitch but 

Read, Contemporary 138. 
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instead producing a change in the character of the noise as fingerings 

are changed; and 3.) covering the lip plate with the embouchure but 

inhaling instead of exhaling while changing fingerings (with results 

similar to the second example).Any of these types of colored-

noise effects can be further modified by use of different 

articulations. 

A striking variant of the second colored noise technique is the 

"jet whistle" effect, so named because of its first use in a 1953 

composition by that name by the Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-

Lobos.^® This composition directs the flutist at one point to close the 

embouchure hole tightly with the mouth and to blow violently while 

fingering low B, producing a shrieking, unpitched sound that 

evidently reminded the composer of a whining jet engine. The jet-

whistle effect can be produced on any fingering on both alto and c-

flute, and if less-than-maximum force of air is used, the harmonic 

pitches of the particular fingering being used can be briefly isolated 

and sustained. Using maximum air pressure, jet whistles on both alto 

and c-flute terminate in an indistinguishable cluster of high 

harmonics. Due to its larger air column and slightly larger 

embouchure hole, the alto flute requires more force to produce this 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 28. 

^^Heitor Villa-Lobos, The Jet-Whistle (1953). 
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effect, which can be further modified on both flutes by use of various 

articulations. 

Muting is yet another means of altering alto and c-flute timbre, 

and is called for in a few compositions. Because of their method of 

tone production, flutes (and other woodwinds) are not as easily 

muted as string and brass instruments. Unlike brass instruments, 

flute tone escapes from the tone holes as well as from the open tube 

end. Yet despite the acoustical limitations, several methods of 

muting the flute have been developed, with varying degrees of 

success. 

One method of muting the flute is to substitute any of the 

hollow or weak tone fingerings for standard fingerings. As discussed 

earlier, hollow and weak tone fingerings produce a soft, fuzzy timbre 

that, although not technically muted, at least impart a similar effect. 

One mechanical method for muting the flute involves removing 

the foot joint and placing a tissue or soft cloth into the remaining 

tube. This method is somewhat effective on the "longer" fingerings, 

but the removal of the foot joint precludes the production of pitches 

CI through D#2 and D#2.6i The alto and c-flute may also be partially 

muted by inserting a piece of cloth in the end of the flute body and 

Willis, Notation and Performance 54. 



reattaching the foot joint, but only the pitches CI and C#1 are 

affected.6 2 

Another mechanical muting possibility, suggested by Sheridan 

Stokes and Richard Condon in Special Effects for Flute, is to use 

masking tape to partially cover the embouchure hole, thereby 

reducing the air flow and the resulting response.^^ Although the 

effect of this type of muting is not extremely pronounced, it is more 

uniform throughout the range of the flute. Condon and Stokes 

suggest that pieces of tape be placed over the sides of the 

embouchure hole as shown in the top example in the illustration 

below (Figure 10), but this particular arrangement produces uneven 

results and causes many of the third-register pitches to respond 

poorly, if at all. 

The author's experimentation resulted in the discovery that by 

placing one piece of tape slightly over the top edge of the tone hole 

(see bottom example in Figure 10, below), a muted, slightly "buzzing" 

timbre could be achieved without loss of response in the higher 

range. By adjusting the amount of tape projecting over the 

embouchure hole, varying degrees of muting could be obtained. 

^2Read, Contemporary 14. 

Stokes and Condon, Special Effects for Flute 20. 
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Figure 10: Flute Mutes with Masking Tape. 

A final group of altered timbres can be produced by usmg 

either the flute head joint or body alone. The head joint can produce 

both pitched and non-pitched sounds and can be used with several 

vocalization and articulation techniques. Similarly, by blowing 

directly into the flute body, semi-pitched air sounds can be 

generated. The flute body alone may also be "buzzed" in the manner 

described earlier (see Extended Low Range, above). 

I. Vocalization Techniques 

Another important category of altered timbres used in 

contemporary flute music are those created from the combination of 

some type of vocalization with "normal" flute playing. It is 

commonly supposed that adding vocalization to woodwind timbers 

originated in jazz music, used primarily by saxophonists to produce a 

"gritty" tone quality. The first use of vocalization techniques on flute 



has been attributed, accurately or not, to the jazz flutist Herbie Mann, 

whose style relies on this technique to the extent that it is almost his 

personal "trade mark."64 Vocalization techniques of many types are 

now frequently encountered in contemporary compositions, and are 

also occasionally heard in contemporary popular music and rock and 

roll, as used by Jethro Tull flutist Ian Anderson and others. 

The most basic vocalization technique is to sing in unison or at 

an octave unison with the pitches being played on the flute. 

According to author and contemporary composer Reginald Smith 

Brindle, the result of this technique is "an attractive sound that 

appears to be flute sound in low and high zones, with a 'hole' 

between, and with rough vibrations momentarily interrupting the 

normal tone."^^ 

Singing in unison with the played pitch reinforces the played 

pitch, but singing other intervals creates a timbre that is very rich in 

combinational overtones, particularly those of a type called 

difference tones (which sound at the frequency that is the result of 

subtracting the lower of the two frequencies from the higher). 

Combinational overtones are less pronounced if the voice sings above 

^•^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 30. 

^^Brindle, The New Music 157. 



the played pitch. For the comfort of the flutist, composer Thomas 

Howell recommends confining the vocal parts within the range of CI 

to D2 (well within the normal soprano/alto range). The alto flute's 

lower range may provide a margin of comfort, especially for male 

performers. 

Other vocalization techniques include speaking, whispering, 

laughing, shouting, barking, muttering, hissing, and enunciating 

vowels and consonants into the flute. Any of these variations can be 

sounded and articulated in conjunction with fingered pitches, 

unspecified fingerings, or with the head joint alone. A final vocal 

variation is one in which the performer uses the flute tube simply as 

a means of modifying the timbre of the voice and not to produce a 

flute tone at all, as is called for in George Crumb's Vox Balaenae. for 

Three Masked Players. 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 30. 
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VI. MICROTONAL TECHNIQUES 

Another area of compositional interest and exploration in the 

second half of the twentieth century has been in the use of pitch 

intervals smaller than the semitone. Formerly used only sparingly 

by string instruments in twentieth-century compositions, microtonal 

bends, pitch inflections and microtonal scales (quarter-tone, thirty-

one-tone, and others) are now frequently part of contemporary 

composition. 

The alto and c-flute's abilities to accurately render microtones 

were once considered to be limited, but have been developed 

significantly during the last forty years. Research has shown the 

flute to be quite capable in this area, with the ability to produce 

microtones through the use of special fingerings and/or by means of 

several glissando techniques. 

As with multiphonics and several types of altered timbres, 

non-standard fingerings that create "multiple tube lengths" provide a 

starting point for producing microtones.These non-standard 

fingerings generally involve some type of "venting," where one or 

several keys are closed further down the instrument than the lowest 

open key. Since (nearly all) alto and c-flutes were not designed with 

James J. Pellerite, A Modem Guide to Fingerings for the Flute. Second 
ed., (Bloomington IN: Zaio Publications, 1972) 42-43. 



microtone production in mind, non-standard fingerings in many 

cases only approximate microtonal intervals, requiring embouchure, 

breath pressure and angle-of-attack adjustments for accurate 

intonation.68 Although accurately-pitched microtones by means of 

non-standard fingerings are problematical on flute and alto flute, 

they are even more so with other woodwinds, as Thomas Howell 

states: 

With regard to attempts at describing the behavior 
of such atypical fingerings, fingerings other than those for 
which the instrument is engineered to behave in a 
predictable manner, we must count ourselves lucky that 
the Boehm concert flute is acoustically a fairly 
standardized product and that the same holds somewhat 
for the alto flute, though not yet so for bass flute or 
piccolo. 

The alto flute and the plateau-style c-flute are both limited in 

microtonal possibilities compared to the open-hole c-flute. Without 

the ability to produce "half-hole" fingerings, they have fewer 

fingering choices and therefore less flexibility in accurately tuning 

68john Fonville, "The Quarter Tone Alto Flute By Eva Kingma," Flutist 
Quarterly 16, no. 4 (Fall 1991): 21-23. Article discusses a new "open-hole, 
quarter-tone" flute designed and produced by Dutch flute maker Eva Kingma 
that solves many of the microtone and glissando difficulties in the standard 
"plateau" style alto flute. At present, this new alto flute is not widely available. 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 13. 
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microtones.^0 In addition, the alto flute requires much more 

exaggerated changes in air stream direction to effect any necessary 

tuning corrections (see discussion of microtonal glissandi, below). 

Although the modern c-flute (especially the open-hole model) 

is actually better suited to produce the thirty-one-tone equal-

temperament scale (as Howell was somewhat surprised to find in his 

investigation), the contemporary repertoire includes many more 

examples of quarter tones and quarter-tone scales.^ ̂  This may be 

the case, as Bruno Bartolozzi believes, because the quarter-tone scale 

does not require abandonment of the standard twelve-tone 

chromatic scale, and because the mechanical and acoustical 

limitations of the alto and c-flute make accurate tuning of intervals 

smaller than a quarter-tone extremely di f f i cu l t . ^  2  

Bartolozzi found that the standard closed-hole c-flute is capable 

of producing a quarter-tone scale ranging from D1 to G#3 (with the 

exception of the pitches Fl, G1 and A "sharp-and-a-half"l)73 But 

Bartolozzi's fingerings for the quarter-tone scale require an extreme 

70peiierite, Modern Guide 48. 

Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 18. 

^^Bartolozzi, New Sounds 27. 

^^Bartolozzi, New Sounds 28. 



amount of pitch bending, and the resulting amount of timbral 

distortion may or may not be acceptable in specific circumstances. 

Contrary to Bartolozzi, Howell states that no satisfactory set of 

quarter tones can be worked out on any plateau-system flute, with 

most fingerings generating such poor approximations as to be 

virtually useless, and that even with the open-hole model, a 

complete quarter-tone scale is impossible.^^ 

The author's own experimentation with fingered quarter-tone 

scales on the alto flute yielded results somewhat different than both 

Bartolozzi's and Howell's findings. Provided one is willing to make 

some moderate tuning adjustments by changing the angle of attack, 

the alto flute is capable of a usable quarter-tone scale ranging from 

D1 up to C4 with only one unavailable quarter tone pitch: G quarter-

tone flat. The author found that although some quarter tones above 

C4 were possible, the alto flute's unreliable intonation with standard 

chromatic pitches above C4 made accurate quarter tone 

measurement impossibly difficult. 

The author's quarter-tone fingering chart for alto flute (see 

Appendix A) shows the degree of deviation from true pitch, if any, 

measured in cents (or hundredths of a half step - fifty cents equals 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 28. 
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one full quarter tone), measured using a digital tuning machineJ^ 

Additionally, fingerings with marginal timbral qualities are indicated 

and alternative fingerings are provided if available. 

Quarter tones and other microtones are often combined with 

standard pitches in what are known variously as quarter-tone or 

microtonal trills, or key vibrato. The sizes of the intervals involved 

determine whether or not these effects are perceived as an actual 

trill between two distinct pitches or as a trill between two timbral 

variants. Stokes and Condon list twenty-three "known" examples of 

key vibrato and quarter-tone trills, but within the limitations of 

workable fingerings, these effects are certainly possible between any 

standard chromatic pitch and adjacent microtone.76 

The glissando is a technique that dates back to the early 

nineteenth century, when it was known as a "glide," accomplished by 

slowly dragging the fingers off of the holes of the flute. The flutes 

used at that time had keys for only a few of the chromatic and 

lowest pitches, and their keyless, open holes made the glide easier to 

produce than it is on more extensively keyed modern flutes. 

Glissandi on the modem closed-hole flute (either alto or c-flute). 

Measurements made with Seiko "TOLV" Quartz Music Tuner, model ST-
369. 

^^Stokes and Condon, Special Effects for Flute 3-6. 
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while possible, are difficult, making the open-hole model (and 

possibly the Kingma open-hole alto flute, referred to earlier) the 

most successful in this technique. 

The open-hole c-flute is able to execute unbroken key glissandi 

from D1 to Bbl, D2 to Bb2, and Bb2 to F3 - the last glissando 

accomplished by "recycling" the lower glissando fingerings using the 

second overtone seriesJ^ Open-hole flutes can perform these 

glissandi both ascending and descending, athough ascending is easier. 

Closed-hole c-flutes and alto flutes must substitute a key rip or rapid 

chromatic scale to approximate this effect. 

Given the limitations for the fingered glissando technique on 

modem flutes, the more common method for executing glissandi is 

by loosening or tightening the embouchure, changing the position of 

the jaw, and/or rolling the flute inwards or outwards, thereby 

altering the pitch. Jaw and embouchure changes by themselves have 

a relatively limited effect on pitch. Extending the jaw forward or 

constricting the embouchure cause a minor rise in pitch, while 

pulling the jaw back and relaxing the embouchure cause the pitch to 

drop a similar amount. 

By far, the most productive method of producing microtonal 

glissandi on the alto and closed-hole c-flute is that of pitch "bending." 

^^Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 33. 



Gradually rolling the flute away as a pitch is sustained causes the 

pitch to rise, while rolling the flute in towards the performer causes 

a drop in pitch. The degree of pitch variation is the result of the 

amount of inward or outward movement from the normal playing 

position, with greater pitch flexibility available in the downward 

direction. Howell found that on the c-flute, it is possible to bend 

pitches upwards about a third of a half-step, and downwards 

anywhere from a quarter-tone to more than a half-step.^8 in 

general, the pitches of "longer" fingerings and those of the extreme 

low and high registers are less susceptible to pitch bending. 

The author's experimentation shows that the alto and c-flute 

have somewhat different capabilities in bending standard fingerings 

to produce microtones. In general, both instruments demonstrated 

greater ease in lowering the pitch of standard fingerings and less 

flexibility upwards. Also, both flutes showed reduced flexibility in 

the extreme low first and second registers, gaining more flexibility as 

these registers were ascended. For both instruments, third-register 

pitches steadily diminished in flexibility as C4 was approached (the 

highest pitch measured). 

Alto and c-flutes differed mainly in the degree of pitch 

flexibility obtained. The alto flute is capable of much less pitch 

78Howell, Avant-Garde Flute 8. 
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flexibility than the c-flute. For example, of the thirty-seven 

chromatic pitches from CI through C4, the alto flute is capable of 

bending twenty-five pitches downward an interval of a quarter-step 

or more (minus 50 cents or lower), whereas the c-flute is capable of 

bending twenty-eight pitches downward a quarter-step or more, and 

nine of these can be bent down whole-step or further (see Figure 11, 

below). 

The c-flute has an even greater advantage in bending the 

pitches of standard fingerings upwards. The alto flute possesses only 

seven standard fingerings that can be raised the interval of a 

quarter-step, whereas the c-flute has sixteen (see Figure 12, below). 
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Fig. 11: Pitch Bend Range for Alto Flute 
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Fig. 12: Pitch Bend Range for C-Flute 
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Thus, the practical ranges through which quarter-tone pitch-

bends can be accomplished with standard fingerings are different for 

each flute. For quarter-tone bends downward, the alto flute's range 

is D#1 through C#2, and D#2 through E3; the c-flute's downward 

range is from D1 through F3 without a break. For quarter-tone 

bends upwards, the alto flute's range is from C2 through C#2, A#2 

through C#3, and E3; the c-flute's upward range is from A1 through 

C#2, A2 through G3. 

In addition, another glissando effect is possible using the head 

joint alone, accomplished by inserting a finger into the head joint 

tube and slowly removing the finger while blowing normally into the 

head joint. This technique is limited by the small range of pitches 

available and by the time that must be allowed for removal and 

replacement of the head joint in performance. 
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VII. MULTIPHONICS 

The playing of multiphonics (the simultaneous sounding of two 

or more pitches) is one of the newest and most exciting extended 

techniques for the flute. The c-flute is capable of producing upwards 

of 1,800 different multiphonic combinations, with almost every 

possible flute fingering yielding at least one multiphonic 7 ̂  

A multiphonic consists of a fundamental pitch sounding 

simultaneously with certain harmonics of relatively equal strength, 

including anywhere from one to four or five additional pitches. As 

with many altered timbres and microtones, multiphonics are most 

often produced using "vented" fingerings that generate multiple 

tube-lengths, which create the possibility for harmonics of several 

fundamentals to sound simultaneously. 

Generally, flute multiphonics are produced by directing a 

diffuse air stream across the embouchure hole in a way that triggers 

a simultaneous response of harmonics, in effect causing their 

response thresholds to overlap. Attacking a multiphonic seldom 

results in a simultaneous, instantaneous response from all component 

pitches. Often it is necessary to aim for either the top or bottom 

pitch and fill in the rest by changing the amount of air pressure 

Robert Dick, The Other Flute: A Performance Manual of Contemporary 
T e c h n i q u e s  ( L o n d o n :  O x f o r d  U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s ,  1 9 7 5 )  8 1 .  



and/or embouchure tension. 

Flute multiphonics can be combined with other extended 

techniques, a variety of articulations (including flutter tonguing) and 

with various percussive effects. Trills and glissandi between two 

acoustically compatible multiphonics are sometimes also possible, 

provided that the fingering and embouchure/air pressure 

requirements are not too awkward. Vibrato is one technique that is 

virtually impossible to combine with multiphonics, as it causes 

sufficient disturbance in air pressure to obliterate the very often 

delicate harmonics within. 

Because of the slight variances in multiphonic response that 

result from differences in each performer's approach and in the 

instruments themselves, it is unlikely that any absolute 

standardization of flute multiphonics will ever occur. Nonetheless, 

significant patterns of differences were found between published 

tables of multiphonics and the results obtained by examining these 

multiphonics on the alto flute. The study of the alto flute's 

multiphonic capabilities has turned out to be a very productive area 

of investigation. 

Several researchers into extended techniques have compiled 

tables of multiphonics and multiphonic fingerings, ranging in quality 
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from superficial to very extensive and detailed coverage. Since 

multiphonics can be discussed and classified by numerous 

parameters, including fingerings, obtained pitches, ease of response, 

reliability, dynamics, timbre and balance, researchers in this area 

have tended to emphasize some parameters and neglect others. 

Although several sources on multiphonics yielded adequate 

coverage, supplying fairly accurate fingerings that usually gave 

"reproducible" results, the author's judgment was that Thomas 

Howell's work was the most thorough and accurate.Unlike other 

investigators in this area, Howell used a computer to generate a list 

of all possible flute fingering combinations. He then went through 

this list discarding duplications and fingerings that did not yield 

multiphonics. Remaining were 1,826 multiphonic fingerings, which 

were were examined and organized in an ascending series based on 

the lowest available pitch of the multiphonic. Each multiphonic was 

rated on usable dynamic range and reliability, with notes indicating 

any unusual qualities or special adjustments necessary to produce a 

particular multiphonic. Since many pitches within multiphonics do 

not correspond to twelve-tone, equal temperament, Howell used 

arrows to indicate pitch tendencies. 

Howell's list of multiphonics was generated based on the 

^OHowcII, Avant-Garde Flute 63-290. 



capabilities of the open-hole c-flute with a low B key, an instrument 

capable of a great number of fingerings not possible on either the 

plateau model c-flute or standard alto flute. Therefore, the author 

began by discarding fingerings not possible on the alto flute, 

reducing the list of multiphonic fingerings to 519, then examining 

those remaining. 

The examination process involved playing each multiphonic 

using the four specimen flutes (two plateau model c-flutes and two 

alto flutes) used earlier in this study. The series of 519 multiphonics 

was examined twice, and in cases where the performance results 

from the second testing differed from the first, a third examination 

was undertaken to resolve discrepancies. 

The individual evaluations for each multiphonic in the series 

are to be found in Appendix C: Multiphonic Descriptive Notes, and in 

the revised multiphonics and fingerings to be found in Appendix B: 

The Multiphonic Series also includes the author's indications of 

differences in results between the present study and Howell's work. 

These additional indications include pitch and accidental symbols in 

parentheses, indications for pitches produced on alto flute not shown 

in the Howell study, and x's and question marks indicating pitches 

from the Howell study that were not obtained or of questionable 
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reliability on alto flute. Appendix C: Multiphonic Descriptive Notes 

includes the complete description of each multiphonic from the 

Howell study (in italics) followed by the results of this study. 

In the author's study, results obtained for alto flute were 

compared to those obtained on c-flute and evaluated for the 

following qualities: I.) ease of response (as opposed to "reliability" in 

Howell study - some multiphonics were "reliable" once obtained, but 

difficult to obtain initially), 2.) timbre, 3.) balance and response of 

individual pitches within multiphonics, 4.) pitch discrepancies within 

multiphonics, 5.) unobtainable or difficult pitches for alto flute within 

the multiphonics, and 6.) additional pitches within the multiphonics 

produced only on alto flute. 

The author found a high level of accuracy for this series of 

multiphonics on c-flute (only a handful of examples differed 

substantially from Howell's results) and a substantially different set 

of results for alto flute in several key areas: overall balance of 

pitches within a multiphonic; pitches within a multiphonic impossible 

or difficult to produce on alto flute; timbral differences, and; 

additional pitches within a multiphonic producible only on alto flute. 

Somewhat less significant but numerous differences were found in 

the areas of ease of overall response and practical dynamic ranges. 
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One of the biggest differences in results between the alto and 

c-flute was in the area of balance between the individual pitches 

within multiphonics. In the complete series of 519 multiphonics, 205 

(39.5%) of the multiphonics produced a noticeably stronger-sounding 

lowest pitch on alto flute. Multiphonics of this type were scattered 

throughout the whole series of multiphonics, but the majority were 

clustered in the first half of the series, where the lowest pitches of 

the multiphonics ranged from CI to D2 (corresponding to the range of 

the flute's low register). This result is explained by the intentional 

strengthening of the alto flute's response in its lower range through 

head joint design and tube dimensions. 

The alto flute's characteristic design, emphasizing the low-

register response, was found to have a pronounced effect on higher 

range response within the multiphonics. Of the full series of 

multiphonics, 117 (22.5%) included given topmost pitches that were 

either impossible or so difficult to produce as to render them 

unreliable within the multiphonic. In addition, there were numerous 

multiphonics where the topmost given pitch was producible but 

weaker or much more resistant than the other pitches within the 

multiphonic, underscoring again the alto flute's proclivity for low-

range strength at the expense of upper-range response. 



Multiphonics exhibiting poor topmost pitch response occurred mainly 

in the middle and last thirds of the series, where the fundamental 

pitches were higher and the difficult component pitches fell in the 

range of G3 or higher (although not all multiphonics with topmost 

pitches in this range were difficult to produce). Contrasting with this 

significant number of higher pitch difficulties were a small number 

(8 - 1.5%) of multiphonics with inner pitches that were difficult or 

impossible to produce, and a smaller number (4 - 0.7%) where the 

lowest pitch was difficult or impossible. 

Given the great degree of accuracy with Howell's multiphonics 

on the c-flute, it was a surprise to discover a large number of 

multiphonics possessing pitches in addition to those given. Fully 162 

(31.2%) of the given multiphonic fingerings resulted in additional 

pitches, sounding either with or without the full compliment of 

indicated pitches. Multiphonics this type were scattered throughout 

the series, but were more prevalent in the second half. 

Additional pitches were encountered in several contexts, and 

tended to be clustered in different places within the series. One type 

of multiphonic, found primarily in the first half of the series, is one 

in which all the given pitches are producible, but with the addition of 

a pitch higher than the topmost given pitch. Towards the middle of 
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the series, multiphonics are encountered where all given pitches are 

producible, but additional pitches are present somewhere between 

the given bottom and topmost pitches (especially when the intervals 

between inner pitches are larger - i.e. at least a third). Less 

frequently encountered in this region of the series are multiphonics 

where an additional pilch occurs in the vicinity of an unproducible 

pitch - more or less filling in the "gap." 

Occurring more frequently in the second half of the 

multiphonic series are two types of additional-pitch situations. One 

less-frequently-encountered variant occurred when the given lowest 

pitch of the multiphonic was placed high enough that additional 

pitches lower than the given lowest pitches were audible. These 

occurred fairly frequently towards the end of the multiphonic series 

on alto flute, again as a result of the alto flute's stronger low-range 

response. 

The latter part of the multiphonic series held a great number of 

examples of multiphonics in which the topmost pitch was either 

difficult or impossible to produce, but with an additional pitch 

present. This additional pitch was usually lower than the "missing" 

pitch but higher than the next pitch below it in the multiphonic. 

Multiphonics of this type became numerous around the middle of the 
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series (where the lowest given pitch is around D#2) and continued to 

the end of the series. 

An explanation for the presence of these additional pitches 

rests on the acoustical differences between the alto and the c-flute 

and also on the "compound" overtone series operating within most of 

the multiphonics. The appearance of additional pitches in the 

raultiphonics lower down in the series is due to the fact that pitches 

generated from fundamental pitches with "long" (i.e. lower) 

fingerings receive an acoustical boost from the alto flute's design, 

causing them to be strong enough to be audible. This acoustical 

boosting explains both the additional pitches occurring below given 

pitches and the higher additional pitches occurring on "long" 

fingerings. 

A similar explanation can be given for the presence of an 

additional pitch in multiphonics where the given topmost pitch is 

difficult or impossible to produce due to extreme resistance. The 

generally extreme amount of air pressure necessary to produce 

multiphonics with difficult top pitches may strengthen previously 

inaudible overtones to the point of being audible. The audibility of 

these additional pitches is aided by the weakness or absence of the 

given topmost pitches, which would otherwise obscure the additional 
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pitches. It is worth noting that the data from the multiphonic series 

shows a high correlation between the presence of additional pitches 

and difficult or impossible given highest pitches. Of the 117 

multiphonics with difficult or impossible highest pitches, 50 (42.7%) 

also produce additional pitches. 

Other, less conclusive correlations occurred in the data. Of the 

205 multiphonics identified as having stronger lowest pitches, 29 

(14.1%) also contained additional pitches; of the 162 multiphonics 

identified as having additional pitches, 10 (6.2%) of these 

multiphonics were identified as having a stuffier overall timbre on 

alto flute, and of the 117 multiphonics featuring difficult or 

impossible highest given pitches, 15 (12.8%) were also multiphonics 

with an overall stuffier timbre on alto flute. 

In summary, alto flute multiphonics were generally stronger in 

the lower range of pitches, weaker in the upper range, often richer in 

component pitches, somewhat more likely to be stuffy in timbre, and 

occasionally unable to produce given inner (8 - 1.5%) or lowest (4 -

0.8%) pitches. 

Resulting from the alto flute's tendency to boost low range and 

suppress high range response, many multiphonics exhibit better 

balance, with less tendency for the topmost pitch to dominate the 
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multiphonic, as is often the case on c-flute. In appraising the overall 

response of the multiphonics in the series (disregarding "problems" 

with difficult/impossible high pitches and the presence of additional 

pitches), 108 (20.8%) were rated as having significantly better 

response characteristics and only 16 (3.1%) were rated as having 

significantly poorer response on the alto flute. 

The alto flute's significant amount of variance from the 

multiphonic response of the c-flute will hopefully encourage further 

investigation and use of the alto flute's distinct multiphonic 

capabilities, and also serve to caution composers not to assume the 

interchangeability of the alto and c-flute in this area. 
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Vin. EXTENDED TECHNIQUES IN ALTO FLUTE REPERTOIRE 

A fairly large number of contemporary composers, ranging 

from the well-known and well-regarded to the obscure, have 

endeavored to write for the alto flute using extended techniques, 

with widely varying degrees of success. Therefore, it should be 

useful both to potential performers interested in contemporary alto 

flute music and composers interested in employing the alto flute that 

a survey of extended techniques found in the alto flute repertoire be 

undertaken. 

As is the case with other instruments, extended techniques are 

found mainly in solo and small ensemble works, since many of the 

techniques are delicate enough to be overpowered in larger 

ensembles. Included in this survey are works for unaccompanied 

alto flute and chamber works in which the alto flute has some 

significance. 

Descriptions of the works do not attempt to formally analyze 

compositional form and style, but instead focus on the presence and 

treatment of the extended techniques (especially any unusual 

variations on techniques), their success and practicality, any use of 

non-standard notation, and any problems with alto and c-flute 

interchangeability where these exist. These works are also "graded" 



based on the demands and difficulty of the extended techniques 

included (1 = easy, five = extremely challenging). The works 

described are by no means a complete listing of all alto flute works 

incorporating these techniques, but are a representative group that 

demonstrates varying degrees of extended technique usage, 

including most of the techniques discussed in this study. The musical 

worth of these compositions are left to the determination of future 

performers and audiences. 

A. Works for Solo Alto Flute 

Elaine Barkin. Plein Chant; for alto flute. Extended 

techniques are employed in this unaccompanied work to an extreme 

degree, but also quite effectively. The few sections performed modo 

ordinaire are in themselves a surprising "effect" given their context. 

The extended techniques encountered run the gamut, from flutter-

tonguing, several types of attack, measured vibratos, harmonics, 

hollow tones, quarter and eighth-tone glissandi, key vibrato, key 

clicks, to multiphonics, all within a texture of wide intervallic leaps 

and rapidly shifting dynamic levels. Grade 4. 

Bruno Bartolozzi. Cant i lena:  per  f lauto  in  so l ,  1969 .  An 

unaccompanied composition by the author of the seminal work on 
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extended techniques New Sounds for Woodwind. Cantilena is among 

the most challenging works in the extended techniques repertoire, 

due to both the number and variations of multiphonic effects 

included. Significant challenges are encountered in moving through 

successions of raultiphonics, transitioning from single pitches to 

multiphonics (or the reverse), and in performing trills between two 

different multiphonics or between a multiphonic and a single pitch, 

with multiphonics including from two up to five pitches. The work 

also makes substantial use of both fingered and "lipped" quarter-

tones, with fingerings provided. 

Cantilena is non-metric, instead relying on a type of "space 

notation" where the distances between the pitches indicate their 

approximate duration and rhythmic placement. Other performance 

parameters (including extended techniques) are notated graphically 

as well: dynamics are indicated by the thickness of the beam 

connecting the pitches within a phrase; various speeds and 

intensities of vibrato are indicated by wavy lines over the pitches 

affected; pitch bends are indicated by dipping or rising lines between 

pitches with quarter-tone accidentals indicating the amount of pitch 

alteration. Some of the altered timbral effects used are also 

indicated graphically, with special symbols placed over pitches to 
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indicate the amount of embouchure pressure needed for the desired 

tone quality. In addition, the work makes use of a smorzato effect 

and includes a couple of instances of flutter-tonguing. Grade: 5. 

Stephen Chatman. S l ink;  for  f lute ,  a l to  f lute ,  or  bass  

flute. This unmetered work lives up to its title through its extensive 

use of glissandi and grace notes that make it seem to "slink" along -

indeed, it is rare to encounter any pitch approached or moved away 

from directly without some kind of "sliding" effect. The composer 

indicates that "performance on alto flute is most preferable." 

Included are many specific indications for use of vibrato or non-

vibrato, and one instance of "finger vibrato," a type of timbral trill 

executed by rapidly alternating between non-standard fingerings of 

the same pitch. However, the composer did not provide specific 

fingerings. Performance time: four minutes. Grade: 3. 

Michel Decoust. Le Cygne; pour flute soprano en ut ou 

flute alto en sol. Evoking the unusual imagery of a swan 

"suspended by the water's deep, weightlessness ... coldly lyric, 

haughty. . . ." Le Cygne creates a feeling of suspension and coldness 

that is apparent in the work's opening phrases, which are played 

slowly, without vibrato, at a subdued dynamic level. Vocalization by 



the flutist is one of the first extended techniques used in this work -

employed as a pedal-point to rapid flourishes by the flute. The 

middle portion of the piece changes character dramatically, with 

long, disjunct, triplet motifs that extend into the extreme high range 

(F4) at a fortissimo dynamic level. Following a long fermata, a series 

of thirty-nine multiphonics (all double or triple-stops, based mainly 

on the natural harmonic series) follows, resolving to a single, 

sustained C#/Db3 that is the one pitch common to each multiphonic. 

Several of the multiphonics require "half-hole" fingerings possible 

only on an open-hole flute, requiring the alto flutist to either 

substitute or omit these particular multiphonics. 

After the multiphonic series, the earlier vocal/flute texture is 

inverted, with the flute sustaining while fast flourishes are 

performed vocally. An interjection of loud, random high notes "the 

highest notes possible" precedes a return to the the disjunct triplet 

music heard earlier, gradually winding down and finishing in the 

style of the work's beginning. Grade: 3.5. 

Ralf Emig. So lo;  f i ir  bass f lote  oder  f i i r  a l t f lo te  in  G,  

1985. The overall effect of this work is one of steadily rising pitch, 

dynamic, and rhythmic intensity as it climbs from the opening Ebl to 

a high C#4, where it reverses itself and descends back to the opening 



pitch. Much musical interest is derived from its syncopations and 

asymmetrical rhythms, with extended techniques such as flutter-

tonguing, key clicks, and multiphonics reserved for points of 

dramatic emphasis: flutter-tonguing is used most often in rapid 

chromatic passages and at a fortissimo dynamic; key clicks are used 

(in both pitched and unpitched varieties) as interjections between 

more flowing and legato textures, and the one dissonant, four-

pitched multiphonic employed is interjected just as the piece begins 

to wind down to the end after the point of climax. This unmetered 

work employs traditional notation with open staves. Performance 

time: nine minutes. Grade: 3.5. 

Donald Erb. Music for Mother Bear: for solo alto flute 

(or regular flute). According to the composer's notes, the alto 

flute is the preferred instrument for this piece, which relies on equal 

amounts of quasi-normal flute and key clicks. The effect throughout 

is of a continuous musical line that is alternately played normally 

and percussively. Featured are novel uses of vocalization, as in the 

use of overlapping sections of singing and playing, vocalization over 

key clicks, alternating chromatic-scale glissandos with vocal 

glissandos, and the use vocal glissandi to approach normally-played 

pitches. Key clicks are often colored by the use of various non-
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traditional articulations, such as tongue clicks and "kiss" articulations, 

which are required in two variants: either executed slightly over or 

directly on the embouchure plate. The use of microtones is called for 

in several passages, indicated by arrows and instructions that these 

pitches be achieved by use of quarter-tone fingerings rather than by 

bending notes. Traditional notation with open staves. Performance 

time: four minutes. Grade: 3.5. 

Veit Erdmann. Me No: fiir alt-querfldte. This work for 

solo alto flute alternates between use of proportional and standard 

notation, with most of the extended techniques occurring in sections 

marked ad lib. Me No features use of alternating timbres on 

repeated notes, directed use of vibrato and non-vibrato, several 

types of attack (using consonant syllables "f," "t," and "p"), shifts from 

normal to breathy tone quality, blown and unblown key clicks, 

quarter-tone pitch bends, random key clatter, and one multiphonic 

(fingering provided). One unusual effect is the indication for a 

vibrato effect accomplished by motion of the tongue within the 

mouth. Grade: 3. 

Paavo Heininen. Discantus I: for aito flute solo. 

Dedicated to and premiered by the preeminent Italian avant-garde 



flutist Severino Gazzelloni, this work strives throughout to create the 

illusion of two contrasting parts in combination, as shown in the 

extensive use of two staves bracketed together. Both standard and 

proportional notation are used - expressed proportionally are many 

rapidly-played passages where the first and last notes are written as 

beamed eighth-notes with a number of other pitches (without stems) 

interpolated between. Time values of notes are proportional as well, 

even when expressed with traditional rhythmic notation. This work 

makes sparing use of extended techniques, with limited instances of 

flutter-tongue, key clicks (whether to be played with breath or not is 

unspecified), and vocalization in unison with both normally-played 

and flutter-tongued pitches. Grade: 3.5. 

Ake Hermanson. Suoni d'un flauto. op. 6. Though 

marginal in its use of extended techniques, this work for 

unaccompanied alto flute is challenging due to its extreme interval 

skips, changes in dynamic level (on almost every pitch), and the 

indicated accelerando poco a poco from beginning to end. The 

application of extended techniques includes occasional use of flutter-

tongue and an indication for a very slow, measured pulsing of the 

dynamic level on several sustained notes - a smorzato effect 

indicated with a circular symbol over each peak of intensity. 
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Performance time: three minutes, thirty-five seconds. Grade: 1.5. 

Steve Hicken. The Long Season of Waiting; for alto 

flute. Like the previous work. Long Season of Waiting is technically 

difficult, with rapid passage work and intricate rhythms, but sparing 

in its use of extended techniques, with only occasional use of flutter-

tongue. It does, however, employ use of the altissimo range 

(reaching a Db4) and requires playing in this range at soft dynamic 

levels and with occasional tremolo effects. Grade: 1.5. 

Heinz Holliger. Lied. (1971). This work for 

unaccompanied flute, alto flute, or bass flute is part of an anthology 

of avant-garde flute music compiled as a performer's guide to new 

music and techniques, and includes some of the most exotic extended 

techniques to be found anywhere in the literature. Lied is written 

using "space notation," and is supplemented by a whole lexicon of 

special symbols used to indicate the techniques specific to this work. 

The work's use of a variety of timbres produced both by 

inhaling and exhaling through the flute is quite novel. Included are 

indications for enclosing the embouchure hole completely with the 

mouth and blowing or inhaling, with or without tone, and playing 

passages in more-or-less normal fashion while inhaling through the 
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flute. A relatively rare breathing technique known as "circular 

breathing" is also called for. This technique involves breathing in 

through the nose as the last of the previous breath is expelled 

through the mouth into the flute, allowing single notes or phrases to 

be extended indefinitely without perceptible break. 

Several unusual articulation variants are also encountered. 

One, known as a "tongue ram," involves enclosing the flute's 

embouchure plate with the mouth and forcefully jamming the tongue 

into the embouchure hole, creating a pitched, percussive effect. 

Another rare articulation used is the "buzzing" effect, where the 

performer buzzes his or her lips on the flute's embouchure hole in a 

manner similar to a trumpet embouchure. Here, "buzzing" 

articulation is often combined with rapid, random fingerings. Other 

articulations used include normally-produced but toneless attacks, 

and one produced by making a "sipping" sound with the teeth and 

tongue while inhaling. 

Additional techniques include the "jet whistle" effect (indicated 

as a "powerful glissando into the highest tessitura"), passages of key 

clicks, and an indication for a "groaning" vocalization at the beginning 

of the work. Grade: 5. 
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Andre Jolivet. Asceses ;  pour  Flute  en  Sol .  Five 

movements in length, this work includes only marginal use of 

extended techniques. The first movement, though highly chromatic, 

with unexpected melodic leaps and intricate rhythms, contains no 

use of extended techniques. The second movement begins with a 

high, rhythmic theme, flutter-tongued throughout, which alternates 

with sections of more lyric, softer music. The third movement, 

bright in tempo with rhythms based on groupings of sevens, includes 

occasional flutter-tonguing and one natural harmonic (F2). The 

slower-moving fourth movement uses only occasional flutter-

tonguing. The last movement recapitulates the style of the first, 

again with no use of extended techniques. Grade: 1.5. 

Patrick Kavanaugh. Debussy Variations No. 8. A 

composition for either unaccompanied alto or c-flute, Debussy 

Variations No. 8 is a challenging work that employs graphic notation. 

In the absence of meter, durations are indicated by lines extending 

from note heads to represent their proportional lengths. Similarly, 

pitches are often indicated as vertical ranges, to allow for the 

possibility of using any of the available pitches within these ranges 

(including microtones), to roughly follow the indicated melodic 

contour. Thus, this work attempts to liberate itself from all 
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traditional metric and pitch constraints, making use of traditional 

notation only where necessary. 

This work excels in combining various extended techniques in 

new ways, such as combining unpitched wind sound with humming, 

key clicks, or flutter tongue; humming in combination with 

glissandos, and; various trills between successive multiphonics. 

Humming and wind sounds produced both through and and above 

the embouchure hole of the flute; micro tones; and timbral trills are 

also to be found. Suggested fingerings for multiphonics and altered 

timbres are given, but the composer allows the performer to 

substitute more effective ones if desired or necessary. Grade: 5. 

Luis de Pablo. Condic ionado.  op. 13, para flauta en sol. 

A work for unaccompanied alto flute, Condicionado is written on 

measureless staves and intended to be performed in an irregular 

rhythm. Pitch durations are indicated only approximately using 

three classes of length (long, medium and short). A degree of 

freedom is given the performer in the overall form: the player 

chooses to play one of two opening sections, moves to a central 

section, and chooses one of two concluding sections. 

In section I-A, use is made of flutter-tongue and harmonics 

(sometimes combined with microtonal pitch bends) and specifically 
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indicated articulations ("t" and "k"). Section I-B is aleatoric, with the 

performer given a group of pitches and allowed to put them in any 

order desired using the articulations, dynamics and tempos provided. 

This section includes several key clicks and an indication for an 

altered timbre sans couleur. 

The central section is comprised of a series of disjunct pitches, 

each played at a contrasting dynamic level and/or with some type of 

altered timbre. Included are flutter-tongue, key clicks, harmonics 

and microtonal pitch-bends. Section II-A consists of two pitches 

sustained as long as possible followed by a flurry of rapid notes that 

dissolve into a series of nine key clicks played without air. Section 

II-B features longer note values, often inflected with microtonal 

pitch bends, harmonics, and alternations between flutter-tongue and 

normal articulation, all at soft dynamic levels. One extra difficulty 

for the performer is that the performance score is in concert key. 

Grade: 5. 

Karlheinz Stockhausen. Xi: fiir Altflote. This extremely 

demanding work for solo alto flute (or c-flute) is based on three 

melodic motives (formulae) that are combined and temporally 

stretched into a piece of about six minutes in length. The tempo 

framework for this piece attempts to stretch out musical events 
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beyond the limits of perception (eighth note = 8 seconds) in order to 

create an impression of time and space being lost. The extremely 

slow tempo and the use of proportional notation combine to create a 

a strong feeling of suspension. 

Taking its title from the Greek letter "Xi," signifying an 

"unknown quantity," the piece employs its many microtonal glissandi 

as "unknown quantities" to form transitions between each change in 

melodic formula. The composer asks that these microtonal glissandi 

include ail available (fingered) microtones, limited only by the 

physical limitations of the instrument and the performer's ability. In 

the much-extended temporal framework of this music, these 

glissandi comprise the major feature, with actual references to the 

melodic formulae relatively brief in duration. 

Also encountered in the work are uses of flutter-tonguing, 

altered timbres derived by using an unfocused embouchure, 

vocalization, and pitch bends. The composer includes specific 

instructions as to the costume, lighting and staging for the performer, 

and suggests that the alto flute be amplified in order to make the 

more subtle effects more audible. Grade: 5. 

Atli Heimir Sveinsson. Lethe;  for  bass  f lute  or  a l to  

flute (in G) or flute. This work's title refers to the mythical river 
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of the ancient Greek underworld whose water, when drunk, causes a 

person to forget all earthly miseries. This calm, serene mood 

prevails throughout the composition. Melodic movement is 

predominantly in unstemmed quarter and whole notes, meant to be 

performed in a flexible manner similar to plainsong. Extended 

techniques are used in limited quantities and employed subtly: key 

clicks are used to punctuate phrase endings; flutter-tongue and 

more-than-normally intense vibrato are used as elements of 

variation on repeated notes. 

An element of aleatory occurs in the work's only outburst of 

rapid notes. Here, the performer is asked to play "like a wild 

tempest: as if the instrument would explode; no considerations to 

detailed precision." The work concludes with sections of flute and 

voice in unison (evoking plainsong) alternating with brief, normally-

played phrases ending in short glissandi. Standard notation with 

open staves. Grade: 2.5. 

Raymond Weisling. This :  for  a l to  f lute .  A non-metrically 

notated composition. This uses embellishment and variation on 

several pitch "plateaus" as its dominant means of organization. On 

each of these plateaus, a restricted group of pitches are elaborated 

upon by use of varied dynamics, vibratos, widely skipping grace 
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notes and key clicks. A contrasting aleatoric section asks the 

performer play any two of the given available pitches for a full 

breath's duration. After a return to the texture and style of the 

opening, the tempo increases as more staccato articulations are 

introduced. 

A second aleatoric section requires the performer to improvise 

thirty to fifty notes while avoiding any tonal or rhythmically 

symmetrical references. The work's ending employs the unusual 

effect of stopping the end of the alto flute with the knee to produce 

pitches (supposedly one octave) below the normal range, and 

additionally to produce overtones from these stopped pitches. Their 

awkwardness is compounded with indications for alternation 

between stopped and normally-blown pitches and stopped key 

clicks, with occasional glissandos in between. Grade: 4. 

B. Chamber Works With Alto Flute 

Henk Badings. Trio No X; for Alto Flute, Viola, and 

Harp, 1977. Even without its extended techniques, Trio No X is a 

demanding work for the alto flutist, with many rapid, technical 

passages to negotiate. The first movement includes fingered quarter 

tones, an instance of vibrato with variable amplitude (a vibrato 

crescendo and diminuendo), glissandi between half steps, and 
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humming one pitch while sustaining another. The second movement 

introduces key-clicks, flutter-tonguing, altered timbres, multiphonics, 

and trills between two different multiphonics. The last movement 

makes no use of extended techniques. 

Although fingering diagrams for the altered timbres are 

included in the part, the composer asks the flutist to refer to Bruno 

Bartolozzi's New Sound for Woodwind for multiphonic and quarter-

tone fingerings. He also suggests that "flutists disliking Bartolozzi's 

proposals will easily find in their own repertoire an appropriate 

substitute." Grade: 4. 

Nancy Laird Chance. Daysongs;  for  a l to  f lute  & 

two percussionists. Although this three-movement work is 

scored in ordinary meters such as 4/4 and 12/8, it has an 

almost random quality due to its use of intricate, asymmetrical 

rhythms, which are often tied in ways that further obscure any 

regular metric flow. The first movement is comparatively 

restrained in its use of extended techniques, calling for a 

smorzato vibrato (produced by moving the jaw rather than the 

usual method). The first movement also features a multiphonic 

and a tremolo between two other multiphonics. The following 

two movements add flutter-tonguing, harmonics, quarter-tone 
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bends and glissandos, fingered quarter tones and altered 

timbres to the techniques used in the first. Fingerings are 

provided for all multiphonics, quarter tones and altered 

timbres. Grade: 4. 

George Crumb. Eleven Echoes of Autumn. 1965: for 

violin, alto flute, clarinet and piano. As stated by the 

composer, each this work's movements was written to highlight 

certain timbral possibilities of each of the instruments involved. The 

graphically-notated performance score combines standard notation 

with graphic elements, including instances where staves for certain 

instruments are omitted, bent around the page, or shaped in a 

circular arrangement. These graphic elements "free up" the 

realization of the piece, which is meant to be rhythmically intricate 

yet loose. 

The alto flute's involvement begins in the third movement with 

interjections of soft, rapid repeating notes, but with little in the way 

of extended techniques other than flutter-tonguing. The fifth 

movement exhibits use of altered timbers, using breathy tones that 

gradually resolve into normal tones, vibratos of specified amplitude 

and speed, and instructions to whisper short fragments of the poem 

upon which the work is based both through and outside of the flute. 
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"Cadenza I," for the alto flute, requires the performer to make a 

"shrill wind sound" by blowing loosely and forcefully over the 

embouchure hole while fingering various random pitches, with a 

result similar to the "jet whistle" effect. Behind "Cadenza III" (for the 

clarinet) the alto flute becomes part of a "rhythmic engine" with the 

violin and piano, rapidly reiterating a series of harmonics. 

Movements eight and nine ask that the alto flute play inside the 

piano lid, using the piano's sympathetic vibrations amplify and 

sustain the tone. Movement nine is the last involving the alto flute, 

and includes use of measured vibrato, quarter-tone pitch bends, and 

alternations between harmonics and normal tones on the same pitch. 

Performance time: sixteen minutes. Grade: 5. 

Peter Maxwell Davies. Anakreont ika:  for  soprano,  a l to  

flute, cello, harpsichord, and percussion. This is an interesting 

and relatively accessible work whose text is an adaptation of ancient 

Greek poetry in the style of Anakreon. Although much use of mixed 

and additive meters is made, the flute part is not excessively 

difficult. Very restricted use of extended techniques is encountered, 

limited to flutter-tonguing and two instances where the flutist is 

required to flutter-tongue a low-register note while gradually over

blowing to include and sustain all overtones through the fourth 
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partial (on pitches G1 and Dl). Performance time: fifteen minutes. 

Grade: 2. 

Richard Felciano. Noosphere I; for alto flute and 

electronic tape. Several challenges for the flutist are presented in 

this work aside from coordination with the prerecorded tape. A 

short aleatoric section calls for the flutist to play rapid groupings of 

of sixteenth-notes, but without any repetition of articulation 

patterns. Uses of extended techniques include the "jet whistle" effect 

and the use of a "lipped" glissando upward that is intended to create 

a "moaning" effect. The latter part of the work features several 

instances where a "sharp tongue" is used to create a more percussive 

effect. The piece employs standard notation on open staves with 

tape cues graphically indicated and includes performance 

instructions. The accompanying tape is quarter-track stereo, 7-1/2 

i.p.s., and is available from the publisher. Grade: 3. 

Ross Lee Finney. Two Ballades; flute (piccolo, alto 

flute) and piano. This work requires the performer to alternate 

between piccolo, c-flute and alto flute, but calls for only minor use of 

extended techniques, limited for the most part to flutter-tonguing. 

The unaccompanied alto flute cadenza that opens the first ballade 
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contains one quarter-tone pitch bend on a written C#l, and contains 

one instance where the alto flute is to be played with the performer 

leaning over the piano strings in order to make use of the the piano's 

sympathetic vibrations. Performance time: fifteen minutes. Grade: 2. 

Kenneth Gaburo. Two;  for  mezzo soprano,  a l to  f lute ,  

and double bass. This polymetric work uses a novel method of 

extending phrases and cadences with fermatas measured in seconds-

of-duration. The alto flutist is occasionally required to use a "gutter 

tongue" tremolo effect, which, without any specific explanation, is 

likely to refer to the glottal variant of flutter tonguing (French "r" 

sound). Also called for are occasional quarter-tone pitch bends, key 

clicks, a pppp C4, and humming while otherwise playing normally. 

Grade: 3.5. 

Jacques Guyonnet. Polyphonie III: flute en sol, alto, 

deux pianos. The alto flute scoring in Polyphonie III is 

rhythmically complex and the work includes frequent changes of 

meter, often with complex and obscure tempo relationships 

(example: one subdivision of a quintuplet in the previous meter 

becomes the beat in the next). Little in the way of extended 

techniques are called for: only occasional use of harmonics, flutter-
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tongue, specified vibrato or non-vibrato, and one instance where a 

pitch begins with normal vibrato and gradually subsides to non-

vibrato. Grade: 3. 

Walter Hekster. 5 Moments of Dav; flute (alto flute), 

guitar, 1977/78. The alto flutist is involved only in the first, 

middle and last movements of this highly metrical work. The 

languid first movement makes use of lipped glissandi between 

intervals of a half-step, and occasionally between quarter tones 

(fingerings for quarter tones provided). The more rhythmically 

active middle movement mixes various compound meters and 

includes use of asymmetrical rhythmic groupings in both alto flute 

and guitar parts. Quarter tones and glissandi are also employed. The 

last movement returns to the slower tempo of the opening, again 

with fingered quarter-tone glissandi, ending with flutter-tongue 

dissolving to normal tone on a pitch sustained in diminuendo. Grade: 

3. 

Allen R. Hoffman. Duo:  al to  f lute  and narrator .  

Notated on open staves without indicated meter, this work calls 

for few extended techniques. Aside from flutter-tonguing, 

there is only one brief passage of key clicks, senza suono. 
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which includes a C#3 (a difficult pitch for this effect, as only 

the percussively-weak trill keys are available). Grade: 2.5. 

Klaus Huber. Sabeth.  fiir altfldte (G), Englischhorn (F) 

(or viola), un Harfe, 1966/67. This challenging work for alto 

flute, English horn and harp is organized rhythmically by means of 

"space notation," with beams between grouped notes that are 

expanded or contracted to indicate accelerandos and ritardandos. 

Although organized into measures, no meters are indicated, giving 

the work a loose feel in which the coordination of musical events are 

intended to be only approximate. 

The work includes fairly extensive use of quarter tones, which 

for the alto flute are to be obtained using quarter-tone fingerings 

(notes refer the performer to Bartolozzi's work) rather than by 

bending (except where indicated as glissandi). What appear at first 

to be several occurrences of multiphonics are really short, aleatoric 

sections where the performer is asked to select pitches randomly and 

perform these approximately in the rhythms shown above each note 

grouping. The piece also contains several sections of sustained 

harmonics (played senza vibrato ), an instance of vibrato of varying 

intensity, flutter-tonguing, and occasional key clicks. Performance 

time: six and one-half minutes. Grade: 4. 
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Barbara Kolb. Songs Before an Adieu: a cycle of five 

songs for soprano, flute (alto flute) and guitar on texts of 

five twentieth century poets. Of the five song settings in this 

work, only two employ the alto flute. The first of these uses the alto 

flute's most transparent qualities. Sustained pitches at subdued 

dynamics alternate with bracketed, repeating sections of rapid 

eighth-notes to create a shimmering effect. The other song setting 

using the alto flute moves more rapidly in irregular rhythms, in 

counterpoint to the more languid vocal part. The extended 

techniques in these two settings are limited to instances of flutter-

tongue, a glissando, and several examples of measured vibrato, with 

directions to "increase vibrato proportionally" or "diminish vibrato to 

sustained tone" during specified amounts of time. Performance time: 

eighteen minutes. Grade: 2.5. 

Robert Hall Lewis. Osservazioni I; for flute/alto 

flute/piccolo, piano and percussion. This demanding work, 

which calls for the flutist to alternately perform on piccolo, flute, alto 

flute, glockenspeil and tympani, is rather limited in extended 

techniques during the alto flute portions, with some use of flutter-

tongue and a BI-to-G#l tremolo that is glissandoed up to a terminus 
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of E2 to C I .  The portions of the work for c-flute include key clicks 

and a non-pitched use of double-tonguing, accomplished by double-

tonguing while blowing lightly over the embouchure hole with rapid, 

random fingerings. This technique is indicated with headless note-

stems beamed together. Performance time: twelve minutes. Grade: 

3.5. 

Donald Martino. Notturno:  for  f lute  doubl ing on 

piccolo and alto flute, clarinet in Bb doubling on bass 

clarinet, violin doubling on viola, violoncello, 

percussion, one player (glockenspiel, vibraphone, 

xylophone, marimba, six temple blocks, three tam

tams)  two players  oss ia ,  and piano.  Not turno  i s  an  

energetic and rhythmic work employing much use of mixed 

meters. The composition also features specific tempo 

relationships between sections (example: the time value of a 

triplet in a preceding section becomes the pulse for the 

following section, or the reverse). The flutist is called upon to 

play piccolo, c-flute and alto flute, the latter used in four 

relatively-short sections. Although the sections for c-flute call 

for a number of extended techniques such as tongue clicks, key 

clicks with and without the embouchure hole covered, and 



extended high range (up to F4), the alto flute portions are 

limited to flutter-tongue, occasional harmonics, alternations of 

vibrato/non-vibrato, and one key-click, which concludes the 

piece. Grade: 2.5. 

Harvey Sollberger. Sunf lowers:  for  Flutes  (one  

player) and Vibraphone. This polymetric work for piccolo, 

c-flute and alto flute (one player) and vibraphone employs 

several interesting combinations of extended techniques, 

resulting in some unusual timbres. Along with the more 

common key clicks and harmonics, the alto flute is called upon 

to play extended trills articulated with a hissing sound. 

Another passage is comprised of an extended series of key 

clicks in the instrument's low register, where the performer 

alternately sings the clicked pitches in unison or employs a 

"shhh" type of articulation that gives the key clicks a breathy 

timbre. Later in the work, the alto flute sustains an F2, varying 

the timbre by alternating between two non-standard 

fingerings. The alto flute portion of the work also contains an 

aleatoric section, where the performer chooses the performance 

order for several melodic motives, varying articulations and 

motive order at will. Outside of the aleatoric sections, the piece 



is to be performed in a flexibly metrical manner. Grade: 4. 

Toru Takemitsu. Toward the Sea; for alto flute 

and guitar. Toward the Sea II; for alto flute, harp and 

string orchestra. The latter version of this work (alto flute, 

harp, and orchestra) is nearly identical to the earlier version 

for alto flute and guitar, except that it is necessarily more 

metrically explicit (rapidly fluctuating use of additive meters). 

The version for alto flute and guitar has the same additive-

meter feel, but its metrical divisions are indicated with dotted 

bar lines and without indication of meter. 

The alto flute parts are almost identical, with only slight 

revisions of some of the fingerings given for producing "hollow 

tones" (altered timbres) in the latter version. In several 

instances, "hollow tones" are combined with other techniques, 

such as trills with variable speeds and tremolos. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 

From the alto flute design data and historical record presented, 

there can be no doubt that Boehm's alto flute is a distinct entity 

within the flute family, not simply a larger c-flute. Its unusual 

timbre and response characteristics are due in large part to its 

characteristic head joint design, larger bore, smaller tone holes and a 

number of other design differences. Together, these differences have 

resulted in an instrument whose low range has been favored at the 

expense of its higher range. The instrument's inherent response 

differences have impacted its abilities to perform many of the 

extended techniques discussed within this study. 

With a number of extended techniques, the alto flute appears 

to be at a disadvantage, having been shown to have a more restricted 

altissimo register, a more limited response with flutter-tonguing, 

fewer fingering options for altered timbres than the c-flute 

(especially the open-hole model), less flexibility in producing 

microtonal pitch bends and microtonal scales, and a reduced capacity 

for generating natural harmonics. 

On the other hand, the alto flute has demonstrated some 

extended technique capabilities that are unsuspected. The alto flute 

produces different pitches than the c-flute with various extended 
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low range techniques, and it generates hollow and weak tones with 

greater timbral variance. 

The most striking differences were found to be in the area of 

multiphonic response, where the alto flute was shown to differ 

significantly from the c-flute, with numerous stronger-sounding 

lowest pitches, frequent weak or nonexistent highest pitches, many 

instances of additional pitches being present, and often better overall 

balance. 

Clearly, performers and composers alike cannot assume the 

interchangeability of the alto and c-flute. The repertoire revealed 

multiple examples of works whose extended techniques were less 

than successful because of this assumption. It is therefore hoped 

that this study leads others to further investigation of the alto flute's 

acoustics and technical capabilities, and inspire continued creativity 

in exploring the often surprising possibilities of this unique 

ins t rument .  
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APPENDIX A: ALTO FLUTE QUARTER-TONE FINGERINGS 
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APPENDIX B: THE MULTEPHONIC SERIES 
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APPENDIX C: MULTIPHONIC DESCRIPTIVE NOTES 

1(2). fnf - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Three highest pitches in multiphonic have 
better balance on alto flute than on c-flute, where it is 
difficult to produce highest and lowest multiphonic 
pitches simultaneously; second-to-highest pitch flatter 
than indicated. 

2(3). mf - ff. Reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Similar to 1(2): three highest pitches in 
multiphonic difficult to balance with lowest pitch; G#2 
does not speak as readily as do C#2 and C#3; difficult to 
produce highest and lowest multiphonic pitches 
simultaneously. Alto flute: lowest pitch stronger and 
easier to produce simultaneously with the other pitches. 

3(4). mp - f. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Alto flute obtains better balance and resonance 
from the lowest two pitches in multiphonic. 

4(8). fnf - f. Should be used quickly; is a transient 
phenomenon. Speech fairly quick. Aim for the g3, then 
down. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and c-
flutes: multiphonic difficult to stabilize on both flutes. 
Lowest pitch of multiphonic more reliable as a D#2 than 
as D#1 as given. On alto flute, the D#1 is more discernible 
(stronger) and an additional pitch (E3) is present and 
easy to maintain within the multiphonic. 

5(9). mp - f Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Approximately equal response and reliability 
for both flutes - multiphonic easier to stabilize with flute 
rolled in slightly (both flutes). 

6(15). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Approximately equal response and reliability for 
alto and c-flute. 
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7(23). mp - mf. Fair-to-poor reliability; tends to waver between 
two lowest pitches. Speech fairly quick, but multiphonic 
difficult to sustain. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Multiphonic more stabile on alto 
flute - little or no wavering between lowest two pitches, 
especially if alto flute slightly rolled out. Lowest pitch 
also stronger on alto flute. 

8(25). mp - ff. Reliable; fast speech. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. More difficult to stabilize on c-
flute: difficult to balance top and bottom pitches. On alto 
flute, a much stronger lowest pitch is present, with some 
tendency to waver between lowest two pitches. 

9(34). p - mf. Fair-to-poor reliability; better to take advantage 
of the wavering between the two uppermost pitches than 
to try to eliminate it; g 2 comes only with the instrument 
quite far rolled out; c sharp 3 does not come under those 
conditions. Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Better reliability on alto than c-flute: 
wavering tendency between two uppermost pitches less 
pronounced; easier to sustain all four pitches, with less 
rolling out necessary; lowest pitch stronger. 

10(35). pp - mp. Fairly reliable; speech slow; breathy timbre. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, an additional pitch (C#3) is easily produced and 
easy to balance with the other multiphonic pitches. 

11(37). mp - mf. Fairly reliable but stuffy in timbre. Fairly easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Multiphonic much 
more reliable on alto flute - balance problems between 
highest and lowest pitches do not exist; usable dynamic 
range greater than on c-flute; lowest pitch stronger. 
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12(38). mp - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Stronger response of lowest two pitches makes 
this multiphonic better balanced and more reliable on 
alto flute than on c-flute. 

13(41). mp - f Fairly reliable; fundamental often gives way and 
is replaced by the very strong difference tone. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Much more 
reliable on alto flute - fundamental pitch stronger and 
easier to balance with upper pitches without appearance 
of strong difference tone. 

14(46). mp - f. Reliable if not overdriven. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Stronger lower pitch on alto flute 
increases reliability of this multiphonic over results on c-
flute. 

15(47). mp - ff. Reliable; obtained by using more pressure than 
on 14(46). Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. This multiphonic more difficult on c-flute: 
tendency to stick between the top two pitches. On alto 
flute, multiphonic easier to produce and more balanced, 
with stronger lowest pitch. 

16(64). p - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Multiphonic easier to produce and more balanced 
on alto flute; middle pitch stronger. 

1 7 ( 7 1 ) .  n t f  -  f .  P o o r  r e l i a b i l i t y ;  l o w e s t  p i t c h  t e n d s  t o  g o  a w a y ,  
and an additional pitch — e double flat 3 — tends to come 
in. Get highest pitch and then relax. Do not sustain; treat 
as transient effect. Difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, the additional pitch (E double-flat 
3) is much more pronounced and sustainable. 
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18(78) p - mf. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. This multiphonic in better balance on 
alto flute - easier to play top and bottom pitches 
simultaneously. 

19(83). p - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute better able to play multiphonic at 
higher dynamic levels, as lowest pitch is stronger and less 
prone to disappear as dynamic level increases. 

20(85). p - mf. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Best classified as a transient 
multiphonic, as it is difficult to maintain both top and 
bottom pitches simultaneously. 

21(87). mp - mf. Fairly reliable, but embouchure must be 
relaxed. Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Multiphonic on alto flute more stabile, especially 
with flute rolled out. 

22(91). mp - f. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Alto flute produces a louder, more resonant 
lowest pitch, which is easier to balance with the highest 
pitch in multiphonic. 

23(92). mp - mf Fair-to-poor reliability; bottom pitch goes away. 
Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Reliability of this multiphonic slightly better on alto flute. 
Easier to retain bottom pitch, and it is even possible to 
obtain a fourth, higher pitch (a slightly flat G#3) and still 
maintain lowest pitch. 
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24(97). p - mf Fairly reliable: can also be played without highest 
pitch (p - mp, fair reliability). Speech slow. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
produces better response from lowest pitch than does c-
flute; best results from use of wide, diffuse embouchure 
and by attacking multiphonic from bottom and working 
upward. 

25(107). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Lowest pitch stronger on alto flute. Best results 
on either flute from rolling flute outward. 

26(108). mp - f Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes, but only at dynamic of forte or greater. 
Alto flute produces a stronger lowest pitch, which is in 
better balance with the upper two pitches than on c-flute. 

27(112). mp - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. More easily sustained on alto flute, 
especially if alto flute rolled inward slightly. 

28(176). mf - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Best results from rolling either flute slightly 
inward. On alto flute, topmost pitch slightly flatter. 

29(178). mf - fff. Reliable and very resonant. Normal e 3 
fingering. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
alto flute, results seem to improve at louder dynamic 
levels (stronger lowest pitch), especially if alto flute 
rolled out slightly. 

30(181). mp - f Both fingerings reliable. Easily produced on both 
alto and c-flutes. Much easier to balance and sustain 
both pitches on alto flute, as lower pitch stronger. 
Fingering b. increases strength of the lower pitch and 
slightly lowers the higher pitch. 
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31(197). mf - f Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on alto and c-
flutes. Some difficulty sustaining lowest and highest 
pitches simultaneously - better results on alto, due to 
stronger lowest pitch, but nonetheless stuffy sounding 
with slow response. 

32(233). mp - jf. Reliable. Normal f3 fingering. Highest pitch 
slightly stabilized by using c natural key instead of e flat 
key. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Better stability of multiphonic on alto flute: middle pitch 
much stronger and in better balance with top and bottom 
pitches. Stuffy timbre. No significant difference between 
the two fingerings on alto flute. 

33(234). mp - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Pitches of multiphonic in better balance on alto 
flute - with greater dynamic range possible (sustains 
very softly). 

34(251). mp - ff. Fairly reliable. Easily produced on both alto and 
c-flutes. Stuffier timbre on alto flute. 

35(252). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; slightly delicate to 
sustain. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Same fingering as 34(251). Multiphonic more stabile on 
alto flute, which is able to produce a stronger lowest pitch 
without losing topmost pitch. Response sluggish with 
stuffy timbre on alto flute. 

36(253). mp - mf. Reliable. Easily produced on both alto and c-
flutes. A very resonant and sustainable multiphonic. 
Alto flute can produce an additional pitch (a slightly flat F 
3) and still sustain the two lower pitches. 

37(260). mp - f. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
c-flute: difficult to sustain top pitch without losing bottom 
pitch and visa versa. Much more reliable on alto flute -
easily sustained with good balance between all pitches. 
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38(267) m p  - / .  R e l i a b l e .  Somewhat difficult to produce on c-
flute. More reliable on alto flute. On c-flute, multiphonic 
tends to oscillate between the two pitches - alto flute 
multiphonic much more stabile, and at a variety of 
dynamic levels. 

39(271). mp - f Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Better results on alto flute: the two 
lower pitches much stronger; slightly stuffier timbre. 

40(272). mf. Fair-to-poor reliability; very difficult to hold outer 
pitches simultaneously. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Better reliability on alto flute: 
multiphonic more stabile than on c-flute, without 
problem of outer pitch sustainability. Middle pitch on 
alto flute a slightly flatter Bb3. 

41(273). ppp - pp. Fairly reliable. Use very little pressure. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
capable of a slightly louder dynamic level (mf) than the 
c-flute, especially if alto flute rolled out slightly. 

42(276). mp - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Alto flute multiphonic more stabile and better 
balanced. C-flute tends to oscillate between lowest and 
highest pitch. 

43(280). pp - mp. Fairly reliable. Use very little pressure. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an 
additional pitch (C3) is present and sustainable with the 
other multiphonic pitches. Light pressure and relaxed 
embouchure obtains best results. 
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44(281). Similar to 43(280). Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. See 43(280) above. Addition of Eb key raises 
upper pitch slightly (also slightly raises possible 
additional pitch (C3) from results of 43(280). Lowest 
pitch seems unaffected by this addition. 

45(285). (both fingerings) p - f Reliable. Second fingering slightly 
more resonant. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Lowest pitch of multiphonic stronger on alto flute. 
Second fingering produces a slightly more projecting 
multiphonic. On alto flute, second fingering has a more 
pronounced flattening effect on overall pitch than on c-
flute. 

46(286). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, the two bottom-most pitches are 
stronger than on c-flute, and therefore easier to maintain 
balance with stronger topmost pitch. 

47(288). m p  -  f f f .  R e l i a b l e .  N o r m a l  f 3  f i n g e r i n g .  Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. This multiphonic on alto flute 
produces a strong oscillation between the bottom two 
pitches. Nonetheless, a strong multiphonic usable over a 
wide dynamic range. 

48(289). (both fingerings) mp - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, a 
stronger lowest pitch is present. 

49(290). p - mf. Reliable; breathy timbre. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, upper pitch of 
multiphonic much weaker than on c-flute. Usable over a 
wide range of dynamics despite fuzzy timbre. 
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50(293). ppp - pp. Fairly reliable. Use very little pressure. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
multiphonic has much stronger lowest pitch - balances 
better with upper pitch than on c-flute. Best results from 
rolling out alto flute slightly. 

51(298). p. Fair-to-poor reliability. Turn in to obtain b sharp 2. 
Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Middle 
pitch of multiphonic (B#2) not obtained on either alto or 
c-flute. Remaining two pitches better balanced on alto 
flute (stronger lowest pitch). 

52(300). p - mf. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. This multiphonic has a slightly weaker upper 
pitch on alto flute. Nonetheless, it is easy to produce, 
with a strong oscillating effect. 

53(301). p - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, this multiphonic has a stronger lowest pitch; 
strong oscillation between the two pitches of the 
multiphonic. 

54(303). p - jf. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. This multiphonic much more resistant on alto 
flute, requiring greater air pressure and looser 
embouchure in order to produce the relatively weak 
topmost pitch. 

55(304). p - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Stronger lower pitch and better balance of multiphonic on 
alto flute. 

56(306). pp - mp. Reliable. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On c-flute, extremely difficult to sound both 
pitches simultaneously. On alto flute, better results are 
obtained, especially when using an extremely loose 
embouchure with light air pressure. Multiphonic on alto 
flute seems more "forgiving" than on c-flute. 
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57(312). mp - mf. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
obtains a stronger middle pitch than does c-flute, but 
both lower pitches still relatively weak compared to 
topmost pitch. An extremely loose embouchure improves 
results. 

5 8 ( 3 1 6 ) .  p  -  m p .  F a i r - t o - g o o d  r e l i a b i l i t y .  U s e  l i t t l e  p r e s s u r e .  
Timbre rather breathy. Speech rather slow. Fairly easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Both flutes produce 
a weak response from lowest two pitches, though the alto 
flute is more sustainable through a range of dynamic 
levels. 

59(317). p ' mp. Similar to 58(316) but slightly easier to hold. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Middle 
pitch easier to produce and in better balance on alto flute; 
best results from employing loose, wide embouchure. 

60(319). p - mp. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Multiphonic slightly easier to obtain on 
alto flute. On c-flute, middle pitch hard to sustain with 
top and bottom pitches. Middle pitch much stronger on 
alto flute, resulting in easier balance. 

61(337). mf - f. Fair reliability; middle pitch hard to balance with 
other two. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Better balance on alto flute, especially if a tighter, 
wider embouchure is used with the alto flute rolled out 
slightly. 

62(338). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly difficult to balance this 
multiphonic on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces 
a slightly stronger lowest pitch, allowing for better 
chance of success. Best results with extremely loose 
embouchure and much air pressure. 
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63(339). mf - f Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Problems with maintaining 
relatively weak lowest pitch while sounding upper two. 
Better balance obtained on alto flute, especially if loose 
embouchure and rolled-out alto flute employed. 

64(340). (both fingerings) p - f Reliable. Second fingering gives 
slightly higher pitch than first fingering and is slightly 
more resonant. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute multiphonic has stronger lower pitch. 
Sharpening effect of fingering b. more pronounced on alto 
flute. 

65(341). mf - f. Fair-to-good reliability; easy to sustain but 
possibility of extraneous pitches entering the mix. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On c-flute, middle pitch is difficult to produce and 
sustain. On alto flute, middle pitch is easier, but lowest 
pitch is relatively weak. 

66(342). mf - ff. Reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Lowest pitch of this multiphonic almost 
imperceptible on c-flute. This pitch slightly stronger on 
alto flute - better balance with top two pitches. 

67(344). m p  -  f f .  R e l i a b l e .  Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Stronger lower pitch obtained on alto flute. 
Multiphonic has strong oscillating effect between the two 
pitches. 

68((347). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, highest pitch dominates the 
multiphonic. On alto flute, much stronger response from 
lowest two pitches, resulting in better overall balance. 
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69(348). (both fingerings) mp - jf. Reliable. Second fingering give 
slightly higher-pitched d3 double flat than first. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Both fingerings result 
in multiphonics with stronger lower pitch on alto flute; 
fingering b. slightly lowers the lowest pitch, but produces 
a more resonant multiphonic than fingering a. 

70(353). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto tlute yields better response and balance: 
lower pitch in multiphonic stronger. Slight oscillation 
between the two multiphonic pitches. 

71(354). mp - f. Reliable. Similar to 70(353). On alto flute, lowest 
pitch in multiphonic slightly stronger. 

72(355). mp - f Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, difficult to maintain lowest and 
topmost pitches simultaneously. On alto flute, greater 
resistance of top pitch helps performer to balance 
multiphonic by aiming for the lower two pitches. 

73(356). mp - f. Fair-to-good reliability (slightly delicate to 
c o n t r o l ) .  Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, nearly impossible to sustain lowest 
pitch while maintaining the upper two. On alto flute, 
both lowest and middle pitches stronger, but multiphonic 
still functions best as a transient effect (start from the 
bottom and work upwards). 

74(357). mp - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, less pressure needed to produce 
multiphonic - stronger lower pitch and better balance 
than on c-flute. 

75(359). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Difficulty maintaining both highest and 
lowest pitches simultaneously on both alto and c-flutes. 
Best as transient effect. 
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76(360). mf - f Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Lowest pitch of multiphonic relatively 
weak on both alto and c-flutes, though alto flute slightly 
stronger. Best results with extremely focused 
embouchure. 

77(361. (both fingerings) mp - mf. Reliable; breathy timbre. 
Fingerings timbrally indistinguishable. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On both flutes, lowest pitch 
relatively weak within multiphonic, though stronger on 
alto flute. Second fingering with slightly lower bottom 
pitch on alto flute. 

78(363). pp - p. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre; use low pressure. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On c-flute, upper pitch detectable only as a faint 
oscillation. On alto flute multiphonic more stabile, as it is 
possible to push the multiphonic without losing the lower 
pitch; an additional pitch (C#3) is present and sustainable 
with rest of multiphonic. 

79(367). ppp - pp. Fair-to-good reliability, if flute not inherently 
resistant; requires extremely loose embouchure. Timbre 
breathy and vague. Pitch of lower note varies among 
instruments; would have downward instead of upward 
arrow on one of my flutes. Somewhat difficult to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Better stability on alto flute 
with this multiphonic: a much stronger lowest pitch aids 
balance; an additional pitch (a slightly flat C#3) is 
possible and easily sustained within the multiphonic. 

80(369). ppp - p. Fairly reliable. Use very low pressure. Timbre 
breathy, but less so than 79(367). See 79(367). 
Multiphonic an enharmonic spelling of 79(367) with same 
fingering. 
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81(378). mp - f Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Alto flute has stronger lowest pitch -
easier to maintain multiphonic. 

82(383). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Stronger lower two pitches of multiphonic on alto 
flute - slightly greater dynamic range possible. 

83(386). (both fingerings) mp - mf. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, tendency to 
slip up to upper pitch alone. On alto flute the reverse is 
the situation - lower pitch dominates multiphonic; 
fingering b. produces much better resonance and balance 
between the two pitches. 

84(397). mp - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Problem of balance on c-flute, as it is 
difficult to get the middle pitch to speak. On alto flute, 
middle pitch much stronger: best results if alto flute 
rolled out slightly and wider embouchure employed. 

85(405). mf - jf. Reliable. Fingering not available on alto flutes 
not equipped with b flat shake. Fairly difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Problems maintaining 
the lowest pitch on both alto and c-flute (though alto 
flute slightly stronger). Multiphonic requires tighter 
embouchure and more-than-normal pressure. 

86(409). (fingering a), mp - f. Reliable, (fingering b.) p - mp. 
Reliable, (fingering c.) mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, each successive 
fingering slightly lowers both pitches of the multiphonic 
(not perceptible on c-flute), with last fingering producing 
a strong oscillation. All fingerings on alto flute produce 
more balanced multiphonics than does the c-flute due to 
stronger lowest pitches. 
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87(411). f - jf- Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Difficulties with sustaining lowest 
pitch within the multiphonic on c-flute. On alto flute, 
better response of lowest pitch, especially if alto flute 
rolled out slightly and increased pressure employed. 

88(415). pp - mp. Fair reliability; use low pressure; rotate flute 
until both upper pitches are found. A prospect for 
treating as aleatoric fingering. Fairly difficult to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Difficulty in producing the 
middle pitch of the multiphonic on both flutes. The 
remaining outer pitches respond with better balance on 
alto flute. 

89(419). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Both alto and c-flute produce strong oscillation 
between the two pitches - alto flute produces stronger 
lower pitch, but difficult to maintain multiphonic at 
loudest dynamic levels. 

90(420). (fingering a.) mp - f Reliable, (fingering b.) p - mp. 
Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
alto flute, second fingering produces a higher upper pitch 
(D3) and a third pitch (a slightly sharp F#2) is also 
possible. Better balance achieved with both fingerings on 
alto flute (stronger lower pitches). 

91(424). mp - mf Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly 
flat E3) is present and sustainable within the multiphonic. 

92(427). mf - /. Fairly reliable; speech somewhat slow. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. This fingering 
on alto flute yields the possibility of an additional pitch 
(E3), but this four-pitch multiphonic works best as a 
transient effect (start at the bottom and work upwards). 
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93(428). mf - ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces slightly stronger 
bottom two pitches of multiphonic, thus easier to 
maintain than on c-flute. 

94(429). p - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
This fingering on alto flute produces a stronger lower 
pitch - requires less pressure to produce than on c-flute. 

95(431). p - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Stronger lower pitch on alto flute. 

96(433). mp - f Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Strong multiphonic on both alto and c-flute. 
Alto flute produces slightly stronger lowest pitch, and an 
additional pitch (a slightly flat Ab3) is possible. 

97(434). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Multiphonic on alto flute has stronger lower pitch, 
weaker upper pitch, and a more breathy timbre than on 
c-flute. 

98(436). f - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, a prominent third pitch is present, which 
wavers between C3 and Db3. Alto flute also produces a 
stronger lowest pitch. 

99(440). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, the topmost pitch is 
relatively weak, though a strong additional pitch (a 
slightly sharp B2) is present in the multiphonic. 

100(448). p. Fair reliability; very breathy timbre. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch is barely detectable. On alto flute, both of the 
bottom two pitches much stronger, therefore easier to 
maintain. 
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101(463). mp - mf. Fairly reliable; timbre breathy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Stronger response 
from lower two pitches on alto flute 

102(464). mf - f Fairly reliable. Difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On c-flute, difficult to sound the second-to-
highest pitch. On alto flute, the highest pitch is difficult 
to sustain. Multiphonic best used as a transient effect, as 
it is very difficult to sound both lowest and highest 
pitches simultaneously. 

103(471). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; lowest pitch weak. 
Breathy timbre. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, middle pitch weak. On alto flute, 
response and balance better (stronger lower and middle 
pitches); an additional pitch (A3) is possible on alto flute 
but best used as transient effect, as it is difficult to 
sustain lowest and additional pitch simultaneously. 

104(472). mp • mf Fairly reliable; slightly breathy timbre. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
difficult to maintain lowest two pitches while sounding 
top pitch. On alto flute, lowest two pitches stronger. 

105(473). mp - mf. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Slightly better response and balance on alto 
flute. 

106(474). mf - f Fair-to-good reliability. Fairly difficult to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, second pitch from 
bottom is undetectable and highest pitch very difficult to 
sustain while maintaining lowest pitch. On alto flute, 
possible to balance three lowest pitches but very difficult 
to get highest pitch 
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107(475). mf. Fairly reliable; lowest pitch has rather stuffy timbre. 
Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Lowest pitch is nearly imperceptible on c-flute. Response 
on alto flute better - able to briefly maintain lowest and 
highest pitches simultaneously. 

108(479). mf - f Fairly reliable, except for possibility of 
introducing d3 double sharp if flute rolled out too far. 
Normal a3 fingering. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. The additional pitch (D double-sharp 3) is a 
reliable component of this multiphonic on alto flute. 

109(483). (both fingerings) p - mp. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre; 
use low-to-moderate pressure. Fingering a. gives upper 
pitch considerably sharper than fingering b.; considerable 
variation in pitch from flute to flute with both fingerings, 
especially fingering a. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, fingering b. yields additional 
pitches of D2 and a slightly flat F#3 - all sustainable with 
the two original pitches of multiphonic. 

110(488). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; control rather delicate. 
Use loose embouchure and much air. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces 
stronger lower two pitches - multiphonic easier to 
sustain. 

111(493). p - mp. Fairly reliable; timbre breathy. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Response roughly equal on 
both flutes. 

112(497). mf - Jf. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, difficult to sustain top and bottom 
pitches simultaneously. On alto flute, better response 
from lowest pitch - requires greater-than-usual pressure. 
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113(522). (both fingerings) p -f Reliable. In fingering b. the e 3 
double flat slightly sharper than in fingering a. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
possible to add an additional pitch (a slightly flat Ab3) to 
the multiphonic using fingering b. - requires rolling alto 
flute outwards. 

114(523). p - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, multiphonic more stabile and better 
balanced, though timbre more breathy. 

1 15(526). p - f. Reliable: blows very freely. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute multiphonic somewhat 
better balanced. 

1 16(527). (both fingerings) mp - ff. Reliable. Fingering b. has 
unusual resonance. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Both fingerings with somewhat stronger lowest 
pitch on alto flute. Fingering b. on alto flute flattens the 
lowest pitch more than it does on c-flute. 

1 17(529). p - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat C3) is 
available if extremely loose embouchure employed - a 
transient effect. 

1 18(536). mp - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produces a multiphonic with a slightly 
weaker topmost pitch; an additional pitch (a slightly 
sharp B2) is possible for inclusion in the multiphonic. 

119(545). ppp - mp. Fairly reliable; use low pressure. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. This multiphonic on 
alto flute requires less pressure than on c-flute (lowest 
pitch easy to overblow and break into upper). 
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120(551). ppp - mp. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. An additional pitch 
(D3) is available on alto flute if extremely loose 
embouchure and rolled-out alto flute employed. 

121(552). ppp - mp. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. An additional pitch (a 
slightly flat D3) is easily added to this multiphonic on alto 
flute. 

122(553). pp - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; pitches tend to waver; 
may be treated as aleatoric fingering; breathy timbre. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On c-flute, difficult to maintain bottom and top pitches 
simultaneously. On alto flute, better response of lowest 
pitch yields better response and balance. 

123(567). p. Fair reliability; wavering of pitches suggests use as 
aleatoric fingering. Roll in. Difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Seemingly impossible to obtain middle 
pitch of multiphonic on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
produces stronger lowest pitch. 

124(568) mp. Fair reliability; wavering of pitches suggests use as 
aleatoric fingering. Can also be played without 
uppermost pitch (p - mp; fairly reliable; somewhat slow 
speech). Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, impossible to get the second-from-
bottom pitch to speak in multiphonic. On alto flute, 
fingering reliable enough to sound uppermost pitch while 
maintaining lowest pitch. 

125(588). p - mp. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, lowest 
pitch strong enough to maintain an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat F3) within the multiphonic - more pressure 
necessary to produce. 
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126(597). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces stronger lowest 
pitch and can produce an additional pitch (D3) which can 
be balanced with the rest of the multiphonic if loose 
embouchure and rolled out head joint are employed. 

127(603). /. Fair-to-good reliability; some difficulty holding lowest 
pitch and some risk of extraneous pitches. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Lowest 
pitch somewhat weak and difficult to maintain on both 
alto and c-flute (although somewhat easier on alto flute). 
On alto flute, a strong additional pitch (a slightly flat F#3) 
is present and possible to maintain with the other pitches 
of the multiphonic. 

128(604). p - mp. Fairly reliable; timbre breathy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, some 
difficulty in balancing and maintain both pitches 
simultaneously. On alto flute, balancing pitches easier 
(stronger lower pitch) and an additional pitch (a slightly 
sharp F3) is possible for inclusion in the multiphonic. 

129(605). mp - f. Fairly reliable in spite of some wavering of the 
inner pitches. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, bottom pitch relatively weak and 
second-from-top pitch impossible to produce. On alto 
flute, bottom two pitches stronger, upper pitch weaker, 
and second-from-top pitch impossible to produce. 

130(606). mp - mf Fairly reliable, but center pitch weak. 
Somewhat breathy timbre. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, both lowest and 
middle pitches stronger, and an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat D3) is possible, though some wavering exists 
between it and the middle pitch of the original 
multiphonic. 
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131(609). mf - f Fairly reliable, but lowest pitch somewhat 
difficult to hold unless considerable pressure used. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Approximately 
equal response on both alto and c-flute, though lowest 
pitch slightly stronger on alto flute. 

132(612). (fingering a.) mp - mf Fairly reliable, but very sensitive 
to embouchure pitch adjustment, (fingering b.) mp - mf 
Fairly reliable; less sensitive to minute embouchure 
changes than fingering a; timbre slightly breathy. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Both fingerings 
on alto flute yield stronger lowest pitches. 

133(614). mf Fair-to-good reliability; somewhat stuffy timbre and 
response. Interval between lower pitches very close to 
an octave. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, better balance between lowest and 
higher pitches; an additional pitch (D3) is present and 
easy to maintain with the other multiphonic pitches. 

134(615). mf - f Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, somewhat difficult to sustain 
lowest pitch with the two above. On alto flute, better 
balance (stronger lower two pitches), though multiphonic 
slightly more resistant and stuffy in timbre. 

135(616). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Nearly identical results to 
134(615). 

136(618). f - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
A responsive multiphonic on both alto and c-flute, though 
lowest pitch relatively weak (slightly stronger on alto 
flute). 

137(620). mp - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Multiphonic a very in-tune octave. Much stronger 
lowest pitch on alto flute. 
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138(622). /- ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Alto flute produces a stronger and slightly 
sharper lowest pitch. 

139(628). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; lowest pitch weak. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
multiphonic is an in-tune octave with much stronger 
lowest pitch. 

140(634). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Both alto and c-flute produce a 
weak lowest pitch - difficult to sustain two uppermost 
pitches with lowest pitch. 

141(635). p - mf. Fairly reliable if flute rolled in somewhat to 
prevent appearance of extraneous pitches. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute an extra 
pitch (a slightly flat F#2) is strongly present - difficult to 
produce multiphonic without this extra pitch sounding. 

142(640). mp - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an extra pitch (a slightly flat G# 2) is 
possible for inclusion with the other multiphonic pitches. 

143(657). pp - p. Fairly reliable; breathy timbre; use low pressure. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, timbre more breathy, withstands less pressure than 
on c-flute. 

144(658). p. Fair-to-good reliability; topmost pitch greatly 
overpowers the lower two, resulting in vague, breathy 
timbre. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
This multiphonic stronger on c-flute. On alto flute, the 
lowest two pitches were best produced using much more 
air pressure and a rather loose embouchure. 
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145(662). pp - p. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. This multiphonic better balanced on c-
flute. On alto flute, the lowest pitch much weaker. Best 
results on alto flute using reduced air pressure and a 
loose embouchure. 

146(664). p. Best treated as aleatoric fingering due to wavering of 
pitch intensities, though perfectly possible to sustain all 
pitches simultaneously with little loss of tonal clarity. 
Slow speech. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, the second and third-highest pitches 
extremely difficult to sound with rest of multiphonic. On 
alto flute these same pitches are much stronger, though 
the lowest pitch of multiphonic relatively weak. 

147(668). ppp - p. Fairly reliable: use very low pressure. Breathy 
timbre. Lower pitch c2 sharp — not d2 flat — on one of 
my flutes. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an extra pitch (a slightly sharp D3) is 
present for possible inclusion in multiphonic. Bottom 
pitch actually closer to a D double-flat 2 on both alto and 
c-flute. 

148(669). p. Fair reliability; upper pitch wavers because of the low 
pressure required to hold the lower pitches. As with 
147(668), lowest pitch is c2 sharp on one of my flutes. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto 
flute more reliable for this multiphonic, as it is able to 
withstand greater air pressure without losing the lower 
two pitches. 

149(676). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of 
pitches. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (E double-flat 3) is 
possible for inclusion in this multiphonic. 
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150(679). p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; slightly difficult to hold 
all pitches simultaneously. Timbre somewhat breathy. 
Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
bottom and top pitch sound easily, but extreme difficulty 
in locating and producing the two middle pitches. On alto 
flute, the topmost pitch is actually an A3, while the D 
double-flat is impossible to distinguish from the pitch 
immediately below. 

151(686). mp - jf. Reliable. On c-flute, difficult to get any of the 
multiphonic pitches to sound simultaneously. Usable, 
balanced results are obtainable on alto flute, especially if 
much pressure employed. 

152(687). mp - jf. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Alto flute multiphonic exhibits a slightly 
stronger lower pitch and a much more resistant highest 
pitch - much pressure and a looser-than-normal 
embouchure necessary to balance multiphonic. 

153(689). mf - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Better balance and response on alto flute, as 
lower and especially middle pitches stronger and in 
better balance with topmost pitch. 

154(690). mf - fff. Reliable; can be driven very hard. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Multiphonic on alto 
flute yields a stronger lowest pitch - able to push 
multiphonic to higher dynamic levels than on c-flute 
without break-up. 

155(691). mf - f. Fair-to-good reliability; topmost pitch not stable; 
possibility of extraneous pitches on some instruments. 
When secured, quite resonant. Use considerable 
pressure. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. Uppermost 
pitch extremely resistant on alto flute - need to use much 
air pressure and loose embouchure to sustain all three 
pitches. 
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156(692). mp - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. A resonant multiphonic on both flutes. Alto flute 
produces a stronger lower pitch. 

157(697). mf - f Fair-to-good reliability; slightly difficult to find 
but solid and resonant once found. Slightly awkward 
stretch for the right index finger. Somewhat difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, this 
multiphonic requires an extreme amount of air pressure 
to sustain all three pitches. 

158(698). mf - f Similar to 157(697). Somewhat difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute the upper 
two pitches sound closer to a slightly flat A3 and a 
slightly flat C double-sharp 3; extreme air pressure 
needed to sustain multiphonic. 

159(699). mf - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. A very resistant multiphonic on alto flute, 
requiring much air pressure and loose embouchure to 
successfully sustain. 

160(701). mf - fff. Fairly reliable; despite the ease of blowing and 
extreme resonance of the multiphonic, possibility exists 
of an extraneous pitch. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Slightly improved response of lowest pitch in 
multiphonic on alto flute. 

161(705). (both fingerings) mp - ff. Reliable. Both multiphonics 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Slightly 
stronger lower pitches and more resistance on alto flute. 
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162(707). /. Fair-to-good reliability; stuffy timbre and response. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, middle pitch of multiphonic difficult to produce. On 
alto flute, strong middle pitch but relatively weak and 
resistant topmost pitch. Use much air pressure and loose 
embouchure to produce. 

163(711). mp - f Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute multiphonic with slightly stronger lower 
pitch - multiphonic closer to a perfect octave than on c-
flute. 

164(716). mf - f. Fairly reliable; timbre slightly stuffy. Fairly easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Lowest pitch 
slightly stronger and middle pitch of multiphonic closer 
to an Eb3 on alto flute. 

165(717). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Multiphonic on alto flute requires less pressure 
than on c-flute; lower pitch slightly stronger. 

166(718). p. Fair-to-poor reliability; extremely difficult to make 
the top pitches sound simultaneously; lowest pitch vague 
and breathy. Best treated as aleatoric fingering. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Fingering on alto flute gives a slightly stronger lowest 
pitch and also produces an additional pitch (a slightly flat 
G#2) that is possible to sustain with balance of 
multiphonic. 

167(722). (both fingerings) mp - ff. Reliable. Fingering a. 
somewhat the more resonant of the two. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Both fingerings on alto flute 
produce a slightly stronger lowest pitch and are nearly 
identical in results. 
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168(723). mp - f Reliable; slightly breathy at louder dynamics. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
produces both a stronger lower pitch and a weaker, more 
resistant upper pitch. 

169(730). p - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produces a more stuffy sounding 
multiphonic - possibility of including an additional pitch 
(B2) - weak, but sustainable with the other pitches. 

170(731). p - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute with slightly stronger lower pitch. Possibility 
of an additional pitch (B2) if alto flute rolled out slightly. 

171(732). p - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute with slightly stronger lower pitch. Possibility 
of a weak additional pitch (B2) if alto flute rolled out 
slightly. 

172(742). mp. Fair-to-good reliability; requires loose embouchure; 
some wavering of pitches. Middle pitch varies; may be 
g2 sharp on some instruments. Somewhat difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Trouble maintaining 
lowest pitch on both alto and c-flute. Middle pitch and to 
some extent lowest pitch stronger on alto flute -
nonetheless wavering quality still a problem. 

173(750). mf. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
middle and lowest pitches stronger - easier to balance 
and sustain in multiphonic 

174(751). mf - f. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
lowest pitch nearly impossible to sustain; middle pitch 
weak. On alto flute, lower and middle pitches much 
stronger, therefore easier to sustain and balance. 
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175(763). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; control slightly delicate. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, stronger response from lowest pitch. 

176(764). m p  - f  F a i r l y  r e l i a b l e .  Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, difficult to produce and 
sustain lowest pitch. On alto flute, much stronger lowest 
pitch, but very difficult to sustain highest pitch; an 
additional pitch (a slightly flat F#3) is present and easy to 
balance with remainder of the multiphonic. 

177(769). mf. Fair-to-good reliability; control somewhat delicate; 
timbre and response slightly stuffy. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On both alto and c-flute, the 
lowest and highest pitches dominate the multiphonic. On 
alto flute, the lowest pitch is considerably stronger. 

178(772). /. Fairly reliable; timbre slightly stuffy. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, the highest pitch 
is difficult to produce and maintain, though an additional 
pitch (a slightly flat F#3) is possible for inclusion in this 
multiphonic. 

179(774). mp - f. Reliable, but timbre somewhat muffled. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. This 
multiphonic on alto flute is somewhat easier to balance, 
as lowest pitch is much stronger - less of a tendency to 
waver between top and bottom pitches. 

180(775). mp - f. Fairly reliable; requires careful tuning (lower 
pitch tends to go sharp). Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Tuning of this multiphonic is more sensitive 
to air pressure on alto flute. 

181(776). Similar to 180(775). Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Similar response from both alto and c-flute. On 
alto flute, the highest pitch was flatter (closer to C#3) 
than that produced on c-flute. 
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182(778). /. Fair reliability; extraneous pitch will appear unless the 
considerable pressure required is applied. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. No extraneous pitches 
encountered on either alto or c-flute. Response roughly 
equal on both flutes - slightly stronger lowest pitch on 
alto flute. 

183(782). p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering; breathy 
timbre. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat F2) was 
strongly present and easy to maintain with rest of 
multiphonic. 

184(794). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produced a multiphonic with a slightly 
stronger lower pitch; an additional pitch (a slightly sharp 
G#2), is strongly present and easy to maintain with rest 
of multiphonic. 

185(795). mp - f Reliable. Upper pitch — close to d3 double sharp 
— can be lowered by partially closing the no. 2 
fingerhole; the multiphonic is thereby strengthened. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an 
additional pitch (a slightly sharp G#2), is strongly present 
and easy to maintain with rest of multiphonic. 

186(797). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. A strong multiphonic on both alto and c-flute. On 
alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat B2) is present 
and easy to balance with rest of multiphonic, especially if 
loose embouchure and stronger air pressure employed. 

187(804). mp - mf. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Lowest pitch of multiphonic relatively weak 
on both alto and c-flute. On alto flute, a strong additional 
pitch (a slightly sharp C3) is present and easily sustained 
with the rest of the multiphonic. 
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188(809). mp - f Reliable. Commonly used as a harmonic b3 flat; 
as such, known as the "Mignon" fingering because of its 
use in a famous passage in the Ambroise Thomas opera of 
that name. Addition of the low C key may or may not 
improve clarity of upper pitch. Easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (an 
Eb3) is present in the multiphonic and is fairly easy to 
maintain, provided a loose embouchure and greater air 
pressure are employed. 

189(817). pp mp. Fairly reliable despite some wavering of pitches; 
blows freely; use low pressure. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. This is a stronger multiphonic on 
c-flute: alto flute somewhat more sensitive to pressure 
changes. 

190(818). mf. Fairly reliable; lowest pitch depends on support from 
differential frequency of upper pitches; hence production 
initiated from middle pitch. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Response of lowest pitch slightly stronger 
on alto flute: possible to exert more pressure on 
multiphonic without break-up. 

1 9 1 ( 8 2 1 ) .  m f  -  f .  B e s t  t r e a t e d  a s  a l e a t o r i c  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  w a v e r i n g  
and alternating of many pitches. Difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Effect on both alto and c-flute is 
that lowest pitch is sustainable, but with increasing 
pressure only able to add at most two adjacent pitches of 
the upper four at any one moment. 

192(823). mf. Fair-to-good reliability; rather stuffy timbre and 
response; b2 sharp weak. Fairly difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Above-referenced B#2 nearly 
nonexistent, though rest of multiphonic not extremely 
difficult to produce. On alto flute, pitch second from top 
slightly flatter (D3). 
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193(824). mp - / Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle pitch difficult to 
produce and balance with the other pitches. Alto flute 
produces stronger lowest and middle pitches than does c-
flute. 

194(827). /. Fairly reliable, but lowest pitch weak, greatly 
overbalanced by difference frequency of two upper 
pitches. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Above referenced difference frequency not apparent on 
either alto or c-flute, but lowest pitch relatively weak. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (Bb3) is present, and 
balances with the other pitches without great difficulty. 

195(830). p - mp. Fairly reliable; pitches waver slightly; not 
possible to obtain high intensity. Abnormal right hand 
position — ring finger on no. 5 key not a normal finger 
position. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On c-flute, middle pitch of multiphonic difficult to 
produce and balance with top and bottom pitches. On 
alto flute, strong bottom pitch evident - two uppermost 
pitches relatively weak but better balanced than on c-
flute. 

196(832). mf - ff. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Response nearly identical on alto and c-flute. 
Stuffy timbre. 

197(835). (both fingerings) mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; some 
pitch wavering. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, fingering a. yields a stronger 
middle pitch - more difficult to balance with other 
pitches. - fingering b. better balanced. 

198(836). mf - f Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Alto flute produces a much stronger lowest 
pitch and more resistant higher two pitches. 
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199(837). (fingering a.) mf - f Fair-to-good reliability; some 
stuffiness of timbre and response, (fingering b.) ff. Fair-
to-good reliability; some stuffiness of timbre and 
response. Screeching high pitch contrasts with breathy 
low pitch. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Problem with timbral imbalance referenced above less 
pronounced on alto flute: both fingerings (especially b.) 
yield much stronger lowest pitches and more resistant 
higher pitches that are more consistent in timbre. 

200(840). ff. Fair-to-good reliability; somewhat stuffy timbre and 
response mitigated by strong interaction of difference 
tones. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Above referenced difference tones not encountered. On 
alto flute, strong presence of additional pitch (a slightly 
sharp E3), which is easily included with the other 
multiphonic pitches. 

201(842). mf - ff. Fair-to-good reliability; lowest pitch difficult to 
hold on some instruments. Given by many authorities as 
normal a3 sharp/b3 flat fingering. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, some difficulty 
sustaining lowest pitch simultaneously with the other 
multiphonic pitches. On alto flute, lowest pitch slightly 
stronger. 

202(843). p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; pitches tend to waver; 
timbre rather breathy. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Less tendency to waver encountered on 
alto flute - stronger lower pitch and more resistant upper 
pitch. Best results using loose embouchure and slightly 
more air pressure. 

203(847). p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; pitches tend to waver; 
timbre rather breathy. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Strong additional pitch (approx. Eb2) 
encountered on both alto and c-flute if lowest pitch of 
multiphonic is aimed for specifically. 
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204(854). /. Fair reliability; stuffy timbre and response; over
blowing (i.e., extraneous pitches) likely if insufficient 
breath support; roll out and use considerable pressure. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, somewhat difficult to sound all pitches 
simultaneously - tends to roll up and down through 
series of multiphonic pitches. On alto flute, multiphonic 
much more stabile, with little difficulty sustaining all 
pitches simultaneously. 

205(855) f. Fairly reliable despite stuffy timbre. Difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On both flutes, an 
extremely diffuse blast of air necessary to sound all 
pitches simultaneously. 

206(856) Similar to 205(855). Slightly easier to produce on both 
alto and c-flute than 205(855): requires less pressure and 
multiphonic more stabile. On alto flute, impossible to 
produce given topmost pitch of multiphonic; an additional 
pitch (G3) is strongly present and sustainable with 
remainder of multiphonic. 

207(857). mp - mf. Fairly reliable; timbre slightly stuffy. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Similar response on 
both flutes, with alto flute producing a slightly stronger 
lower pitch. Alto flute also produces a weak additional 
pitch (approx. Eb2). 

208(858). (both fingerings) p - mf. Fairly reliable; slight 
breathiness of timbre. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Stronger lower pitch on alto flute - both 
fingerings. 
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209(859). mf. Fair reliability; lowest pitch weak; timbre breathy. 
Reliability improves to fair-to-good if lowest pitch 
omitted altogether. Difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, impossible to sound the topmost 
pitch - remaining two-pitched multiphonic fairly easy to 
balance and maintain, but stuffy in timbre. 

210(867). (both fingerings) p - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, both fingerings yield nearly 
identical results. On alto flute, fingering a. produces a 
lower pitch that is markedly sharper than indicated. 

211(868). mp - mf. Fairly reliable, but must be tuned carefully. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Slightly 
stronger lower pitch on alto flute. 

212(872). ff. Fair-to-good reliability; rather difficult to hold 
outermost pitches simultaneously. Also usable as a d2-
d3 octave (p -f; reliable). Difficult on both alto and c-
flute to balance top and bottom pitches (could be 
effective as an arpeggiated effect). As a two-pitched, D2-
D3 multiphonic, the alto flute produces a much stronger 
lower pitch. 

213(877). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produces a stronger lower pitch, but 
overall timbre more stuffy than on c-flute. 

214(878). p - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute with stronger lower pitch and more 
pronounced oscillating effect. 

215(879). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. A very stabile multiphonic on both flutes. Alto 
flute with slightly stronger lower pitch. 
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216(885). (fingering a.) mf - jf. Reliable, (fingering b.) mp - ff. 
Reliable, (fingering c.) p - f Reliable. Pitch of d3 sharp 
slightly sharper with fingering c. than with the others. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
lower pitch stronger on all three fingerings; fingering b. 
yields the most stabile and resonant multiphonic. 

217(888). p - mf. Reliable, but timbre breathy. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces a strong 
additional pitch (a slightly sharp G#2) that is easy to 
balance and maintain with the other pitches of the 
multiphonic. 

218(893). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute yields a slightly stronger lower pitch 
and also produces an additional pitch (Bb2), which is 
easily included in the multiphonic. 

219(894). (fingering a.) p - f. Reliable, (fingering b.) mp - ff. 
Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. With 
fingering a., alto flute produces a somewhat weak 
additional pitch (a slightly flat Bb2) that is nonetheless 
possible to sustain with the other multiphonic pitches: 
aim for this additional pitch and gradually relax the 
embouchure to produce the other two. 

220(895). p - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute produces a weak additional pitch (Bb2) that is 
sustainable with the other multiphonic pitches: aim for 
this additional pitch and gradually relax the embouchure 
to produce the other two. 

221(899). p - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute produces an extremely weak Bb2 as a possible 
additional pitch - not to be relied upon, however. 
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222(900). p - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
A stabile multiphonic on both alto and c-flute. Alto flute 
produces a stronger lower pitch, but also a more breathy 
timbre. 

223(903). p - Jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute produces a better-balanced multiphonic, with 
slightly stronger lower pitch. 

224(909). mf - f. Reliable. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. C-flute produces a weaker lower pitch and 
stronger higher pitch. Alto flute produces a stronger 
lower pitch, an almost impossibly weak higher pitch, and 
a fairly reliable additional pitch (D3). Since highest pitch 
very resistant, best results obtained by arpeggiating up 
to it, but multiphonic still somewhat difficult to sustain. 

225(914). pp - p. Fairly reliable. Use very low wind pressure. 
Timbre rather breathy. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, lower pitch difficult to get 
reliably. On alto flute, lower pitch stronger and more 
reliable. 

226(915). pp - p. Fairly reliable. Obtained by over-blowing 
225(914), but still requires low wind pressure. Timbre 
rather breathy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, the middle pitch of this multiphonic 
is somewhat touchy. Alto flute produces stronger lower 
and middle pitches and it is thus able to sustain 
multiphonic at a higher dynamic level. 
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227(918). mf. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, the second from bottom 
pitch is extremely difficult to produce, whereas on alto 
flute this pitch is quite easily produced. However, the 
alto flute is not able to produce the top pitch given for 
this multiphonic. Instead, an additional pitch (a slightly 
sharp F3) sounds readily and is easily sustained with the 
remainder of the multiphonic. 

228(920). mp. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre breathy; use low 
pressure to produce. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. This multiphonic on c-flute exhibits an 
extremely weak middle pitch. On alto flute the middle 
pitch is much stronger, yielding a more balanced result. 

229(923). p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; wavering of pitches 
fairly easily controllable. Has breathy "open" timbre. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, results are as indicated above. On alto flute, 
response characteristics are similar, but fingering results 
in different middle and top pitches: a B2 and a slightly 
flat F#3, respectively. 

230(924). mp. Fair-to-good reliability; use low pressure (hence 
touchy control); timbre breathy. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, the middle pitch is 
somewhat weak and temperamental - difficult to sustain 
with the other multiphonic pitches. On alto flute this 
pitch is considerably stronger, making the multiphonic 
more reliable. 

231(925). mp. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of pitches; 
slow speech; timbre somewhat breathy. Difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Unusual results: on c-
flute, impossible to sound the second-from-top pitch - on 
alto flute, sounding the third-from-top pitch was likewise 
impossible. 
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232(932). mf - f. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce OQ 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, all pitches were 
present and sustainable, though middle pitch was weak. 
On alto flute, multiphonic was comprised of indicated 
bottom and middle pitches (middle pitch much stronger), 
but upper pitch not present - although a new pitch (Bb3) 
was present and sustainable. 

233(934). Similar to 232(932). Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, unable to produce 
second-to-lowest pitch. On alto flute, second-to-lowest 
pitch weak but present, though topmost pitch nearly 
impossible to produce and sustain with the other 
multiphonic pitches. 

234(935). mf - f. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response 
stuffy. Use considerable pressure. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Stuffier timbre, but better 
stability on alto flute: greater resistance of top pitch aids 
in balancing multiphonic. 

235(938). mf - f. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering between 
the lower pitches. Normal b3 fingering. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. No substantial 
differences in response between alto and c-flute for this 
multiphonic. 

236(939). mf - f Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response 
somewhat stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Response of lower pitch stronger on alto flute. 

237(945). mf Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response 
somewhat stuffy. Some wavering of pitches. On c-flute, 
unable to reliably produce second-from-top pitch of 
multiphonic. On alto flute, this pitch was weak but 
sustainable with rest of multiphonic. 
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238(948). mf - f Fair-to-good reliability; slight wavering of pitches. 
Timbre and response stuffy on some instruments. 
Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
almost impossible to sound second-from-bottom pitch -
top pitch difficult to sustain with other pitches of 
multiphonic. On alto flute, second-from-bottom pitch 
responds well, but topmost pitch even more difficult to 
produce. 

239(949). mf - ff. Fair-to-good reliability; middle pitch conflicts 
with difference frequency of outer pitches. Can be blown 
without center pitch (f - ff; fairly reliable). Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, lowest and 
especially middle pitch relatively weak. On alto flute, 
middle pitch much stronger - difficult to produce 
multiphonic without its presence; lowest pitch much 
stronger on alto flute. 

240(950). mf - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, middle pitch relatively weak. On alto 
flute, stronger response from both lowest and middle 
pitches, but slightly weaker response from topmost pitch 
- yielding a more easily sustainable multiphonic. Timbre 
stuffy. 

241(952). mf - ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Roughly equal response characteristics for both 
flutes. 

242(958). mp - mf Fairly reliable, except for wavering tendency. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Slightly 
stronger response from lower pitch of multiphonic on alto 
flute. 
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243(959). (all fingerings) mp - mf Fairly reliable; timbre slightly 
stuffy. Upper pitch sharpest in fingering a., flattest in 
fingering b. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
alto flute, fingerings a., b. and c. become progressively 
more resistant and stuffy in timbre - all fingerings on 
alto flute produce stronger lower pitches than c-flute. 

244(960). mp - mf Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Alto flute produces a strong additional pitch 
(f double flat 2); lower pitch stronger than on c-flute. 

245(967) f - ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Alto flute produces a much weaker topmost 
pitch; multiphonic much more resistant in general than 
on c-flute. 

246(971). (both fingerings) f - ff. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre 
and response rather stuffy. Fairly difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, extreme difficulty in 
sounding topmost pitch with both fingerings. 

247(972). / - ff. Fairly reliable. Considered by some authorities as 
the normal a3 sharp/b3 flat fingering, but as in 201(842) 
the a3 sharp is rather too low for that use. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
multiphonic much more stuffy in timbre - best results 
from rolling out alto flute and using strong air pressure. 

248(974). (both fingerings) f - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, both fingerings yield 
multiphonics with slightly stronger lower pitches. 
Fingering b. more resistant, but more stabile. 
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249(976). /. Fair reliability; very dijficult to produce all pitches at 
once. Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, acquisition of highest pitch destroys ability to 
sustain lowest pitch. On alto flute, lowest pitch stronger, 
but nearly impossible to produce highest pitch of 
multiphonic due to extreme resistance. 

250(980). / - fff. Fairly reliable. Fairly difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, a very vibrant multiphonic. 
On alto flute, a stronger lowest pitch is present, but 
highest pitch nearly impossible to produce due to 
extreme resistance. 

251(981). f - fff. Fairly reliable. On c-flute, this multiphonic fairly 
easily produced, provided great air pressure employed. 
On alto flute, a stronger lowest pitch is present, but 
highest pitch nearly impossible to produce due to 
extreme resistance. 

252(982). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, better response from lowest pitch 
and easier balancing of multiphonic due to more equal 
response and resistance from both pitches. 

253(983). p - /. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute yields stronger lower pitch. 

254(987). f - ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, highest pitch is nearly impossible to 
produce in conjunction with other multiphonic pitches. 

255(989). (both fingerings) mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, slightly stronger 
lower pitch, both fingerings. On both alto and c-flute, 
fingering b. with slightly flatter topmost pitch. 
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256(990). pp - mp. Fairly reliable, if blown rolled slightly inward 
with low pressure. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, lower pitch slightly stronger 
and upper pitch much weaker; multiphonic withstands 
less pressure than on c-flute. 

257(1003).m/- ff. Reliable. On c-flute, middle pitch of multiphonic 
weak. On alto flute, middle pitch much stronger, but 
topmost pitch nearly unproducible. An additional pitch 
(a slightly flat F#3) is prominent and easily maintained 
with the remaining multiphonic pitches on alto flute. 

258(1005).m/ - /. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes: 
some difficulty maintaining lowest pitch while sounding 
upper two pitches. Alto flute produces slightly stronger 
lowest pitch and weaker topmost pitch. 

259(1011).wp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute exhibits a slightly stronger lower pitch 
and a somewhat stuffier overall timbre. 

260(1012).m/? -/. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute with a slightly stronger lower pitch, and 
an additional pitch (B2) is present for possible inclusion 
in the multiphonic. 

261(1014).m/7 - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute with slightly stronger lower pitch; an 
additional pitch (a slightly sharp B2) is available for 
inclusion in the multiphonic if a wide, unfocused 
embouchure is employed. 

262(1015).p -Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
C-flute produces a very vibrant multiphonic. On alto 
flute, the timbre is somewhat stuffy, but an additional 
pitch (a slightly sharp C3) is present and easily 
incorporated into the multiphonic. 
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263(1018). mp - /. Reliable, but timbre slightly stuffy. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, this 
multiphonic is slightly stuffier and less able to be 
sustained at higher dynamic levels. 

264(1019)./? - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Roughly equal characteristics and response to 263(1018). 

265(1020). mp - /. Fairly reliable; timbre and response stuffy. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, a 
somewhat weak additional pitch (a slightly flat Eb3) is 
present for possible inclusion in the multiphonic. 

266( 1023). m/-/. Fairly reliable. This multiphonic fairly easy to 
produce on c-flute. On alto flute, difficult to produce 
highest pitch (very resistant and weak) and maintain 
lowest pitch, though an additional pitch is present in the 
multiphonic (C#3). 

267( 1024).5im//ar to 266(1023). This multiphonic fairly easy to 
produce on c-flute, with weak additional pitch (C#3) 
present. On alto flute, difficult to produce highest pitch 
and maintain lowest pitch - additional pitch is present in 
the multiphonic (C#3), which is stronger than the same 
pitch in the c-flute multiphonic. 

268( 1026). m/- j5^. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, top pitch relatively weak, but 
additional pitch (a slightly flat Eb3) is strongly present 
and fairly easy to sustain with balance of multiphonic. 

269( 1028). m/. Reliable, except for the requirement of careful 
tuning. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute - slight presence 
of additional pitch (E3). On alto flute, top pitch difficult to 
produce and balance with lowest pitch, though an 
additional pitch (E3) is strongly present in the 
multiphonic. 
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270( 1029).m/- / Reliable; less sensitive than 269(1028) to small 
tuning adjustments. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On 
alto flute, difficult to sustain and balance due to the high 
degree of resistance of the topmost pitch; an additional 
pitch (a slightly flat E3) is strongly present, and is 
possible for inclusion in the multiphonic provided a loose 
embouchure and much air pressure are employed. 

21\{\Q32).mf - jf. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, a moderately strong additional pitch 
(Eb3) is present. On alto flute, this same additional pitch 
is present to a stronger degree, but the topmost pitch is 
more difficult to produce and sustain due to its greater 
resistance. 

272( 1043). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; control rather touchy. On 
both alto and c-flute, pitch second from the bottom is 
extremely difficult to produce. On alto flute, lowest pitch 
slightly stronger. 

273(1045). mp - mf. Fairly reliable, but control somewhat delicate. 
Normal e2 flat/d2 sharp fingering. Fairly difficult to 
produce on c-flute - middle pitch difficult to produce and 
sustain. On alto flute, lowest pitch slightly stronger, but 
middle pitch also difficult to produce - requires 
extremely loose embouchure and light air pressure. 

274(1049). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; breathy timbre; control 
delicate. Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On c-flute, second-from-top pitch difficult to acquire. On 
alto flute, highest pitch is nearly impossible to produce 
and balance with rest of multiphonic - also, second-from-
top pitch sharper than indicated. 
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275( 1054). mp. Fair reliability; inner pitches weak. On both alto and 
c-flute, second-from-bottora pitch extremely difficult to 
produce. On alto flute, much more resistance from top 
pitch. This multiphonic best employed as an aleatoric 
effect by arpeggiating from bottom pitch upwards. 

276( 1058). m/. Fair reliability; inner pitches weak; stuffy timbre and 
response. On c-flute, second-from-top pitch weak and 
second-from-bottom pitch extremely weak. On alto flute, 
top pitch nearly impossible to sustain with rest of 
multiphonic; stronger response from second-to-top pitch, 
poor response from second-from-bottom pitch. Best 
employed as an aleatoric effect. 

277(1061). w/- /. Fairly reliable except for slight wavering of 
pitches; timbre slightly stuffy. Easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, second-from-top pitch 
almost unproducible - rest of multiphonic fairly stabile. 
On alto flute, second-from-top pitch closer to a slightly-
sharp F#3 than indicated pitch; top pitch nearly 
impossible to produce; lowest pitch stronger. 

278( 1062). m/. Fairly reliable, but timbre very stuffy. Some 
wavering between top and center pitches. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch relatively weak. On alto flute, middle pitch even 
weaker, but lowest pitch stronger - remaining 
multiphonic easier to produce and balance. 

279(1065). mp - mf. Fairly reliable, but timbre and response quite 
stuffy. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
both alto and c-flute, an additional pitch (F#3) is strongly 
present and easy to balance with the rest of multiphonic. 
Alto flute exhibits a slightly stronger lowest pitch and a 
much weaker and more resistant top pitch. 
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280( 1066).m/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre breathy. Difficult to 
obtain highest pitch on some instruments (necessary to 
roll out to obtain). Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. A much better balance between pitches of 
this multiphonic on alto flute (response and resistance 
roughly equal). On c-flute, top pitch difficult to produce 
and balance with remaining pitches. 

281(1068)./. Fairly reliable, though rather touchy to control. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On both alto and c-flute, second-from-bottom pitch 
difficult to produce. Best employed as an aleatoric effect 
by means of arpeggiation. 

282( 1070). m/. Fair reliability; two upper pitches come in 
alternation; two lower pitches weak on some instruments. 
Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, difficult to sound the middle two pitches. On alto 
flute, middle pitches stronger, but top pitch nearly 
impossible to sound. 

22)3{\Q1 \ ). (both fingerings) mf. Fair reliability; upper pitches tend 
to come in alternation; when both these clearly present 
the lower pitch becomes weak (overpowered by 
difference tone). Control touchy. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, fingering b. 
produces much more resonant multiphonic. On alto flute, 
fingering b. does not produce topmost pitch. 

284(I080).j5^. Fair reliability; requires considerable pressure; danger 
of extraneous pitches on some instruments. Timbre and 
response rather stuffy. Lowest pitch weak and easily 
lost. Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch is only possible to 
produce with extreme air pressure, making it 
unbalanceable with the remaining pitches; however an 
additional pitch is present (a slightly flat F#3). 
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285(1082).mp - mf. Fairly reliable. Some tendency to waver 
between pitches on both alto and c-flute. Alto flute 
produces a slightly stronger lower pitch and a slightly 
more resistant upper pitch, rendering the multiphonic 
somewhat easier to balance than on c-flute. 

286( 1083).m/7 - / Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces 
a slightly stronger lower pitch, but unable to sustain 
multiphonic at as high a dynamic level as on c-flute. 

287(1084).m/ Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of pitches. 
Timbre very breathy. Difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On both alto and c-flute, impossible to 
produce second-from-bottom pitch. Furthermore, on alto 
flute topmost pitch impossible to produce. 

288(1085).m/-/. Fairly reliable, except that next-to-top pitch 
seems to upset the equilibrium of sound production and 
must be handled very gingerly. Fairly difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost 
pitch extremely resistant - only able to sound with 
remainder of multiphonic at extreme dynamic level and 
with use of very unfocused embouchure. 

289(1092)./ - ff. Fairly reliable, though response somewhat stuffy. 
On c-flute, an easy and very vibrant multiphonic. On alto 
flute, second-from-bottom pitch closer to a slightly flat C 
double-sharp 3, and an additional pitch (D#3) is strongly 
present and possible for inclusion in multiphonic without 
difficulty. 

290(1093)./ - ff. Fairly reliable; response somewhat stuffy; use 
considerable pressure. Easy to produce on c-flute. On 
alto flute, topmost pitch is nearly impossible to produce. 
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291(1094)./- j5^. Fair-to-good reliability; stuffy timbre and 
response. Lowest pitch quite weak on some instruments. 
Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost 
pitch is nearly impossible to produce. 

292(1095). Similar to 291(1094). Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, topmost pitch is quite resistant - difficult to 
sustain the lower two pitches at the pressure level 
required to sound topmost pitch. 

19?>{\Q96). (fingering a.) mf - f Fair-to-good reliability; quite 
resonant but difficult to sustain (pitches waver). 
(fingering b.) mp - mf. Fairly reliable; timbre and 
response somewhat stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, fingerings a. and b. 
yield additional pitches of an A3 and a slightly flat G3, 
respectively. Both additional pitches are easy to sustain 
and balance with their corresponding multiphonics. 

294(1097).mp - mf Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly 
sharp G3) is weakly present - it can be sustained in the 
multiphonic if extreme air pressure and a loose 
embouchure are employed. 

295(1102)./ Fair reliability; center pitch tends to come in 
alternation with outer pitches. Stuffy timbre and 
response. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, a slightly stronger lowest pitch and a 
stuffier topmost pitch are present. 

296( 1104). m/- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes - roughly equal response characteristics. 
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297(1105)./ - ff. Fairly reliable, but middle pitch tends to conflict 
with difference tone of outer pitches and timbre slightly 
stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Difference tone not noticeable on c-flute. On alto flute, 
difference tone strong - overall timbre much stuffier than 
on c-flute, especially topmost pitch. 

298(1 108)./. Fair-to-good reliability; control somewhat touchy; 
timbre and response stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, both lowest and 
middle pitches slightly stronger and more balanced 
within multiphonic. 

299( 1110). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; loose embouchure 
requirement makes control touchy; timbre breathy. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, lower 
pitch stronger and upper pitch weaker - a more balanced 
multiphonic, but producible only at reduced dynamic 
levels. 

300( 1 11 1). m/. Fair reliability — control very delicate; lowest pitch 
very weak and breathy. Possible to eliminate lowest 
pitch, but then little improvement of breathy timbre and 
delicate control of upper pitches. Difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes: difficult to balance highest and 
lowest pitches, also pitch second-from-bottom (E double-
flat 3) is not present in multiphonic. 

hQlilW6). (fingering a.) f. Fairly reliable; needs considerable 
pressure; timbre and response slightly stuffy. (fingering 
^•) f - ff- Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, response fairly even, both 
fingerings. On alto flute, fingering b. yields a flatter 
middle pitch than fingering a. 
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both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, both fingerings 
produce multiphonics with stuffier timbres than c-flute -
fingering b. on alto flute exhibits a fairly strong 
additional pitch (a slightly sharp F#2) which can be 
sustained within multiphonic. 

303(1122)./. Fairly reliable, but center pitch overshadowed by 
difference tone of outer pitches. Somewhat difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, trouble 
with wavering between top and middle pitches. On alto 
flute, difficult to produce top pitch and balance with rest 
of multiphonic. 

30A{\\25).(both fingerings) mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; lower 
pitch weak and intonationally unstable, but slightly less 
so with fingering b. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, timbres of both fingerings 
stuffier than on c-flute. Alto flute produces slightly 
sharper topmost pitch with fingering b. 

305(1126). mp - mf. Fairly reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
produces a slightly stronger lower pitch, but timber of 
multiphonic stuffier than on c-flute. 

306(1 136).am/- f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, very difficult to produce 
topmost pitch (flatter than shown); an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat F#3) is strongly present and easy to sustain 
with remainder of multiphonic; lowest pitch slightly 
stronger than on c-flute. 

307(1138). m/- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, the two pitches of the multiphonic 
are better balanced - not as much force required to 
produce topmost pitch. 
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308(1140).mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, a slightly stronger lower pitch is 
present. 

309(114l).p - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (B2) is strongly present; 
lower pitch slightly stronger than on c-flute. 

310(1142).p - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat C3) is 
weakly present, but sustainable in the multiphonic if 
loose embouchure and low pressure employed. 

311(1145).p - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat C3) is 
available for inclusion in the multiphonic - use loose 
embouchure and slightly more pressure to produce. 

312(1146).p -/. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, a weak additional pitch (a slightly 
flat C3) is available for possible inclusion in the 
multiphonic. 

313(1152).m/- f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, the topmost pitch is 
extremely stuffy and difficult to balance with remainder 
of multiphonic, though an additional pitch (a slightly flat 
Eb3) is strongly present and easy to sound within the 
multiphonic. 

3 14( 1153). m/- f. Reliable. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch is extremely difficult to produce, 
though an additional pitch (a slightly flat E3) is present 
and available for inclusion in the multiphonic. 
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315(1154).m/- f. Fair reliability; timbre and response stuffy; some 
danger of extraneous pitches. Use moderate-to-high 
pressure. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
alto flute, multiphonic better balanced due to the more 
equal resistance levels of the pitches; an additional pitch 
(a slightly flat Eb3) is present and available for inclusion 
in the multiphonic. 

316(1157). m/- f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat F3) is present and can easily be included in 
the multiphonic. Topmost pitch of questionable 
reliability. 

3l7(lI59).w/- /. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On 
alto flute, topmost pitch is nearly impossible to produce; 
an additional pitch (a slightly flat F#3) is strongly present 
and available for inclusion in the multiphonic. 

318(1160).w/ - /. Fairly reliable; slight danger of extraneous pitches 
on some instruments. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, topmost pitch extremely difficult to produce 
and sustain with balance of the multiphonic, though an 
additional pitch (F#3) is available. 

3 19( 116 1). m/- f. Reliable. Upper pitch slightly sharpened and 
stabilized by closing low C key. Fairly easy to produce on 
c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch is impossible to 
produce; two additional pitches (a slightly flat D3 and a 
slightly flat G3) are strongly present and sustainable with 
the original multiphonic's lowest pitch. 

320(1172). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response rather 
stuffy. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, timbre 
much more stuffy - multiphonic only sustainable if very 
loose embouchure and lighter air pressure employed. 
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3 21 (1 17 3). m/ - /. Fair-to-good reliability: timbre rather breathy; 
next-to-highest pitch rather weak on some flutes. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
second-to-highest pitch relatively weak (as indicated 
above). On alto flute, second-to-highest pitch stronger, 
though overall multiphonic more stuffy in timbre. 

322( 1 177).m/. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. Fairly 
easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch 
almost impossible to sound and extremely difficult to 
balance with any other pitches of the multiphonic; an 
additional pitch (a slightly sharp F#3) is possible for 
inclusion in the remainder of the multiphonic. 

323( 1 18 1). mp - mf. Fairly reliable; some danger of over-blowing; 
timbre rather breathy. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, this multiphonic has a stronger 
lower pitch; multiphonic sustainable at lower dynamic 
levels than on c-flute. 

324(1 182)./?. Fair reliability; timbre breathy and rather vague. Roll 
flute in to obtain c3 double sharp. Somewhat difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, lowest 
pitch slightly stronger, but more pressure necessary to 
produce top two pitches. 

325(1 184). mp - mf. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, overall timbre more 
stuffy; middle pitch flatter than on c-flute. 

326( 1 185). m/. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
second-to-top pitch extremely weak. On alto flute, 
second-to-top pitch stronger but topmost pitch very 
weak and also flatter than indicated. 
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327(1 19l).m/ Fair-to-good reliability; stuffy response and timbre; 
control rather touchy. Right hand position somewhat 
awkward. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On c-flute, topmost pitch nearly unproducible 
(extremely resistant). On alto flute balance much easier: 
bottom pitch slightly stronger and topmost pitch easier to 
produce and sustain. 

328(1194).m/ - /. Fairly reliable, but timbre and response 
somewhat stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, timbre more stuffy than on c-flute; 
top two pitches slightly flatter. 

329(1 197)./- ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, stronger response from lowest pitch. 

330( 1 198).m/J - mf. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, better balance between 
pitches (stronger lower note) but breathier timbre and 
not sustainable at the higher dynamic levels possible on 
c-flute. 

331(1 199). mp - /. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat breathy. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
some problems with wavering between the two pitches. 
On alto flute, slightly stronger lower pitch with same 
problem of wavering between pitches. 

332( 1208). mp> - mf. Fairly reliable, but timbre breathy. Right hand 
position somewhat awkward. Somewhat difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch of multiphonic weak. On alto flute, both middle and 
bottom pitches stronger, though fingering quite awkward. 

333(1209).m/. Fairly reliable; timbre breathy. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes, though both flutes exhibit fairly 
weak lowest pitches. 
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334(1210).m/ - /. Fairly reliable: slightly stuffy timbre and response 
can be overcome by using moderate-to-high pressure. 
Fairly difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Both 
flutes exhibit a stuffy timbre with this multiphonic - alto 
flute unable to reliably produce topmost pitch. 

335(1214). m/ - /. Fairly reliable, but timbre and response 
somewhat stuffy. Fairly difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch is nearly 
impossible to produce, though an additional pitch (a 
slightly sharp F3) is strongly present and easy to include 
in the multiphonic. 

336(1215). mp - mf. Fairly reliable, but timbre and response rather 
stuffy. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto 
flute produces a stronger lower pitch. 

337(1216). mp - f. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Roughly equal response on both flutes (alto flute 
with slightly stuffier timbre). 

338(1217).mp - /. Similar to 337(1216), but timbre considerably 
more resonant. Additive tone can be blown as separate 
pitch but not in combination with the multiphonic. Fairly 
easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch is 
impossible to produce. 

339(1218). mp - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; pitches tend to waver, 
and timbre stuffy and breathy. Easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, lowest pitch slightly 
stronger. Alto flute produces multiphonic closer to a 
perfect octave (lower pitch flatter than indicated). 
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340( 1224). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; control rather touchy; timbre 
and response slightly stuffy. Use moderate-to-high 
pressure. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch is nearly impossible to produce, though 
lower two pitches balance better than on c-flute (stronger 
lowest pitch). 

341(1228)./. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response stujfy; 
requires considerable pressure. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch is 
nearly impossible to produce; remaining two pitches 
respond well. 

342( 1230). m/7 - mf. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response 
stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Alto flute produces a stuffier timbre and a slightly 
stronger lower pitch. 

343( 123 1). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response stuffy. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Roughly equal 
response from both flutes (alto flute with stuffier 
timbre). 

344( 1232). fingerings) mp - mf. Fairly reliable. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces 
strong difference tone (Fb2) that is possible to sustain 
with rest of multiphonic at higher dynamic levels (both 
fingerings). 

345( 1244). mp - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produces a slightly stuffier multiphonic 
with a slightly stronger lower pitch. 

346( 1245). fingerings) mp - mf. Fairly reliable but must be 
tuned carefully. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, both fingerings yield stuffier 
multiphonics; slightly stronger lower pitch. 
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347(1246).mp -/. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produces a multiphonic with slightly 
stronger lower pitch and slightly weaker upper pitch. 

348(1247). m/- /. Best treated as aleatoric fingering; pitches come 
and go as if at random. Fairly difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, second-from-bottom pitch 
impossible to produce. On alto flute, second-from-bottom 
pitch present but weak; overall timbre breathy and 
multiphonic difficult to sustain. Best results with loose 
embouchure and strong air pressure. 

349(1255)./7 - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (Bb2) is present and can 
be included in the multiphonic if loose embouchure is 
employed. 

350( 1257).m/7 - jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute produces a stronger lower pitch, but 
tendency to waver between the two pitches greater than 
on c-flute. 

351(1258)./. Fair reliability; upper pitches tend to alternate. 
Possible as aleatoric. Difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Wavering between top two pitches evident on c-
flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch nearly impossible to 
produce and sustain with remainder of multiphonic. 

352(1259)./? - ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, much stronger response from lower pitch. 

353( 1264). m/7 - ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Roughly equal response from both 
flutes. 
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354(1269).m/ - /. Fairly reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, response 
of topmost pitch relatively weak; an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat C#3) is weakly present, and can be included 
in the multiphonic if loose embouchure and strong air 
pressure are employed. 

355(1270).m/- f. Fair reliability; timbre and response very stuffy; 
some tendency to waver. Fairly easy to produce on c-
flute. On alto flute, two additional pitches (a slightly 
sharp C4 and a slightly sharp Eb3) are present and can be 
included in the multiphonic if loose embouchure and 
strong air pressure employed. 

356( 1 275).j5^. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Roughly equal response on alto and c-flute. 
Strong additional pitch present on both flutes (Eb3). 

357( 1279).m/. Fairly reliable, though upper pitches waver 
somewhat. Timbre slightly breathy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, pitch 
second-from-top nearly impossible to produce. On alto 
flute, much stronger response from second-from-top 
pitch; an additional pitch (a slightly flat G#3) is weakly 
present, but possible to include in multiphonic. 

35Si[2S7). (fingering a.) mp - mf. Fairly reliable despite wavering 
between upper pitches and some stuffiness in response 
and timbre, (fingering b.) Fair-to-good reliability; 
middle pitch weak. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On both flutes, second-from-top 
pitch very weak. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat B3) is weakly present, but can be included in 
multiphonic if loose embouchure and much air pressure 
employed. 
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breathy. Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On both flutes, second-from-bottom pitch 
extremely weak and difficult to balance with rest of 
multiphonic. On alto flute, topmost pitch extremely 
resistant and stuffy - difficult to maintain with 
multiphonic's lower pitches. 

360(129l).m/ - /. Fairly reliable despite stuffy response and timbre. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On both flutes, overall timber quite stuffy, especially on 
alto flute; second-from-bottom pitch extremely weak and 
difficult to balance with rest of multiphonic. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch extremely resistant and stuffy - difficult to 
maintain with multiphonic's lower pitches. 

361(1293). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of pitches; 
timbre breathy. Somewhat difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, both of the top two pitches 
extremely resistant and difficult to maintain. On alto 
flute, response for all three pitches improved, especially 
with presence of much stronger lowest pitch. 

362( 13 10).j5^. Fair reliability; has wavering tendency; lowest pitch 
weak. Use tight embouchure and heavy pressure. Fairly 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
second-from-bottom pitch impossible to produce. On alto 
flute, stronger response from second-from-bottom pitch, 
but top pitch nearly impossible to produce or sustain 
with rest of multiphonic. 

363(1313).j5^. Fair reliability; lowest pitch very weak; timbre and 
response very stuffy. Fairly difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, second-from-top pitch 
impossible to produce. On alto flute, second-from-top 
pitch strongly present in multiphonic, but topmost pitch 
impossible to produce; stronger response from lowest 
pitch. 
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364(1316)./ - ff. Reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Multiphonic easier to 
balance on alto flute, which exhibits a stronger lowest 
pitch and more equally balanced response from upper 
two pitches. 

365(1318)./. Fairly reliable; timbre and response slightly stuffy. 
Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost 
pitch is impossible to produce, but an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat G#3) is strongly present and possible to 
balance with rest of multiphonic. 

366(13 19). mp - / Fairly reliable; timbre and response somewhat 
stuffy. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Slightly 
stronger response of lowest pitch on alto flute. 

367( 1321). mp. Fair reliability; very breathy timbre; has tendency to 
overblow. Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On c-flute, extreme difficulty producing middle pitch of 
multiphonic (E double-flat 3). On alto flute, extreme 
difficulty in producing topmost pitch (Eb3). 

368( 1324). m/. Fair reliability; best used as aleatoric fingering 
because of the wavering pitches. Difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, impossible to sound 
second-from-bottom pitch and extreme difficulty 
balancing remaining pitches due to the extreme air 
pressure necessary to produce them. On alto flute, 
slightly better response from second-to-bottom pitch, but 
topmost pitch impossible to sound. 
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3)69{\32%).(fingering a.) f Fair reliability; very stujfy timbre and 
response; control touchy, (fingering b.) mf - f Fair-to-
good reliability; stujfy timbre and response. Difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, very 
difficult to produce topmost pitch using fingering b. 
Fingering a. on alto flute produces an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat Fb3) and a very weak topmost pitch; 
fingering b. makes topmost pitch unattainable. 

370( 1 329).j5̂ . Fair-to-good reliability; rather stuffy timbre and 
response; control rather touchy. Easy to produce on c-
flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch extremely weak and 
nearly impossible to balance with rest of multiphonic; an 
additional pitch (a slightly flat Fb3) is present and 
sustainable with remainder of multiphonic. 

371 (1332).j5^. Fairly reliable; strong center pitch does battle 
successfully with difference frequency of outer pitches. 
Use considerable pressure. Fairly easy to produce on c-
flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to produce, 
but an additional pitch (a slightly flat F3) is strongly 
present and possible to balance with remainder of 
multiphonic; timbre much stuffier than on c-flute. 

372(1334).mp -/. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Roughly equal response from both flutes. Timbre 
stuffy. 

373(1335)./? - mf. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Stuffier timbre and response on alto flute. 

374(1337). mp -/. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. Some tendency to waver between 
pitches on c-flute. On alto flute, wavering tendency not 
noticed; slightly stronger response from lowest pitch. 
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3 7 5 (13 3 8). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; some pitch wavering. 
Lowest pitch somewhat weak. Easy to produce on c-flute, 
where all four pitches respond well and with roughly 
equal resistance. On alto flute, top two pitches nearly 
impossible to produce, though an additional pitch (a 
slightly sharp F2) is strongly present and possible to 
balance with remainder of multiphonic if light air 
pressure employed. 

376(1343)./. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response very 
stuffy; lowest pitch weak. Fairly easy to produce on c-
flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to produce; 
overall timber stuffier than on c-flute. 

2)11 {\2>A1). (both fingerings) f - fff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, overall timbre 
and response of topmost pitch stuffier; fingering b. 
produces a weak extra pitch (a slightly sharp F3) which 
can be balanced with the multiphonic if loose 
embouchure and much air pressure employed. 

378(1348)./- fff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (E3) is weakly 
present, but its inclusion in the multiphonic makes 
producing and maintaining topmost pitch difficult, as 
topmost pitch requires strong air pressure. 

379(1349)./ Fair reliability; stuffy response and timbre; lowest 
pitch weak. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On 
alto flute, response and timbre much stuffier; multiphonic 
works better at lower dynamic levels than on c-flute. 

380( 1350).m/- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Roughly equal response from both flutes. 

381(1351). m/- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Slightly stronger response from lower pitch of 
multiphonic on alto flute. 
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382( 1359). m/- /. Fairly reliable; timbre somewhat stuffy. Fairly 
easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch 
impossible to produce; middle pitch closer to the 
parenthetical D3; an additional pitch (Fb3) is strongly 
present and easy to balance with remainder of 
multiphonic. 

2)%2){\2>62).(both fingerings) mf - Jf. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, fingering a. does 
not produce topmost pitch; fingering b. does yield the 
topmost pitch and also an additional pitch (F3) which is 
fairly easy to sustain with remainder of multiphonic. 

384(1363)./- Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
fiutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (Fb3) is strongly 
present and easy to balance with the other pitches of the 
multiphonic. 

385( 1365). mp - f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Much stronger lower pitch of multiphonic on alto 
flute. 

386(1366).mp -/. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
fiutes. On both flutes, strong tendency to waver between 
the two multiphonic pitches. On alto flute, stronger 
response from lower pitch. 

387(1372).m/-j5^. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (F2) is present 
and easily included in the multiphonic. 

388(1374).m/-/. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On both flutes, the differing levels 
of resistance make it difficult to sustain all pitches of the 
multiphonic simultaneously. Slightly stronger lowest 
pitch on alto flute. 
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389(1377).m/-#. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. Stronger lower pitch on alto flute. 

390(1378)./- jf. Fairly reliable, except for conflict between center 
pitch and difference frequency of outer pitches. Fairly 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
extreme wavering between top two pitches due to the 
strong resistance of topmost pitch. On alto flute, topmost 
pitch impossible to produce, with remaining pitches easy 
to balance; slightly stronger lowest pitch. 

391( 1380).mp - mf Reliable, but timbre slightly stuffy. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, overall 
timbre more stuffy; slightly stronger lower pitch. 

392( 1382). m/. Fairly reliable except for tendency to overblow — 
quite risky on some flutes, less so on others. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, timbre 
stuffier and lower pitch stronger. 

393( 1385). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; control somewhat touchy 
(upper pitch especially); timbre somewhat stuffy. Fairly 
easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch 
impossible to produce; an additional pitch (Eb3) is 
strongly present and easily balanced with remaining 
pitch of multiphonic. 

394( 1390).j/. Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly sharp 
C#3) is strongly present and fairly easy to balance with 
rest of multiphonic. 

395(1391)./- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (E3) is weakly present, 
but possible to include and balance with rest of 
multiphonic. 
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396(1392)./- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly sharp C#3) is 
weakly present, but can be sustained in the multiphonic 
if loose embouchure and much air pressure employed. 

397(1393)./. Fairly reliable; requires careful tuning. Easy to 
produce on bo± alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, two 
additional pitches (a slightly sharp Eb3 and a slightly flat 
G3) are present and possible to balance with the rest of 
the multiphonic if loose embouchure employed. 

398( 1394).5/mi7ar to 397(1393). Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (E3) is weakly 
present, but fairly easy to sustain within the multiphonic 
(some difficulty balancing additional and topmost pitches 
due to their differing levels of resistance). 

3 9 9 ( 1 3 9 7 ) . p p  -  m p .  F a i r - t o - g o o d  r e l i a b i l i t y ;  c o n t r o l  s l i g h t l y  d e l i c a t e .  
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute 
produces much stronger lower pitch; an additional pitch 
(a slightly sharp G#3) is strongly present and easy to 
include in the multiphonic. 

400(1400).p - mf. Fairly reliable, except slightly touchy to control. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
an additional pitch (a slightly sharp Bbl - below given 
lowest pitch of multiphonic) is weakly present, but easily 
sustainable using loose embouchure and low air pressure. 

401(1401).p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of 
pitches; control rather delicate. On c-flute, middle pitch 
barely audible in the multiphonic. On alto flute, middle 
pitch of multiphonic stronger and an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat B1 - below given lowest pitch of multiphonic) 
is weakly present but sustainable within the multiphonic 
if loose embouchure and low air pressure employed. 
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402(1409).m/. Fair reliability; timbre and response stuffy; 
necessary to roll in just enough to obtain e3 double flat 
without either losing the e3 natural or over-blowing to 
higher pitch — a rather touchy proposition. Difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch very difficult to produce and sustain in the 
multiphonic. On alto flute, better response from both 
upper pitches, but necessary to roll in considerably to 
achieve good results. 

403(1412).m/. Reliability and timbral characteristics no better or 
worse than with 402(1409). Fairly easy to produce on 
c-flute. This fingering adds one additional higher pitch to 
multiphonic in 402(1409). This additional pitch 
impossible to produce on alto flute, though the remaining 
pitches are fairly easy to sustain. 

404(1414).mp - Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On 
alto flute, the topmost pitch is nearly impossible to 
produce and sustain with remainder of multiphonic. 

405(1415). m/- ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On 
alto flute, the topmost pitch is impossible to produce -
balance of multiphonic easily sustainable. 

406(1418)./. Fairly reliable; timbre and response stuffy. Fairly easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. General timbre 
more stuffy and topmost pitch much more resistant on 
alto flute. Lowest pitch of multiphonic on alto flute 
slightly stronger. 

407( 1424). m/- fjf. Reliable. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch impossible to produce; an additional 
pitch (a slightly sharp E3) is strongly present and easily 
balanced with remainder of multiphonic. 
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408(1425)./n/- fff. Reliable. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch nearly impossible to produce and 
balance with rest of multiphonic. 

409( 1426). m/- Reliable. Highest pitch very close to that of 
408(1425). Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Overall timbre of alto flute multiphonic stuffier, though 
response of both lowest and middle pitches slightly 
stronger. 

410(1427)./. Fairly reliable; stuffy response requires heavy 
pressure. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Alto flute with generally stuffier timbre and much 
more resistant topmost pitch). 

411(1430)./- ff. Reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch difficult to 
produce and nearly impossible to maintain in multiphonic 
due to the much greater pressure it requires; timbre very 
stuffy. 

412( 1434).j/. Fair-to-good reliability: timbre and response very 
stuffy; requires considerable pressure. Fairly difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, difficult to 
balance multiphonic due to varying resistance levels. On 
alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to produce. 

413(1435). mp - / Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Similar response characteristics for both flutes, 
though alto flute with slightly stronger lower pitch. 

414(1440). m/? - /. Reliable; timbre slightly muffled. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Similar response from alto and 
c-flute. Alto flute has slightly stronger lower pitch. 
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415(144l).m/-/. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle pitch of 
multiphonic relatively weak and difficult to maintain 
within the multiphonic. On alto flute, both middle and 
lowest pitches stronger, but topmost pitch much more 
resistant with stuffier timbre. 

416(1442)./- ff. Fairly reliable. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, multiphonic wavers 
between top two pitches. On alto flute, topmost pitch 
extremely resistant and nearly impossible to sustain with 
rest of multiphonic. 

417(1443).j7- Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response stuffy; 
requires considerable pressure and must be carefully 
tuned. Tends to dissipate. On both alto and c-flute, 
highly resistant nature of topmost pitch makes sustaining 
it within the multiphonic extremely difficult. On alto 
flute, slightly better balance with remaining two pitches 
(slightly stronger lowest pitch). 

418( 1444).j5^. Fairly reliable, but timbre and response somewhat 
stuffy. Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Multiphonic on alto flute much more resistant and 
stuffy than on c-flute; extreme resistance from topmost 
pitch. 

419(1448)./. Fairly reliable, but timbre slightly stuffy. Fairly easy 
to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch nearly 
impossible to produce and sustain within the multiphonic; 
two additional pitches are present (D3 and a slightly 
sharp E3) and are readily sustainable with the remainder 
of the multiphonic if loose embouchure and strong air 
pressure are employed. 
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420( 1455).J5̂ . Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch is resistant but 
sustainable; an additional pitch (Eb3) is strongly present 
and fairly easily sustained with rest of multiphonic. 

421(1458).pp - p. Fair-to-good reliability; requires extremely low 
pressure and control, therefore delicate. Breathy timbre. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, a 
weak lower additional pitch is present (a slightly flat Bl) 
and possible for inclusion in the multiphonic if loose 
embouchure and light air pressure are employed. 

422( 1460).m/7. Should be considered as outer pitches plus an added 
c3 double sharp that appears occasionally. As such, fair-
to-good reliability; some wavering of pitches. Use low-to-
moderate pressure. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle pitch extremely weak. 
On alto flute, middle pitch slightly stronger and lowest 
pitch slightly stronger as well; a additional weak lower 
pitch is also present (C#2), which can be sustained with 
the other multiphonic pitches if low air pressure 
employed. 

423(1461)./7/7. Fair-to-good reliability; necessary to roll in to obtain 
e3 double flat, thus weakening the lowest pitch. Difficult 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch (D double-sharp 2) is extremely weak and difficult 
to isolate in the multiphonic. On alto flute, the highest 
pitch is nearly impossible to produce. 

424( 1465). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; necessary to roll in slightly 
to obtain d3 sharp. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch nearly impossible to produce; an 
additional pitch (Fb3) is present and easy to sustain with 
the remainder of pitches in the multiphonic. 
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425(1469)./- jf. Reliable. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch is impossible to produce; two additional 
pitches (D#3 and E3) are strongly present and easily 
sustained in the multiphonic; stuffy timbre. 

426(1473).p. Fair reliability; required very low pressure makes 
control difficult. Breathy timbre; some wavering of 
pitches. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, 
an additional pitch (a slightly flat Bl) is weakly present, 
but sustainable in the multiphonic if low pressure 
employed; if higher pressure used, another additional 
pitch (a slightly flat F3) is strongly present and 
sustainable in the multiphonic, but its required pressure 
level obliterates the lower additional pitch. 

427( 1475). m/-/. Fair-to-good reliability; some risk of extraneous 
pitches on attack, otherwise easy to control. Easy to 
produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch is nearly 
impossible to produce; an additional pitch (a slightly flat 
F3) is strongly present and easily sustained with the 
remainder of the multiphonic. 

428( 1477). m/7. Fair-to-good reliability; control rather delicate. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto 
flute with slightly stronger lowest and middle pitches, 
very breathy timbre. 

429(1486). m/7 - f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch is 
present (C#3) - slight problem of wavering between this 
pitch and topmost pitch. 
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430(1489).mp - mf. Best treated as aleatoric fingering on account of 
the wavering of pitches. Fairly difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, both middle pitches 
extremely weak and difficult to sustain with much 
stronger and more reliable outer pitches. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch impossible to produce, but middle pitches 
much stronger and more easily balanced within 
multiphonic. 

43 1(1490).mp - mf Fair-to-good reliability; requires loose 
embouchure and therefore touchy to control; breathy 
timbre; some wavering of pitches. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Stronger lower pitch and stuffier 
timbre on alto flute. 

A32{\A9\). Similar to 431(1490). Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Stronger lower pitch on alto flute. 

433( 1493).m/- ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. A very clear, projecting multiphonic on c-flute. 
On alto flute, stuffier timbre with some difficulty 
producing topmost pitch; an additional pitch (Eb3) is 
present and easy to sustain within the multiphonic. 

434( 1494).5/m/7ar to 431(1490). Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, slightly stronger response 
from lower pitch; stuffier timbre. 

435( 1495).mp. Fairly Reliable, though control somewhat delicate. 
As arrows suggest, the intervalic relationship of the outer 
pitches is not an octave. Somewhat difficult to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. Middle pitch difficult to 
produce and sustain on both flutes. 
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436(1498). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of pitches; 
control delicate. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, middle pitch difficult to produce. On 
alto flute, better and more balanced response from 
middle pitch; breathier timbre. 

437( 1499). m/-/. Fairly reliable; timbre breathy, but difference 
tones strongly perceived. Easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Breathier timbre on alto flute. 

438(1500). m/. Fair reliability; lower pitch weak; breathy timbre. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Breathier 
timbre on alto flute. 

439( 1505). m/- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. Stuffier response on alto flute. 

440(1509). m/- j5^. Reliable. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch is extremely difficult to produce and 
impossible to sustain in multiphonic; an additional pitch 
(a slightly sharp F3) is strongly present and easily 
sustained with the remainder of the multiphonic. 

441(1517)./ Reliable. Middle pitch weak. Easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, middle pitch impossible to 
produce; an additional pitch (F3) is strongly present and 
easy to sustain with the remainder of multiphonic. 

442( 1522). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; requires careful tuning; 
control slightly delicate. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly 
sharp C3) is weakly present, but possible for inclusion in 
the multiphonic provided a loose embouchure and 
greater air pressure are employed. 
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443( 1523).m/-/. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, a somewhat weak additional pitch (a 
slightly flat C#3) is available for inclusion in the 
multiphonic - requires loose embouchure to obtain. 

444( 1525). mp - mf. Fairly reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an 
additional pitch (a slightly flat D3) is strongly present and 
easy to incorporate into the multiphonic. 

445( 1527). m/-/. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch is present (a 
slightly sharp F3) which is easily included in the 
multiphonic by using slightly more air pressure. 

446( 1528).j5^ - fff. Reliable. An easy and vibrant multiphonic on c-
flute. On alto flute, timbre stuffier and topmost pitch 
very difficult to produce; an additional pitch (a slightly 
flat F#3) is strongly present and easy to sustain with 
remainder of multiphonic. 

447( 1539). m/7 - mf. Fair reliability; pitches tend to alternate. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Stuffier timbre on 
alto flute. 

448( 1540). w/. Fair-to-good reliability; upper pitches tend to 
alternate. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On c-flute, a pronounced tendency to waver 
between top two pitches. On alto flute, less tendency to 
alternate between top two pitches, as middle pitch 
stronger and top pitch more resistant - a more balanced 
multiphonic. 

449(1550). m/. Fair reliability; upper pitches tend to alternate; 
timbre rather breathy. Difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Impossible to produce topmost pitch on 
both alto and c-flute - remaining two pitches sustainable. 
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450(155l)./n/. Fairly reliable despite stuffy response and timbre. 
On c-flute, impossible to produce middle pitch of 
multiphonic. On alto flute, middle pitch audible but 
weak; extremely stuffy timbre. 

45 1(1555). w/. Fair reliability; control very touchy; center pitch 
weak. Can also be played as double stop comprised of 
outer pitches only (mf - f; fair-to-good reliability). Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
middle pitch slightly stronger; stuffier timbre. 

452(1560)./. Fair-to-good reliability; control somewhat touchy; 
timbre and response somewhat stuffy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch weak. On alto flute, slightly stronger middle pitch; 
stuffier timbre. 

453(1561). fingerings) mp -/. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, fingering 
a. yields an additional pitch (a slightly flat Eb3) which can 
be sustained easily in the multiphonic; fingering b. 
produces a flatter topmost pitch and a less resonant 
multiphonic. 

454(1562). m/- J5̂ . fairly reliable except for slight risk of 
extraneous pitch. Enharmonic spelling of 453(1561) 
fingering b., above. 

455( 1567). m/- ff. Reliable. Enharmonic spelling of 453(1561) 
fingering a., above. 

456(1569).w/ - /. Reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, lower pitch 
slightly stronger; timbre stuffier. 
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457(1575).m/- f Fair-to-good reliability; resonant, but control 
touchy. Use considerable pressure. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a 
slightly flat G#3) is strongly present and easily 
maintained within the multiphonic. 

458(1590)./. Fairly reliable; middle pitch weak. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, middle 
pitch weak - difficult to maintain due to overpowering 
topmost pitch. On alto flute, middle and lowest pitches 
stronger, easier to balance than on c-flute. 

459( 1592)./- j55^. Reliable; resonant. Difference frequency strongly 
heard. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat A3) is present 
and available for inclusion in the multiphonic if greater 
pressure employed. 

460(1599). m/ Fairly reliable; timbre and response somewhat 
stuffy. On c-flute, multiphonic does not respond as 
indicated - produced a slightly flat E3 over indicated 
lowest pitch. On alto flute, fingering produced two 
pitches over indicated lowest pitch: a slightly flat E3 and 
a slightly flat A3. 

461(161 l).j/- j5/. Reliable; octave comes into tune with flute rolled 
out slightly. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat E3) is 
present and possible for inclusion in the multiphonic if 
loose embouchure and greater air pressure employed. 

462(1612).m/- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat E3) 
is strongly present and easy to include in the 
multiphonic; stuffier timbre and more resistance. 
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463(1631). m/- Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On 
alto flute, results differed greatly from given: a 
multiphonic consisting of a slightly flat Bbl, a slightly flat 
B2, and a slightly sharp F3 - multiphonic fairly easy to 
balance and maintain; stuffy timbre. 

464( 1635). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response very 
stujfy. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat B3) is weakly 
present, but is nonetheless fairly easy to balance with the 
rest of the multiphonic if greater air pressure employed. 

465(1637).m/ Fair-to-good reliability; somewhat delicate to control. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch noticeably flatter than on c-flute; 
stuffier timbre and much more resistance. 

4661641). mf. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response stuffy; 
tends to diffuse; control somewhat touchy. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, an 
additional lower pitch (a slightly flat Bbl) is strongly 
present and easy to sustain with rest of multiphonic. 

467( 1649). m/- ff. Reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch is extremely 
resistant, requiring much air pressure to sustain; an 
additional pitch (a slightly flat F#3) is strongly present 
and easy to maintain within the multiphonic. 

468(1650). m/- /. Reliable, except lower pitch intonationally 
unstable enough to be forced up to b2 flat if too much 
pressure used. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly flat F3) is 
present and easily sustained within the multiphonic. 
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469( 1651).m/- f. Reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, an additional pitch (a slightly sharp 
F3) is strongly present and fairly easy to include in the 
multiphonic, provided looser embouchure and more air 
pressure employed. 

470(1653)./. Fair-to-good reliability; requires heavy pressure; may 
be difficult to locate point of best response. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost 
pitch is extremely resistant, requiring much greater air 
pressure to produce; timbre extremely stuffy. 

471(1654)./ Fair-to-good reliability; stuffy response and timbre; 
control rather touchy. Easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, stuffier timbre, especially on 
topmost pitch. 

472(1655)./. Fairly reliable despite stuffy response and timbre. 
Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch impossible to produce; an additional pitch 
(a slightly sharp F3) is strongly present and easy to 
balance with remainder of multiphonic. 

473(1656)./- j5/. Fairly reliable; hint of extraneous pitch in the 
middle. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, extraneous pitch not detected. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch producible but extremely stuffy and 
resistant; a strong additional pitch (a slightly flat F#3) is 
present and easily included in multiphonic. 

474(1663). w/ Fair-to-good reliability; requires careful control. 
Pinch slightly; use moderate-to-high pressure. Fairly 
easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
lowest pitch extremely weak. On alto flute, slightly 
stronger response form lower pitch; multiphonic easier to 
balance due to comparable resistance levels of the two 
pitches. 
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475(1664)./ - Reliable. Dijference tone very strong. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Stuffier timbre on alto 
flute. 

476( 1 666).j5^. Fairly reliable; response and timbre somewhat stuffy. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, stuffier timbre and more resistance; a strong 
additional pitch (C3) sounds prominently within the 
multiphonic. 

477(1678).j5^. Fairly reliable, though timbre and response rather 
stuffy. Use considerable pressure. Fairly difficult to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, extreme 
resistance from topmost pitch - only producible with 
great amount of air pressure. 

478( 1679).j5^. Reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Roughly equal response on both 
flutes (alto flute with slightly stuffier timbre, more 
resistance). 

479( 1680).j5^. Reliable; timbre slightly breathy. Easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute with slightly stronger 
lower pitch, more resistant topmost pitch. 

480(1686)./- ff. Reliable. Easy to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, 
topmost pitch extremely difficult to maintain in 
multiphonic; an additional pitch (a slightly flat G#3) is 
strongly present and easily maintained with remainder 
of multiphonic. 
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481(1688).pp - mp. Fairly reliable despite some wavering of 
pitches. Timbre slightly breathy. Pinch slightly to 
produce. Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On c-flute, lower pitch of multiphonic extremely 
difficult to produce and maintain with the upper pitch -
recommend dynamic of ppp for success. On alto flute, 
lower pitch of multiphonic stronger - better results with 
multiphonic, but only at low dynamic level. 

482(1692).m/ Fairly reliable, but timbre and response stuffy. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Stuffier timbre and 
slightly stronger lower note on alto flute. 

483( 1697). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; take care to avoid extraneous 
lower pitch. Easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
Stuffier timbre and slightly stronger lower note on alto 
flute, 

484( 1702). m/. Fairly reliable; timbre breathy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Stuffier timbre on alto 
flute. 

485(1705).p - mp. Fair-to-good reliability; beware of extraneous 
pitches. Difficult to produce on c-flute: lower pitch 
impossible to produce. On alto flute, lower pitch stronger 
but still weak; an additional pitch (a slightly flat G#3) is 
available, sustaining well with the other pitches of the 
multiphonic if slightly more pressure employed. 

486(1706). m/ Fair reliability; timbre and response very stuffy. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, topmost pitch extremely stuffy, but nonetheless a 
reasonably strong multiphonic; an additional pitch (a 
slightly sharp C#2) is strongly present - unavoidable 
even at greater pressure level needed to generate highest 
pitch of multiphonic. 
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487( 1707).m/. Fairly reliable, though control somewhat delicate. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-
flute, middle pitch weak and difficult to balance with 
topmost pitch. On alto flute, middle pitch and lowest 
pitch slightly stronger - multiphonic easier to balance and 
maintain. 

488(1709)./. Fair-to-good reliability; control rather delicate. Easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute produces 
stronger lower pitch; better balanced multiphonic. 

489(1713)./. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response slightly 
stuffy; control slightly delicate. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Similar response characteristics 
for both flutes (alto flute multiphonic slightly stuffier in 
timbre). 

490(1714)./ Fairly reliable. Easy to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On alto flute, a very weak additional pitch (an 
F#3) is present in the multiphonic when played at 
extremely high dynamic levels, but additional pitch 
difficult to isolate. 

491(1715). fingerings) f. Fairly reliable, though control slightly 
delicate. Upper pitch slightly flatter on fingering b. Easy 
to produce on both alto and c-flutes. Fingering a. on alto 
flute yields an additional pitch (a slightly flat F#3); both 
fingerings produce much stuffier multiphonics than on c-
flute. 
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492(1719).J5̂ . Fair reliability; upper pitch comes with difficulty: may 
be a problem on some instruments. Use heavy pressure. 
Difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, much easier response - multiphonic speaks at much 
lower pressure; stuffier timbre. On c-flute, great 
difficulty producing topmost pitch - needs extreme 
pressure. On alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to 
produce, though an additional pitch (a slightly sharp g 3) 
is strongly present and easy to sustain with remainder of 
multiphonic. 

493( 1724). mp. Fair-to-good reliability; some wavering of pitches; 
timbre breathy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and 
c-flutes. On alto flute, much easier response -
multiphonic speaks with much lower pressure; stuffier 
timbre. 

494( 1728).J5̂ . Fair-to-good reliability; requires heavy pressure; 
control rather touchy. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to produce; an 
additional pitch (a slightly sharp G3) is strongly present 
and easily sustained with the remainder of the 
multiphonic. 

495( 1729).5/Aw//ar to 494(1728). Difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On c-flute, topmost pitch requires very 
strong pressure. On alto flute, topmost pitch is nearly 
impossible to produce - without it, fingering not a 
multiphonic, as no additional pitches are present. 

496( 1735).m/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre somewhat breathy; 
control rather touchy. Normal b3 fingering. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, 
middle pitch difficult to sustain in multiphonic. On alto 
flute, stuffier timber and same weakness in middle pitch. 
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497( 1741), m/- f. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre and response 
stuffy. Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, an additional pitch (F3) is weakly present 
and most audible when multiphonic played at higher 
dynamic levels. 

498( 1743).w/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre somewhat breathy; 
somewhat touchy to control. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, slightly stuffier 
timbre but better balance between pitches; slightly 
stronger lower pitch. 

499( 1749)./n/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre breathy; control 
slightly touchy. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. On alto 
flute, lowest two pitches respond more easily, but 
topmost pitch impossible to produce. 

500(1752)./- ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. Alto flute more resistant and stuffy 
(especially on highest pitch). 

501 (1757). mp. Fair-to-good reliability; two lower pitches have 
vague breathy timbre and do not balance the uppermost 
pitch. Control rather delicate. Fairly difficult to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On both alto and c-flute, lowest 
pitch of the multiphonic is extremely difficult to produce; 
remainder of multiphonic stuffy, but can be sustained. 

502( 1760). mp. Fairly reliable; control slightly delicate. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On both 
flutes, the lower pitch is difficult to sustain, as it tends to 
alternate with the higher pitch. 
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503(176Fair-to-good reliability: timbre breathy. Roll out 
slightly and use moderate-to-high pressure. Fairly easy 
to produce on c-flute, but topmost pitch quite resistant -
needs great amount of air pressure. On alto flute, the 
topmost pitch is impossible to produce; remainder of 
multiphonic quite stuffy in timbre. 

504( 1765).m/- f. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, the multiphonic is sustainable, but only at 
higher dynamic levels - strong air pressure required by 
the very resistant topmost pitch. 

505(1767)./. Fairly reliable; timbre and response somewhat stuffy. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, multiphonic is considerably stuffier in timbre. 

506( 1773). m/. Fair-to-good reliability; timbre slightly breathy. On 
some flutes the lower pitch is eS double flat. Somewhat 
difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On both 
flutes, the lower pitch is difficult to produce and 
maintain, as it is overpowered by the upper pitch. 

507(1779). m/- /. Fair-to-good reliability; extraneous lower pitch 
tends to appear. Timbre and response slightly stuffy. 
Fairly easy to produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto 
flute, a weak additional pitch (F#3) is apparent in 
multiphonic at higher dynamic levels. 

508(1780)./- ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, topmost pitch very difficult to produce and 
sustain in the multiphonic; an additional pitch (G3) is 
strongly present and sustainable with remainder of 
multiphonic. 

509(1781)./- ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on c-flute. 
On alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to produce; an 
additional pitch (a slightly flat G#3) is strongly present 
and sustainable with remainder of multiphonic. 
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510( 1784).j55^. Fair reliability (considering the difficulties often 
encountered with tone production in such an extremely 
high register). Best used as transient. Use extreme 
pressure in production. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
c-flute. On alto flute, a very extreme amount of air 
pressure required to produce topmost pitch, which is 
accompanied by extraneous noise similar to "jet whistle" 
effect; difficult to maintain lowest pitch while producing 
topmost pitch. 

511(1790).m/. Fair-to-good reliability; somewhat touchy to control 
because of wavering pitches and slight risk of extraneous 
pitches underneath. Somewhat difficult to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. On c-flute, multiphonic tends to 
waver between the two pitches. On alto flute, 
multiphonic slightly more stabile, especially if loose 
embouchure and lighter air pressure employed; timber 
stuffier. 

512(1793)./ Fair-to-good reliability; somewhat touchy to control; 
timbre and response slightly stuffy. Fairly easy to 
produce on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost 
pitch resistant and difficult to sustain with lowest pitch; 
an additional pitch (a slightly fiat G3) is present and 
maintainable within the multiphonic. 

513(1803)./ Fairly reliable; timbre breathy. Fairly easy to produce 
on both alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch 
very resistant; overall timbre stuffier. 
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514( 1806).wp. Fairly reliable; slight wavering tendency; timbre 
somewhat breathy. Notated finger configuration seems 
impossible. One can get around this by closing both the 
no. 1 key and the one between it and the no. 2 key with 
the left index finger, leaving the right index finger free to 
open the D trill key. This fingering cannot be used on 
most alto flutes. Difficult to produce on both alto and c-
flutes. On c-flute, the lower pitch extremely weak and 
tenuous. On alto flute, the lower pitch did not sound at 
all; needed assistance of second person to get fingering! 

515(1808)./. Fair reliability; stuffy timbre and response. Fairly easy 
to produce on c-flute. On alto flute, topmost pitch 
impossible to produce; an additional pitch (a slightly flat 
G3) strongly present and sustainable with remainder of 
multiphonic. 

5 1 6 (  1 8  1 0 ) . j 5 ^ .  Fair-to-good reliability; requires heavy pressure. 
Somewhat difficult to produce on both alto and c-flutes. 
On alto flute, multiphonic stuffier and topmost pitch more 
resistant. 

517(1811). mf - ff. Fairly reliable. Fairly easy to produce on both 
alto and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch somewhat 
more resistant; an additional pitch (G#3) is present and 
sustainable within the multiphonic. 

518(1818)./? - mp. Fair reliability; somewhat delicate to control; 
timbre somewhat breathy. Fairly easy to produce on 
both alto and c-flutes. Alto flute with stronger lower 
pitch and more resistant upper pitch. 

519( 1825).j/. Fair reliability; upper pitch slightly difficult to obtain; 
response slightly stuffy. Difficult to produce on both alto 
and c-flutes. On alto flute, topmost pitch impossible to 
produce - no additional pitches for inclusion in this 
multiphonic encountered. 
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